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Clear as a
AND HERE IS
THE REASON ••
• • the answer has been found in Bullers Low
Loss Ceramics to the problem of Dielectric
Loss in High Frequency circuits.

I

Years of laboratory research and development
have brought these materials to a high degree
of efficiency. To-day, they are in constant use
for transmission and reception and play a vital
part in maintaining communications under all
conditions.

~

Made in Three Principal Materials.
•

FREQU EL EX-An Insulating material of Low
Dielectric Loss. For Coil Formers, Aerial Insulators,
Valve Holders, etc.
PERMALEX-A High Permittivity Material. For the construction of Condensers of the smallest possible dimensions.
TEMPALEX-A condenser material of medium permittivity. For
the construction of Condensers having a constant capacity at all
temperatures.

BuUers
L0 W

L 0 SS

BULLERS, LTD., THE HALL, OATLANDS
Telephone: Walton-on-Thames 2451
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46-range Model 7
Universal AvaMeter

40-range Model 40
Universal AvoMeter
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"Avo" Valve Tester with Universal Panel

!MflliT~l§

PRECISION

tlzat 7flllasteJz e»&uJ 7estmg Pw61em.
The world-wide use of " AVO" Jnstrumcnts is
striking testimony to their. outstanding versatility,
precision

and

reliability.

In

every

sphere of

electrical test work-laboratory, shop or out on
a job-they are appreciated for their dependable
accuracy, which is often used as a standard by
which other instruments 'are judged.

There is an

"AVO" Instrument for every essential electrical test.

:·······································································:

i
l

.:

Some delay in delivery of Trade Orders is inevitable but we shall continue to do our best to
fulfil your requirements as promptly as possible.

l
l

.
:

:.........................................................................:

."

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers:-

ELE CTRI CA L M EAS. URI NG

INSTRUMENTS
BRITISH MADE

e

Write for fully descriptive lileratttre dealing with any
instrument in which you are Interested, and for current prices•

.

THE AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT Co., Ltd.,

Winder House, Douglas St., London, s.W.I

'Pltmte: Victon'a 3404-7.

All-Wave

11

Avo '' Oscillator

"Avo" Test Bridge

Universal AvoMin!Jr

A
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MULTI CORE
'1'HE · SOLDE:R WIRE:
·"'" , ·. WITH '3 CORES OF "r"

'CJ'
•'

,

c

·,

NON-CORROSIVE

:·

--ERSIN FLUX

~-

.
\

'

• Avoids Dry Joints • Increases Electrical Efficiency
of Joints • Speedily makes Sound Joints on Dirty or
Oxidised Surfaces e Always Correct Proportions of
Flux and Solder • No Additional Flux Required
e Low Melting Point (190° C. for 60/40 alloys)
e Approved by Air Min~stry & G.P.O. e All-British
and acknowledged by the Leading Manufacturers to
be the finest Cored Solder in the World.

FREE

Two informative publications on soldering have
been issued by Multicore Solders Ltd. Executives are invited
to sen:a for copies and a free sample of Multicore Solder.

MULTICORESOLDERSLTD.,BusHHOUSE,LONDON,W.C.2
Telephon•: TEMp!• Bar 5583!4
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The stars
/look down • • •
• • . upon the sleeping villages and
towns of England. Over the peaceful scene the moon mounts guard
with watchful eye.

Yet, ~t any

_given moment, should the necessity .
arise, the quietest co~ntry village
can be in instant communication
with the greatest city; can comma~d
its resources and enlist its help..
Our products for many years have
served in spreading hiunan happiness
and in forging links between men,
and to-day ~we still proudly play
our part in

maintaining

human

fellowship.

'.

c.R,c. Jb(
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Radio engineering and design in the States has always been of special
interest*to British Amateurs and at Webb's, American Receivers and
components were always available from stock. Now that they can be
supplied on priority order only, and there are no English stocks, we can
only serve the ordinary amateur by bringing to his notice the latest available
items and providing information that will enable him to assess developments
there. We illustrate a Hallicrafter Portable Communication Receiver
which we feel is indicative of the trend of American design.

RAD 10

WE BB'S
14 SOHO

STREET

Telephone : GERrard 2089.

HALLICRAFTER MODEL 8.29. SKY TRA·
YELLER : A truly portable communication
type receiver covering from 544 kc. to 30.5
me. in 4 bands. Operates from its own selfcontained batteries or from 240 volt AC
or DC mains. The Valve Line-up is :
IT4 R.F., I.R.s Mixer, IPs-GT I.F.
Amplifiers, IHs-GT 2nd Det., A.V.C.
rst Audio, 3Q5-GT Output Amplifier,
IG4-GT Beat Oscillator, IG4-GT Noise
Limiter and 25Z5G Rectifier• (9 valves in
all). Electrical bandspread. Battery life
prolonged through a self-contained charging
unit. Self-contained collapsible antenna)
which can be extended to nearly 3ft.
An R.F. stage used on all bands. Dimen~lions:
7in. high x 8}in. wide x I31in.
deep. Weight including all batteries, r8 lbs.
Price on application. This instrument is nnt
available from English stock and can only be
suppUed against Priority Order.

OXFORD

STREET,

LONDON,

Hours of Business : 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

W.l

Sots. 9 a.m. to 12 noon.

INSULATORS AND CERAMIC G.OODS

Here are the detazls of the 21 lmes illustrated above:
12. Type AX.-12" glazed porcelain Insulator with an exceptionally long
leakage path and negligible capacity effect, used extensively for trans
mitting or where aerial loss must be kept to a minimum.
13. Type TB.-Transposition Block, an extremely light ceramic block for
transposed feed lines. These will not slip out and are suitable for
continuous exposure as supplied to the Cunard White Star Liner "Queen

Mary."
14. Type FS.-Highly-glazed feeder-spreader giving a 600 ohm line.

light in

weight and free from appreciable loss when exposed to atmospherical
influences.

15. Type AG.-Fiint-glass aerial insulator, with an excellent high frequency
characteristic and long leakage path.
16 & 17. English Ceramic Valveholders with si'ver-plated contacts," both
four and five pin.
18 & 19. Ceramic Sockets with silver-plated CQntacts for American valves.

20 & 21. Types FTL and FTS.-Feed-through bushes In ceramic. Type TFL
passing a 2BA screw ; Type FTS a 4BA screw. Extremely useful for
carrying high voltage or R.F. through met?l pr~nels.
·

VMARJ
A1
~

OUR ILLUSTRATION GIVES BUT A SMALL INDICATION OF THE WIDE
VARIETY OF INSULATORS AND CERAMIC GOODS AVAILABLE FROM
RAYMART, WHO CARRY THE LARGEST RANGE OF THESE PRODUCTS
IN THE COUNTRY.
I. Type TFX.-Coil Form, grooved and ribbed, 2-}" dia., 5" of winding
space with mounting holes and provision for link or inductive coupling.
2. Type BTX.-A similar coil form, 1£" dia. X 3!" long.
3. Type ST.-White glazed vitreous porcelain stand·off insulator, fitted with-nickel·plated terminals ; height excluding terminals }",
4. Type SS.-Similar in all respects ; height excluding terminals 1".
S. Type SM.-The largest of this type of stand·off insulators, I!" excluding
terminals.
I
6. Type SX.~Heavy stand-off insulator, 3t'' high, four-hole fixing, no
terminal supplied, but we have sockets specially made to fit.
7. Types SG and SL.-Standard beehive insulators ; two versions are
available-(a) Brown glazed (5G) ; (b) Unglazed (SL).
8. Type SP.-A special low-loss pillar insulator, produced primarily for
ultra-higb frequency use, the lowest loss insulator ever offered of this
type. 1£" long X
dia. and internally threaded at both ends 2BA;
supplied with screws and cork washers.
9. Type FTI.-Double-cone feed·through insulator foi ~eeding H.T. or
R.F. through baseboard of chassis, mounting coils, etc. Height above
chassis I~~~ ; below chassis ~". Full i,nsulation provided on chassis up to
!" thick. Supplied with two cGrk waShers and 2BA all-thread with nuts.
10. Type AT.-Aerial T Piece. designed to facilitate erection of transposed
or zeppelin type aerials.
11. Type SCL.-Lead-in insul3.tor or H.F. bushing; provides maximum surface
leakage path, high!y•glazed. Rubber ring washers ensure absolute weather·
proof qualities. For especially exposed positions our Type DCL insulator·
is identical with the SCL, but has at one end an overlapping double cont::,
so ~nsuring that no moisture shall form a path on the insulator.

-r'

Government departments-Manufacturers-Servicemen, etc., are invited to send us their inquiries
48, HOLLOWAY HEAD, BIRMINGHAM, 1. 'Phone: MIDLAND 3254•

•
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Value proved
·.by long service

for
BROADCAST RADIO

•
INDUSTRIAL A'PPLICATIONS
(INCLUDING P.A. SYSTEMS)

•
ELECTRO MEDICAL
EQUIPMENT

•
THERMIONIC INSTRUMENTS
and TEST GEAR
VITAL COMMUNICATIONS
and WARNING SYSTEMS
ETC.

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. Ltd.
Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2
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NEWsELF-CONTAINED RADIO POWER UNIT-THE

~

VIBRATORPACK

Full instructions for operation and
maintenance provided with each unit.

MODEL 6AHTP for 6 Volts - MODEL 4AHTP for 4. Volts
1-0perates all types of Battery Sets from
a " 2 Valver " to a "Su perhet" without
the H.T. Battery replacement problem.
2--Designed for the most economical
consumption. Constructed for Constant
Output, Reliable Service and Maximum
performance.

3-Completely enclosed in Metal
Case-smaller than the H .T. Battery it
Replaces - attractively . finished in
Brown Crystalline Enamel.
4-A product of the Leading British
Manufacturers of Vibrator Operated
Power Supply.

Write for details

.

MASTERADIO LTD
Vibrant Works, Watford, HERTS.

••11111!••··············--···········Telegrams:
Telephone:

-

Watford 9885/9890
Ml.Stiola, Watford

WBARI'EDALE
I"ACTORY SPEAKER

materials are specified
on Government contracts because of their
exce 11 e nt dielectric
properties, chemical
inertness and resistance to water and
acids. Full particulars
of Tenaplas K and L
products will be forwarded on request.

TENAPLAS

LTO.

Head Office:

7, PARK LANE, LONDON,
W.1.

TENAPLAS
PRODUCTS
:Xand~7

Available with or without Volume Control or Remote
Control. REVERSIBLE. Fitted with 8" BRONZE UNIT
for 4/5 Watts input, or I0" BRONZE UNIT for 5/6 Watts

WHARFEDALE WIRELESS WORKS
SOI~E

HUTCHINSON LANE
'PHONE: BRlGHOUSE 50

www.americanradiohistory.com
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•

BRIG HOUSE

•

'GRAMS: •·

YORKS
WHAR.lt~PEL"
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THE OUTSTANDING

Frequentite- Low

properties of

and

High

which even before the war severely taxed

Mechanical Strength-led to a demand
our productive capacity.

Loss

the fighting services have inevitably led

The needs of

but we can now meet all requirements promptly.

to restrictions in supplies for general industry,
Extensions to our plant, the employment of

specialised new equipment, and

improvements in our manufacturing technique
facturers to obtain bu~ supplies of the most intricate

progressive

made during the past seven years, now enable manudesigns.

Please write for Catalogue No. S.P.Io.

The Pioneer British-.ltlade Low Loss Ceramic ·

STEATITE &
Telephone: Stourport nr.

PORCELAIN

PRODU~TS

Head Office and Works :
STOURPORT- ON- SJ_:<:VERN, WORCS.

LTD.

Telegrams: Steatain, Stourport,
SP.J
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Links
in the chain
.of

Success
of every type for every purpose
Woden supply all type$ of transformers, including
stripped,· fully shrouded, artd special types built to
specification. Special impregnating and dehydrating
processes safeguard reliability.
Punctual delivery
ensured on priority work.

DEl

W
· a ·

TRANSFORMER
eo.
Thornley St., Wolverhampton
Tel. : Wolverhampton 22829.
;',

MAKERS oJr· TRANSFORMERS, POWER PACKS, AND
SPECIAL RECEIVING AND TRANSMITTING APPARATUS.

p~N~L. F~SEHOLDER.

Where it
·
IS desiral5Ie to fit a fuse behind a
panel, yet retain accessibility, this holder
is indispensable; moulded in Bakelite,
single hole fixing, bushed from panel,
coin slot in carrier. Soldering spills
are provided for easy connecting.
With r amp. fuse or as required.

Other Belling-Lee Activities
Terminals up to 100 amps., plugs and
sockets up to ro-way, fuses 60 m/a. up
to 300 amps., fuseholders, valveholders up to I2,ooo volts, screened
couplers, therffial cut-outs, interference suppressors, screened
rooms and cabinets, anti·
interference aerials, dipoles and speciality

feeders.

~~M.R. SUPPLIES,~~
[Jre:('ut to-day's greatest opportunity in MICROPHONES a~d ELECTRO·TECHNICAL
E<H~J rMENT.
All goods Urand new, perfect and gur~>ranteed.
All pricee nett.

NEW &

EXCLUSIVE!

ROTHERMEL-BRUSH PIEZO- CRYSTAL
MICROPHONES
(see illustration).

A model ol really outstand!ng performance and
aPJiearance, incorporating the latest piezo-electric
generating agent producing a level response to about
8,000 c;s. Out~ullevel-60 db. In handsome satinblack housing with chromium bezel and knucklejoint for angle adjustment. Mountin, thread is
:V' (26). COmplete with 6 !1.. screened lead.
72/6 nett
We are already re<>eiving many repeat orders and antiCipate a
ready sale -for t-he limited nurriber available.
Instruction
leaHet sent llith eacl1.

G.E.C. MINIATURE ldiCROPBONES.-Transverc·e current model oi pr€'C:fle ·nfltrument
finish, approx. l~iiJ, square. Provided witb clip for lapel use, 8ft, lead and plug-connector.
These rem:trkable litt!e im.truments are a revelation in performance. (List price 85/-).
Very few now !eft at 39/6.
MICROPHONE/SPEAKER UNITS,-Righ efficiency model with excellent frequency
response, Dia. 3in., fitted weighty high-flux alnico magnet. Imped. 12-oluns. Perfect
for iutercom. systems, public addre«.c:. and as extension speaker. One of our most populru
offers, 18/6.
HIGH-FIDELITY OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS.-FUl'ther supp'y available at time of
going to press. Model "A," exact" W.W." spec., providing 11 ratios from 12/1 to 76/1
with C.T. for P.P.. 42i-, Model "B," Juper-fldelity. •• W.W." report g'vE"s response
level 20/20,000 c/s. RatioB, 18/1, 24/1, 3Gjl and 72/1-all push-pull-and other ratios
for straight outputs. Weight, 10!- lb.s. Finest Output TrarufoJ·mcr extant, 59/6. (We
regret unavo:dable slight inerea.ses.)
HEAVY DUTY &TEP-DOWN TRANSFORMERS.-Varied f!election of hie-h-c!ass trans·
formers availahle.
Example :-Pr'm. 220/24() v., secondary 25v. 10 nmps. (Weight,
2llbs.), 70/-. (plm 2 'G pt c:lrr.). For !ow-volLage safety lighting, etc. List of other:·
submitted on request.

HEAVY DUTY METAL RECTIFIEB8.-D.O. delivery, 12/14 v. 6 amps.• 35/•, a],o D.O.

delivery 12/14 v. 10 amps. 47/6. These require A.C. input of about 16 v. STEP-DOWN
MAJBS TRANSFORMERS for above. :Prim, 200/2il0 v., sec. tapped for G and 12 v.
charging at 6 amp~ •• 39/8.
ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRONS.-200!250 v. Domestic model with airtight element
(guaranteed one year). Flat Lit or pointed bit, 11/9.
SLIDING B.HEOSTATS.-{100-watts capacity), Fully enclosed with bushed cable entry
and laminated bn1sb colltact. Positive smooth action. Followlng range :-4-ohms
5-amps., 10 ohms 3-ampg., 50·ohnl.s lA amp., lOO-ohms 1-.amp .• 200-ohms 0.7"8.mp.,
400·ohrns 0.5·Mnp. Any one, 17/6.
BATTERY CHARGERS.-200/250 v. A.C., fitted metal rectifier. For charging 2 6
and 12 volt batteries at 1.5 amp. Sturdily made in perfQ.rated metal cabinet ana~ed
ior table use or wall mounting. Excellent source of LT/DC supply for other purposes, 50/·.

M.R. SUPPLIES, 68, New Oxford St., London, W.C.1
ll;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;=;;;;;;;;;;;;:;o Telephone: MUSeum 2958';;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;!1
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Vacuum Tube
PERFORMANCE hegias ea
Eimac's :owa MACHINES
Eimac cubes are dift"erenc. Differen~ i"- th~ir outstanding1)t
superior perfoi-mance c~pabilities ••..the shapes of the.
bulbs ... the rugged design and the m&t.eria_~ us..;~. They are
the only robes on the market which are unconditionally
guaranteed against pre~a_tur~ fai!Qres which result from gaa
released internally.
So exacting are the prOduction requirements for Eimac
tubes that the tools are specially made in the Eimac faclory. The glass lathes ... the vacuum pumps ... there'a

many a ''gadget" so unusual that procure~ent froro a coo•,
venrional tool maker is impossible•

..

~
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38

RANGE
IJNIVEBSAL

TAYLORMETER
This improved Taylor Model
90 instrument is soundly constructed and carefully adjusted to
give accurate measurements over a
very wide range. I~ is particularly
suitable for all Radio an'd Electrical
measurements>

TAYLOR MODEL 90
Sensitivity : 1,000 ohms per volt on all
voltage ranges.

38 RANGES!

A new delivery of these well-made Heavy Duty Battery
Chargers is just to hand. Built of first class components with Metal Rectification and mounted on solid
base board, as illustrated.
Input 200/245 volts A. C. PRICE
EACH
Output I k amps. at 6 v.

3 51_

,~'{r

•

SMALL TRICKLE CHARGERS . •

·These Chargers have metal rectification. Input 200·220v A.C.
Output 2v. t amp. Reliable and Shockproof. Price 17;6.
Similar to above but in metal case for mounting. Price 19/6.

BAIRD TELEVISION RECEIVERS
MODEL T 26-ln Console Cabinets- BRAND NEW

(7)
(6)
(5)
(5)

D.C, Volts from 0-0.25 to I,OOO'v,
A. C. Volts from 0·2.5 to I ,OOOv.
Output from 0-2.5 to SOOv.
D.C. Current from 0·1 mA. to
2.5 Amps.
(5) A.C. Current . rom 0..1 mA. to
2.5 Amps. '''.<. . . · .
· ;,
(3) Resistance from I ol\ri\'·tp I megohif,.:
with internal battery .. "'- . -:-::
(I) 1,000 ohms to 10 megohms with external
60 volt battery.
'TA.YLOR MODEL 90
(6) Decibels from - 22 db. to'+ 60 db.·
£11 • 11 • 0
Meter. M5ea~~~~..~ec~t:·~~n; ~;';· ·~~~ o.;~d
Supplied complet~ with leads and·
Decibels.
J f~=:~~~~~~ ~~~j;.nal batte~y and
Scale Le11gth Outer scale is 3! ins. Ions.
N 0 T E :-Control panel ; · .all
Furth~r details on request.
markings are engraved In white
BRITISH MADE. GUARANTEED 6 MONTHS.
on black case.

0

..
.&VLQD
LAI
-

9

.

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD.
148a, High Street, Slough, Bucks.
Telephone

SlOUGH 21383.

Here is an excellent opportunity ! Every receiver is in perfect
working order. Cabinet dimensions 3 ft. 4 in. high, 20 in. wide,
17 in deep. Picture screen size 10 in. by 8 in. Pick-up sockets
are fitted enab!ing it to be used as a Gramophone Amplifier. Extra
loudspeaker sockets. 14 valves.

Simple to operate. Only two main controls,· one for picture
contrast and the other for sound broadcast. The Vision Receiver
is a straight set with 2 R.F. stages, diode detector and one V.F.
stage with secondary emission valves.

Price

£ 3 8 . 10 . 0

Carriage

extra

RADIO EQUIPMENT

-----PLEASE
.All

COS~OR

NOTE-----

C.R. TELEVISION IS SOLD.

You "hould order Ohly trom current advertisement, a!:l man.v lines soon go out
of .«totk e No order" can he sent C.O.D, 8 Orders cannot be accepted from
Eire or Northern Ireland

e

Po~>tage

must he included with all orfler:-..

On guard at many strategic points of Insulation stands
"DELARON "-a High-grade Laminated Material
in Fabric and Hard Paper Sheets which are supplied
in Air Ministry and Ministry of Supply approved
grades. Panels and strips gladly cut to order.
Fullest information, samp!es and prices on request.

See also our Classified Advertisement on page 20.

LONDO'N CENTRAL RADIO STORES
23, LISLE STREET

LONDON, W.C.2

'Phone : GERrard 2969.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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5, Regent t"arade, Urighton Road, Sutton,
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Tel. : Vigilant 4472.
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... get a good job

tn

the Army!

Civilian Institute on full pay.)

Britain's Radio

pay- they're all waiting for you if you have a

defences must be kept in

working order.

knowledge of radio, or aptitude for training.

That's why you must volunteer TODAY. These are

Interesting work- good· conditions- good
The

Royal Army Ordnance Corps wants men, and wants
thS!m urgently, for the installation, maintenance and

100%

the vacancies:-

Pay and Allowances
SINGLE MARRIED

repair of Radio and Radiolocation Equipment.

Ordnance Mechanical Engineers
(Wireless)

£431 p.a. £504 p.a.

There are good opportunities for promotion from

Radio Maintenance Officers-

£330 p.a. £460 p.a.

the ranks.

Armament Artificers (Radio)

And there is this further advantage - if

in civil life you are a radio expert, you can return to
your job after the war with a first-hand knowledge of

-

I0/3 per day

plus clothing, rations, accommodation and family allowance)

Radio Mechanics

(commencing at)

3/9 per day

(plus clothing, rations, accommodation and family allowance)

all the very latest developments in radio. (N.B. Even
though you are unskilled, this is still your opportunity.

You will be given a thorough training at a

POST THIS COUPON. AT ONCE
r--------------------------------------~

To the Assistant Director of Mechanical Maintenance, The
War Office (MMI), Room 206, Golden Cross House,
Duncannon Street, London, W.C.2.
Please send full details of Wireless Positions in the R.A.O.C
NAME
ADDRESS

www.americanradiohistory.com
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M aft ana
ANUFACTURING methods which are" good enough" to-day
The tempo of industry is
will not get by to-morrow.
accelerating. In this change of outlook and method the
Simmonds Organization is playing a vital part. In the aeronautical world, in the motor industry, throughout engineering
and in numberless other fields. of industrial activity, Simmonds
products have wrought revolutionary economies Each represents
the biggest advance to date in its particular field. Collectively they
impinge upon the activities of practically every industrial undertaking in the country. The Simmonds Information Centre,
established with the express purpose of assisting in the solution
of all manner of problems involving the speeding-up of output
and the reduction of costs, is constantly being consulted by the
managements of concerns ali,·e to the increasing demands
upo~ production,
The Simmonds Information Centre is at your
service now.

M

s· P

J R E '"•"o"e'."" N U T· S
F!'.AA1 OIL 1:- ENGINE CLEANER
SIMMONDS INDUSTRIAL AND
MARINE CONTENTS GAUGES
SIMMONDS JOINTING COMPOUND
SIMMONDS' .CRYSTAL UNITS
SIMMON DS- GOU DIME
NAVIGATIONAL INSTRUMENTS

TilE SIMMONDS ·~~~'" NUT
SIMMONDS-CORSEY CONTROLS
SIMMONDS CONTENTS GAUGES
I' OR AIRCRAFT.
SIMMONDS POSITION INDICATORS
SIMMONDS ELECTRIC TEMPERAtURE
AND PRESSURE GAUGES
SIMMONDS 1\IRCRAFT FLOORING

S I M. M. 0 N D S

A E R 0 C E S S 0 R I E S L TP

•

·· · • , ,.. • ""· - C ,U M; P A.-X Y . O.t . I lt•E
-·· ;,-·- •. ·.·.··r~·N'tl·ci·lf'-·.·:" Ml'l"BOlfl!·N.E
ALL

fHQUIRJE~

10

.$ I M M 0 11 P $. . ·li ll 0-&·;: -~ '; ),: "-. !i 'I! . · ·
: . HfW' vo·~tk'·'··'"'···--

·. . . PAl!·r-1

4RfAI

WESt
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The

---Wireless---·----of~icationWo rid
Proprietors :
ILIFFE & SONS LTD.
Managing Editor :
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Inter-Allied Broadcasting
A Plea for Reorganisation
· NOW that the majority of decent freedomloving_ folk th~~ughou~ the world are un~ted
as active partlctpants m the struggle agamst
the aggressor nations, it seems opportune to consider whether the time has come for a drastic overhaul of the system of international short-wave
broadcasting that has served us-sometimes well
and sometimes not so .well as it might have doneduring the first two years or so of the war.
That circumstances have changed will at once be
obvious. The need for convinCing potential allies
of the justice of our cause has largely disappeared.
There remains, of course, the need for propaganda
to the peoples of the enemy countries and occupied
territories, but, apart from that, the main function
of international broadcasting is now to cement
friendship between the United Nations; to explain
our various points of view to each other, and, above
all, to pave the way for ~he kind of post-war cooperation that will lead the way to a New World
Order so different from anything Hitler has to offer.

Improved B.B.C. Services·
Few will deny that the B.B.C. Overseas Service
has greatly improved during the past year, both
with regard to programme content· and technical
organisation. But the sweeping changes that might
have been expected on the entry of the United
States and Japan into the war have not yet taken
place, although it must be admitted that some
details of programme make-up have been appropriately changed.
Of course, this matter of inter-allied broadcasting
must be a two-way affair, and specially beneficial
results are likely to result from exchanges between
the two great English-speaking nations. There is
almost unlimited scope for showing the real Britain

to' the real America-and vice versa. Broadcasting,
with its vast potentialities in the way of living
actuality, has advantages over the cinema film and
the written word that should be exploited with
imagination, courage, and in the spirit of democracy.
Careful study of ionosphere conditions plays an
important part in the organisation of long-range
broadcasting services. That should be obvious,
but the choice of wavefengths could sometimes be
happier. Recently there have been indications
that broadcasts from the United States to this
country would have been better received during
the early evening if transmitted on longer wave·
lengths.

Importance of Timing
There is also the question of time. The organiser
of international broadcasting ·must keep a \Vatchful
eye on the world clock and arrange times of transmission so that the more important programmes
are receivable at times when the majority of listeners
are free to hear them. Many of the American
broadcasts for Britain at present come to an end
too early in the evening. Clashing of time between
home news bulletins and those from overseas must
also be taken into account and avoided wherever
.
possible by co-operative planning.
Neither we nor our allies possess an unlimited
number of channels nor of broadcasting stations.
It _is particularly difficult to make the fullest possible
use of directional transmission in all the circumstances where it would help to ensure good coverage.
All these factors stress the need for considering,
on the broadest inter-allied basis, the possibility
of reducing those services that are unproductive
and strengthening those that give promise of helping
to win the war-and the peace.

'
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Carrier Current· ComDiunication
"Wired Wireless" Over High-voltage Power Lines
ECENT articles have dealt with
By J. S. FORREST, M.A.,
wire broadcasting systems, and .
B.Sc., F.lnst.P.
in particular with the distribution of programmes at carrier frequencies over the low-voltage electric
supply mains. Carrier currents Lre
often superimposed on high-voltage
power transmission lines for communication purposes, and it is thought that
·a brief account of this subject will be
of interest.
It is rather paradoxical that from
some points of view a high-voltage
power line is almost an ideal communication line. The desiderata for
communication circuits are·· low resistance, low capacitance, high insulation resistance; a high-voltage
power line fulfils all these requirements. The resistance must be low
in order that heavy currents can be
carried without excessive losses ; the
capacitance is low as large conductor
spacings must be used at high voltages, and similarly the high voltage
necessitates a high _level of insulation. In the operation of high-voltage
power
networks
communication
facilities are essential for many purposes, e.g., telephone communication
Carrier currents for communication
and .control purposes can be superis necessary for control and maintenimposed on high-voltage power lines.
ance, while communication channels
The photo shows 33- and 132-kilovolt
are also required for the remote indilines.
cation of switch positions and meter
readings, and for the remote control
cation purposes by superimposing the
of switching and generating stations.
communication signals at carrier freIn addition, for certain types of autoquencies on the power line. Carrier
matic line protection it is necessary
frequencies in the range of 50-150
to transmit some form of signal from
kc 1s are suitable for this purpose, so
one end of the line to the other in
that a power line is potentially an
order to ensure that, if a breakdown
eleven-channel communication circuit
occurs, the faulty section of line will

R

z

z
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Fig. I. How carrier currents. are·
superimposed on a
high-voltage line.

be automatically isolated bY the controlling circuit-breakers with a minimum of disturbance to the remainder
of the system. It is natural, there~
fore, that ·power companies should
utilise high-voltage lines for communi-

-assuming IO kc Js spacing between
channels. The cost of the high-voltage equipment necessary to couple the
carrier apparatus to the line is· high,
so that carrier current communication
is seldom used on very short lines. On
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long lines, however, say over 50 miles,
carrier currents provide very economical and reliable communication
channels, and a carrier current installation should be regarded as an essential accessory to a modern power
transmission line.
The basic principles underlying the
application of carrier currents to highvoltage lines are shown in Fig. I. The
carrier current apparatus (HF) is
similar to that employed in ordinary ·
telephone practice arid is coupled to
the power line (L) by high-voltage
coupling condensers (C). The power
transformers (T) and switchgear (S)
at the terminals of the line have an
appreciable capacitance and a correspondingly low impedance at carrier
frequencies, so it is necessary 'to connect high-impedance tuned circuits or
wave traps (Z) in the power line to
prevent excessive carrier current
losses.
The coupling condensers (C in Fig.
1) usually have a capacitance of 100
pp.F. It is essential that the coupling
condensers should have a high factor
of safety as a breakdown would involve the interruption of the power
supply as well as of the carrier current
communication.
The
condensers
must be designed to withstand continuously the full line-to-earth voltage
of the power system in addition to
voltage surges, which may amount to
several times this value. Also, the
condensers are installed outdoors and
must withstand the application of
these voltages under all weather conditions. The condensers are normally
of the oil-immersed paper dielectric·
type, and are assembled in a porcelain
weather shie~d. For high voltages
several units are connected in series.
A photograph of a condenser of this
type on a 22o-kV system was given·.
on page 8 of the January issue of The
Wireless World. For use on the 132kV Grid system in this country three
units are connected in series, and the
complete condenser withstands a
pressure test of 300 kV for one minute.
High-voltage
coupling condensers
having porcelain dielectric have been
made in Germany and the United
States, but have not been so widely
applied as the oil impregnated paper
type.
The line trap (Z) consists of an aircored inductance tuned to the carrier
frequency by a mic~ dielectric con-

1942

Wireless
World

denser. The inductance must be designed to carry ·the full load ·current
of the power line and must, in addition, withstand the stresses due to
heavy short-circuit currents, say,
s,ooo A, which may occur under fault
conditions on the power system: The
parallel tuning condenser must be
provided with some form of surge protection, as high voltages are imposed
on this condenser by steep-irouted
travdling waves on the line. The lirie
traps are usually suspended from the
sub-station structure at the terminals
of the high-voltage line, but a form
of construction has been introduced
in this country in which the line trap
and coupling condenser are assembled
in a single unit.' A complete line
coupling unit of this type for a 132kV system is shown in Fig. 2; the
overall height is about 15ft. It should

phases of the· power line, as shown in
·Fig. 3· Such a system necessitates
twice as many coupling condensers and
wave traps but possesses the following
advantages.
The transmission efficiency is rather higher and interference
fr-om·· external sources is much reduced ; it follows
therefore that the
radiation of the
carrier frequency
from the line is
also reduced. Another advantage
of the two-phase
system is that
communi c ation l~an be maintained even if

'FEBRUARY,
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2Z,
2
where R is the line resistance per mile
at carrier frequencies,
G the leakage con9-uctance per
mile
an d Z
be noted that any intermediate switching ·or transforming stations in the
line must be by-passed at carrier frequency by means of further higt1-voltage line-coupling equipments.
The system shown in Fig. I is for
transmission between one conductor
and earth, but as three-phase conductors are always available, the carrier equipment is often coupled to two
'T. W. Ross and C. l<yder.

- p.

228.

].!.!i.E., 1938,YoL 83,

z

Fig. 3·
Carrier
current coupling
between
two
phases of a threephase system.

one of the phases to which the
carrier equipment is coupled is broken.
In the case of the single-phase system,
if the phase transmitting the carrier
is broken, communication is interrupted. The necessity for using twice
the number of line coupling equipments in the two-phase system is not
always a disadvantage, as coupling
condensers may in any case be availabl-e on all three phases for other
purposes, such as providing voltage
supplies for metering and automatic
protection equipment.
For the case in question the inductive re3.ctance at carrier frequencies is
large compared with the line resistance, and the leakage resistance is high
compared with the capacitive reactance, so that the attenuation constant
is given by

Fig. 2. Carrier
coupling unit for
a 132,ooo- volt
system. A, connection to substation ; B, line
trap ; C, connection to line; D,
3-unit coupling
condenser ; E,
pedestal housing
filter and protective circuits.

single-phase and earth transmission
the characteristic impedance is 450 ,
·ohms and the resistance approx;iinately 9 ·ohms I mile, giving a value
of o.og db. /mile for the power loss.
The power loss is therefore very
low in the· case of O'Verhead high-.

vL t h e
,=c-

· · Im·
ch. arac'tenstic

pedance,
, L being the line inductance
and C the line capacitance.
The power loss is then 8. 7 oc db. /mile.
Considering, for example, two
phases of a 132-kV line at Ioo kc/sthe DC resis1fnce is o.s ohmlloop
mile, and the resistance at 100 kc Is
is approximately twenty-five tiwes
this value, or 12 ohmsfloop mile. The
characteristic impedance is 750 ohms,
so that neglecting leakage (G=o), the
power loss .is 0.07 db. jmile. For
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voltag"'! lines, but serious difficulties
are experienced if the line contains a
section of underground cable. Cable
sections are sometimes inserted in
overhead lines at road crossings or at
the line terminals where the line enters
a buill:~up area. The characteristic
impedance of the cable is approximately a tenth of that of the line, so
that the attenuation is greater, but a
more serious difficulty is that very high
losses occur due to reflection at the
junction of the cable and the line. For
this reason carrier currents cannot be
used on power lines containing several
sections of underground cable.

Interference Problems
Another difficulty in the ftpplication
of carrier current to power lines is due
to the high nois~ level. The noise is
caused by radio interfere,1ce due to
spark discharges on the power line
insulators. Interference of this type
occurs over a wide range of frequencies and is relatively intense in ihe
frequency band employed in carrier
current technique.
Even in dry
weather the interference is appreciable,
and in humid weather or in fog the
line noise may increase to one hundred
times the- dry weather value. In addttion to line noise due to discharges on
the insulators, momentary interference
is caused by the operation of isolating
and earthing switches and oil circuitbreakers on the power system owing to
the occurrence of arcing at the switch
contacts.
The carrier ,current apparatus does
not differ essentially from that employed in low-voltage carrier current

FEBRUARY. 1942-
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World'
Carrier {)urrent Communicationpractice. The essential requirement is
that an adequate signal j noise ratio is
obtained a:1 the receiver under all conditions. The transmitter power and
HV LINE

I

usually provided in the anode circuit
of each valve in order to give an indication of valve failure, while means
are incorporated for the approximate
measurement of the mutual conduct-

HT

TRANSMITTER

COUPLING\
CONDENSER

--=--

GB

Fig. 4· Schematic diagram of a simple form of " wired wireless " transmitter and
receiver.

being applied to the amplifier, and a
demodulator and speech amplifier are
added to the receiver. Modulators
and ciemodulators of the metal rectifier type are "used in accordance with
normal telephone practice. As only
one frequency is available, the telephone channel is one-way or Simplex,
i.e., the operator must change over
manually from send to receive as in
radio telephone practice. Another
method is to effect the change-over
automatically by means of voiceoperated circuits which put the carrier ·
on the line and block the receiver
when transmitting, and vice versa.
The number of facilities available on
single carrier frequency apparatus can
.be increased still further by making
use of modulated frequencies ovtside
the speech frequency band-. The useful audio frequency band is, say,
50-2,500 cycl,es, while satisfactory telephony can take place within a band
of 200-2,200 cycles, so that, by using
filter circuits several additional audio
frequency signals can be transmitted
below and above the speech frequencies. Such signals may be used for
the remote indication of meter readings and other purposes.
Carrier
equipments with two or more carrier
frequencies are in common use, and
for Duplex or two-way telephony different carrier frequencies are used for
the "Go " and "Return" circuits.
Installations having two or more carrier frequencies, however, have the
disadvantage of requiring more complicated carrier equipment and filter
circuits. In addition, line traps must
have a high impedance at all the
carrier. frequencies used. It is for this
reason that there is a tendency to
obtain as many facilities as possible
with a single carrier frequency.
On the European continent carrier
current communicati01i is widely ap~

ance of the valves in order that reguthe receiver sensitivity are fixed on
lar tests may be made to ensure that
this basis from a consideration of the
their characteristics are satisfactory.
line noise and the attenuation ir:t the
It is· possible to increase considerline and coupling equipments. The
ably the utility
simplest type of installation is the
of-this equipment
single-frequency transmitter and reA.------------------------~~---without interferceiver used for the transmission of
ing
with
its
unmodulated signals in · connection
primary protecwith automatic protective gear. as
mentioned in the· first part of this
tive function bv
article. A schematic diagram of an
using it for pointequipment of this type is shown in
to - point
telephone communiFig. 4· The transmitter consists of a
Hartley master oscillator and a pushcation. For this
pull amplifier having an output of
purpose the oscilabout ro W; receiving-type valves are
lator output is
used. The· receiver consists of one or . modulated
by
two amplifying valves and a heavily
speech b e f o r e
biased output valve which operates
the signalling relay in its ariode circuit
• c
when the .carrier signal is received.
Fig. s. Arrangement of carrier
PHASE B
Apparatus of this type is kept in conequipments on the
tinuous operation, and reliability and
Boulder Dam-Los
speed of operation are the main
A
Angeles lines.
requirements.
Alarm relays are

I
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plied to high voltage power systems at
voltages up to 220 kV, e.g., on the
French 220-kV network interconnecting the water power stations in the
South and the steam stations in the
Paris region. In Eire a carrier current telephone is installed on the
IIO kV line between the Shannon
water power station at Ardnacrusha
and Dublin-a distance of uo miles.
Automatic exchanges are installed at
each end of the line. There are many
carrier current installations in the
United States, but the most noteworthy is that of the 287 kV line between Boulder Dam and Los Angeles
- a distance of 270 miles? The installation is a very comprehensive one
employing eight carrier frequencies
for supervisory control, telephone
communication and automatic protection. Single side-band suppress.ed car• J. D. Laughlin, A.I.E.E. Trans., 1939, Vol. 58, p. 147.

not common. The first application
rier transmission is used for telewas made in 1931 to the 132-kV line ·
phony. The line has two three-phasco
between Rannoch and Abernethy-a
circuits, and the carrier sets are condistance of 6o miles. 3 This installanected as shown in Fig. 5, the teletion is used for telephone and control .
phone and supervisory equipments
purposes, separate carrier frequencies
each using two phases, while the probeing used for each direction, the cartective equipments are connected berier and both sidebands being transtween a single phase and earth. In
mitted. More recent installations in
the latter case it is only necessary to
Great Britain have been carried out
transmit signals when there is no
primarily for line protection, although
breakdown on the line section in question, so that the single phase and earth _.. a subsidiary telephone channel is
sometimes provided, as described in
system is satisfactory. Instructions
tile previous section.
can also be transmitted to maintenIn conclusion, the above survey of
ance. rnen patrolling the line in cars
a specialised branch of communication
equipped with radio receivers. The
technique has necessarily been brief,
transmitters have an output of from
but it should suffice to give an indica50-400 W, and the total power loss is
tion of the potentialities of carr:er curabout 30 db.
rent superposition on power supply
In Great Britain there have been
networks.
fewer applications of carrier current
to power lines, due mainly to the fact
that, owing to the small size of the
3
A. S. Valentine and E. M. Bergstrom. J.I.E.E.,
country, long transmission lines are
1935, Vol. 76, p. 125.

The Industry

•
ID

Wartime·

Annual Report of the Radio Manufacturers' Association
HE year 1941 was notable, so far·
as the industry was concerned,
for vastly increased demands on
the part of the Fighting Services for
wireless apparatus in various forms.
This expansion was such that, as is
all too well known by the man in the
~ttreet, difficulties arose regarding the
supply of valves and certain components for civilian use.
It was announced at a meeting of
the Radio Manufacturers' Association
in August that negotiations were in
train to co-ordinate, through the
Ministry of Aircraft Production, the
requirements of all three ~rvic_es f?r
specified components and matenals m
short supply.
The scheme of coordination centred round the formation of an Inter-Service (Communications) Components Committee, on:
which the three Supply Ministries and
the Post Office were represented, under
the chairmanship of Air Commodore
Leedham (Director of Radio Production, Ministry of Aircraft Production).
The component requirements of the
Services will in the future be coordinated and arrangements made by
this committee to direct the orders to
the manufacturers with available·
capacity to produce them by the speci:
fied dates. It is within the purview
of the committee to establish additional capacity for production where
the existing facilities are found to be
inadequate.

T

Throughout 1940 the policy of the
Government was to develop exports
from the United Kingdom to the "inexpansible maximum." In support of
that policy it will be remembered
that the R.M.A. formed the Radio
Manufacturers' War Export Group,
the aim of which for its first year's
work (1940) was to achieve an export
of some r2o,ooo receivers and main-

Trainee
fault-finders
and repairers at the
South West Essex
Training College. To
create a reserve of
trained personnel for
future needs of the industry, a scheme providing 16 weeks of free
training, fostered jointly by the Ministry of
Labour, the Board of
Education and
the
Radio Manufacturers'
Association, has been
introduced for boys and
girls who have reached
the School Certificate
standard in physics and
mat h e m a t i c s , -o r
general science and
mathematics.
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tain export in components and accessories amounting to some {36o,ooo.
The results actually achieved, as
already reported, were: sets and radiogramophones,
67,823,
valued at
£438, I r9, and components and accessories valued at £z8o, 122.
The R.M.A. Report for 1941 states
that because of the valve position, the
export programme for the year author-

30
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seed oil is enclosed in the same space
procuction of sets for export." At
ised by the Board of Trade amounted
as the zinc.
that time any immediate release of
to some 75,000 sets. It was clear,
Brass of a soft drawing quality has
valves for civilian purposes could only
therefore, that the original plans
also been found reasonably satisfac'' aiming at a large expansion of have been made at the expens~ of
tory if rolled to the necessary limits
Service needs, "a course which none
export business, must be abandoned."
of thickness and flatness. The use of
of the negotiating parties, Government
The fact, however, is noteworthy that
steel was not recommended for conor industry, could' contemplate for a
the actual export of both sets and comdenser vanes because of the impossimoment." It was not until July that
ponents up to the end of October,
bility of maintaining tolerances with
the Board of Trade announced the
1941, exceeded those of the previous
this metal, the general risk of microexistence of a surplus of valves availyear which, "considering all the diffiphonic troubles which it introduces,
culties, must be considered as satis- · ;lble for civilian purposes, and a plan
and the excessive wear and tear on
of allocation was evolved.
_ factory."
existing types of tools that its use
The outcome of the negotiations rewould involve.
garding valves has left quite a conProduction Problems
siderable quantity of receivers, probConsideration has been given during
ably some 250,ooo, " in progress " still
the year to the possibility of standardThe problem of civilian production,
to be completed and equipped with
ising existing bases and sockets for
whether for the home market or for
valves during 1942. Negotiations are
cathode-ray tubes and valves, and
export, has been considered by the
negotiations are progressing. It is
in progress to plan the programme of
Council of the R.M.A. as one problem.
receiver production for 1942, based on
pointed out, however, that there are
So far as the home market is' conthe
principle
that
this
250,000
"promany
difficulties to be faced, but it is
cerned it was considered that a minigress " receivers should be completed
hoped that some advance may be posmum of a quarter of a million sets
sible .
would be needed during 1941 to avoid •before expending labour and material
on new sets.
serious interference with the reception
It is reported that the R.M.A. Batof the home broadcast service. ProRadiating Receivers
tery Committee has had protracted
duction of receivers both for the home
discussions
with
the
Board
of
Trade
. The Ministry of War Transport
and export markets was, however,
regarding the present shortage of HT
Issued a memorandum in Sel\fember
controlled throughout the year by the
batteries required for the maintenance
defining the permissible radiation from
availability of essential components,
of civilian receiving sets. The various
broadcast receiven; installed in foreignparticularly valves, and all plans were
causes of this shortage have been degoing merchant vessels as not exceedoverridden by that factor. The reto
the
Board
and
recommendafined
.ing o.r microvolt per metre at one
port states '' The rapid expansion of
tions made for remedying them.
nautical 'mile distance, and stated that
the Services' demands for radio equipall receiving sets which do not comply
ment taxed severely the resources of
with this condition must be dispensed
the industry in many directions. In
Seeking Substitutes
with. The practical effect of this
the case of valves it w~s apparent in
Order would be such as to place an
the latter part of 1940 that supplies for
embargo on the use of all normal
civilian purposes would soon be most
The work of the R.M.A. Technical
domestic superheterodynes on board
Advisory Committee has, as would be
difficult to obtain. Further large inforeign-going merchant vessels, as it
creases in Government requirements of
expected, tended to become increasis stated that it is impossible for set
valves were notified at the beginning
ingly centred in the war effort. At the
manufacturers to give any undertakof 1941, and it then became clear that
request of the Aluminium Controller,
ing that their sets comply with this
valves for civilian purposes would
M.A.P., the Committee considered the
standard of radiation. It is learned
possibility of using tinfoil instead of
ha veJo be drastically curtailed."
that the R.M.A. is in communication
The c;Jriginal plan for the production
aluminium foil in the manufacture of
with the Ministry to obtain further inof receivers for export alone involved
paper dielectric condensers, and to furformation regarding the Order and its
the use of over a million and a quarter nish the Controller with an estimate
probable effects on the radio industry.
of the amount of aluminium that
valves.
Refere~e 'ts made in the Report to
would be saved by instituting such a
"It was beyond question," conthe R.l\l.A.'s representations to the
tinues the Report, "that the requirechange. No details of the outcome of
Ministry of Labour regarding reservaments of the· Services must come first;
the investigations are, however, distion ages of wireless engineers and
closed in the Report.
and capacity being found to be inThe unsatisfactory behaviour ii:l' mechanics, dry battery makers, PA
sufficient to meet all needs, a decision
had to be made by the Government
tropical climates of variable condenser - engineers and clerical and office staffs.
It is stated that these representations
as to the extent to which civilian provanes made of zinc, as a substitute for
were almost entirely successful.
aluminium, was also considered by the
duction was essential, and the relative
Post-war problems were also conimportance of the maintenance of
Technical Advisory Committee. It is
sidered during the year under review.
learned from the Report that, after a
existing receivers and the production
The great expansion in -production of
very thorough examination, the Comof new receivers, both for home and
radio equipment and components for
mittee reported that whilst there is no
export markets."
the ServiCes will create for the industry
entirely suitable substitute for aluminEarly in the year the Inter-Service
a most serious problem when the war
Valve- Production Committee- an
ium in the manufacture of condenser
vanes for use in tropical climates,
is over. It is pointed out that this
organisation of the Services Departproblem will arise in three main
ments set up to plan the production
there seems to be no reason why sheet
forms: (a) Disposal of surplus Governzinc should not be relatively satisfacof valves for Government needs-and
ment stocks; (b) Absorption into the
tory if rolled to the required thickness
the Board of Trade went into the quesand tolerance, if suitably· finished to
industry of skilled wireless personnel
tion of the supply of valves "for the
guard against deterioration, and pro- on their demobilisation; (c) Developcompletion of sets in an advanced
ment of transmission systems, both
vided that precautions are taken to enstage of progress in manufacturers'
sure that no material treated with lin- sound and vision.
works and for the continuance of the
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Universal· American U.X. Base Rectifier.
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Stereoscopic Colour Television
Baird
Gives Practical
Demonstration
for Individual
Viewers
much more
A LTHOUGH
work remains to be
done before colour television in depth can be
made available to theatre
audiences,
Mr. J. L.
Baird has recently demonstrated the fact that a
practical solution of the problem has
been found for the individual viewer.
As in some of Mr. Baird's earlier
30-line demonstrations, it is necessary
for the viewer to sit directly in front
of an image-forming lens, and in this.
latest development, although the
picture quality is vastly superior, the
tolerance in the matter of movement
of the head is smaller since the left
eye must not know what the right eye
is seeing, and vice versa. That is not
to say that any special skill or endurance is called for in finding and holding the viewpoint which makes the
picture "come to life," and one can
readily accede to the inventor's suggestion that the system might be usefully employed in a " seeing telephonf) " system.
The addition of
colour and a third dimension would be

of inestimable value in demonstrating
samples, processes and a host of other
subjects to which two-dimensional
vision cannot do full justice.
A projection-type cathode-ray tube
"is used for scanning, the image of the
spot being focused on the object by a
lens.
Complete Ioo-line frames are
repeated 150 times per second, successive frames being scanned thrqugh
green, red and blue filters, and interlaced five times to give a soo-line
picture. In a previous Baird demonstration of colour television,' designed for broadcasting, a 6oo-line
picture with 50 frames per second was
used, there being only two filters, red
and blue-green; but for the present
purpose of demonstrating the optical
practicability of stereoscopic images,
1

Wireless World, .February, 1941.

Mr. Baird checks the alignment of his
stereoscopic colour television receiver.

no attempt has been made to restrict
the side- band frequencies
The original scanning beam after
passing through one of the colour filters artd the projecting lens is divided
by pairs of parallel mirrors in to two
subsidiary beams spaced by a distance
equal to the average separation of the
human eyes. A revolving shutter with
a special contour to correct geometrical scanning errors allows first one and.
then the other beam to scan the object
in succession.
Light reflected from
object is picked up by sensitive photocells and the resulting current is made
to modulate the transmitter.
At the receiving end the image
formed on the screen of a cathode-ray
tu be is passed through synchronised

PHOTO ELECTRIC
CELL

Schematic diagrams showing the principle of operation of the transmitter (left) and receiver (right),
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Stereoscopic Colour

Television~

colour filters and .a revolving shutte.r
which ensures that the alternating leftand r;ight-hand images are reformed by
the field lens in line with the appropriate eye of the viewer.
If the colour reproduction lacked the
ability in this early experiment to
differentiate the subtler shades, it dealt
faithfully with the bolder colours. The
stereoscopic effects were an unquali-fied
success, and when the person being
televised
reached
towards
the
"camera," his arm at the receiving
end seemed to project out of the lens
towards the viewer.
Mr. Baird is to be congratulated
upon the success of this new step towards the ultimate ideal of complete
illusion in television, and recognition

a better one, if possible, than the loudspeaker manufacturer fitted initially.
In these days, however, we. should be
lucky if we got a replacement of any
sort.
However, there is no need to despair
if a disused mains transformer or even
a so-called bell-ringing transformer is
available.
The mains transformer
will, if we are lucky, probably possess
two separate filament windings, and
these• can be pressed into service as
the secondary winding for connecting
to the speech coil, the mains winding
being used as the primary.
We have got quite a range of ratios
available for a rough attempt at
matching, as we can use one filament
winding alone or can use the two in
series or parallel. In the latter case,
however, be careful to get the two
windings connected in ._the same
"sense," or they will cancel out. If
a bell tramdormer is available, -.wt;.~
have a tapped secondary labelled 3, 5
and 8 volts, the latter being the full,
winding. The three- and five-volt
tappings will give us other ratios.

Book Review

Dummy figure with coloured head-dress
used in experimental transmissions. The
revolving shutter used to give alternate
exposure to the dual scanning beams will
be seen in the centre of the photograph.

should be given to his perseverance
and detachment in keeping this particular line of research alive in wartime Britain.

Emergency
Output Transformers
fN these days of limitations of supplies we are often content to adopt
expedients, in order to keep our sets
in working order, which in more
normal times would cause the technical purist to shudder and pass into
merciful oblivion. Thus, if the trans·fcrmer which couples the output
valve to the loudspeaker were to
break down in peacetime, we should
probably take the opportunity to fit

A Text-Book of Electricity and Magnetism. By G. R. Noakes, M.A.,
A.Inst.P. Pp. 513 + x. Published'·
by Macmillan & Co., Ltd., St.
Martin's St., London, W.C.2. Price
Ss. 6d.
As the author points out j.n his preface, this book is designed primarily ·
for those taking the Higher School
Certificate and University Scholarship
examinations. Its usefulness, however, is by no means confined to such
students, for it forms ·a valuable reference book to all in any way connected
with electrical matters.
The value of the book lies largely
in the stress which is laid upon fundamental matters and in the clarity of
the treatment.
Mathematics are
freely used, up to and including cal·
culus; a large part of the material can
be undefstood, however, even if less
perfectly, if the mathematics are
skipped.
A valuable feature ol the book is
the clarity and precision with which
the author defines his terms. In one
case, however, his precision deserts
him, for it is not always easy to find
out which convention he is using for
the direction of current flow. Since
the old convention of a current flow
from positive to negative in the external circuit breaks down with electronic devices, it has long. seemed to
the reviewer that no case can be made
out for its further retention.
After dealing thoroughly with the
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TELEPHONIC COMMUNICATION between company . and battalion headquarters is maintained during manreuvres
by this pack transmitter-receiver which
employs a collapsible vrertical aerial. This
photograph was taken during exercises
recently when " enemy " airborne troops
landed and occupied a South Wales town.

fundamentals of electricity and mag- ·
netism, the author goes on to discuss
alternating current and resonance
phenomena. These are equally well
treated, but it should be noted that
Figs. 172 and 173 on pages 257 and
258 are reversed.
Among the chapters that follow are
those dealing with Magnetic Materials,
Thermo-Electricity, Electron Tubes,
Atomic Physics, and Radioactivity.
These are much less complete, but
necessarily so, as many of the subjects
call for a book to themselves. The
chapter on Electron Tubes is very
sketchy, especially the part dealing
with the cathode-ray tube. Incidentally, Fig. 253, showing scanning in a
television receiver, is incorrect, since
it shows the frame scan as starting at
the bottom of the picture and going
towards the top. In modern television
the scan stroke invariably starts at the
top. The illustration shows the principle of scanning correctly, but does
not agree with modern practice.
The book contains numerous questionil for ·students, and where a numerical answer is required it will be
found at the end. Log. tables are included, and there is an index.
.The book can confidently be recom ·
mended to all seriously interested in
the subje<;.t.
W. T. C.

!.
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C·onstant Voltage Supply
Circuit Combining Partial Stabilisation of AC Input with Full
Stabilisation of DC Output.
DIRECT-CURRENT test supBy T. A. LED WARD,
ply of some hundreds of volts
A.M.I.E.E.
and tens of milliamperes is
often required, and various means of
at present used by the writer, it was
ensuring constancy of voltage have
decided, in order that the apparatus
been devised. 'Where·, as is usual, the
should be generally useful, to aim at
basic apparatus comprises a rectifier
covering a range of AC input voltage
and smoothing unit, stabilisation is
of 200 to 260 with a normal voltage
usually applied to the DC output cirof 230.
cuit, but in some cases it is applied
The DC stabilising arrangement
to the AC input.
forms the most important part of the
If the AC input only: is stabilised,
apparatus, and will be dealt with first.
the DC output volts will be stable at
It will, if required, give stabilisation
a fixed load, but will fall with increasover the whole range of 200 to 260
ing load in accordance with the norvolts AC input on full load, but withmal regulation curve of the rectifier
out partial AC stabilisation the valves
and smoothing unit. On the other
would be overrun at the higher
hand, if stabilisation is applied to the
voltage.
DC output only, the output voltage
The principal item in the DC control
can be made the same at all loads, but
circuit is a neon tube, so, before exthe voltages applied to the valves,
including the rectifying and stabilis- - plaining the complete circuit arrangement, it will be useful to consider
ing valves, will vary within the exexactly how a neon tube behaves
treme limits of mains voltage variaunder changes of current and voltage.
tion. This is clearly undesirable in
the case of heater voltages if the mains
voltage variation is fairly large.
Simple Neon Stabiliser
A combination of AC and DC stabilisation will remove the above disThe simplest form of constant voltadvantages, but this becomes rather
age circuit employing a neon tube is
an expensive matter. if the usual apshown in Fig. I (a). The output voltparatus is adopted.
The present
age E2 is equal to the input voltag'3
writer, feeling the need for a stabiEI, minus the voltage drop in R. The
lised supply for his own work, evolved
latter drop is equal to IR, where I is
the apparatus to be described, the
the input current. Suppose there is
main attributes of which are DC stabino load connected across E2, then: as
lisation within fine limits, following
EI is raised E2 will rise and will be
partial AC stabilisation of a much
equal to EI until EI reaches a value
coarser variety. The DC stabilisation
~r----.----,-----r----.----~
has then to operate over a much more

A

lamp with the resistance removed
from the cap are shown in Fig. I (b).
If Er be increased, E2 will remain at approximately I50 volts, while the
current in N will increase so that its
value at any instant will cause a voltage drop in R sufficient to compensate
for the rise in Er. R must, therefore,
be of such a value that the maximum
rise of EI will not cause an excessive
current to flow through N. If a load
be f:Onnected across E2, the current
through N will cecrease by the amount
of the load current, so· that the total
current, and therefore the . voltage
drop in R, will remain the· same, and
E2. will be constant. This is shown
in Fig. I (c).
These conditions are approximate,
and this simple apparatus has certain
limitations, the principal ones being
a fixed output voltage and a very
small current rating, the latter being
limitecr by the rating of the neon tube.
This circuit can, however, be combined with a therrilionic valve in such
a way as to control a much. higher
current and voltage.
Fig. 2 shows.how the current rating
may be increased. A negative bias
is applied to the valve V by ·means
of battery B, sufficient to reduce the
anode current to zero with I50 volts
on the anode. This negative bias is,
however, only fully operative when

R = so,ooo o

LOAD= ZERO

Fig. I. The neon
tube as a stabiliser,
with curves showing
it s operation.
(b)
Voltage stabilisation
with varying input.
(c) Voltage stabilisation with varying
load.

--

INPUT VOLTS

(a)

restricted range, while the AC stabili~
sation, being only partial, can be satisfactorily carried out with relative simplicity.
Although there is comparatively
little voltage variation on the supply

El

l b)

of approximately I]O volts, when the
neon tube will glow, and E2 will fall
to I50 volts. The drop in R will then
be 20 volts. Round figures are used
here for simplicity. Curves illustrating an actual test of an " Osglim "
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LOAD CURRENT IN MILLIAMPERES

(c)

·the current through N is zero. Assume
that N is passing current, then the
voltage drop in RI due to this current
opposes the bias due to B, thus reducing the negative potential on the
valve V, and, when suitable con-
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ditions ob-tain, causing a flow of anodecurrent. ~The flow of anode· current
will cause a voltage drop in R. (The
drop in R due to the current through
N will, in this case, be negligible.)
Now, if E2 is to remain constant
while Er varies, then the change of
voltage-drop in R must at all ti~es
equal the change of Er. The current
through V must, therefore, change
while the anode voltage remains constant. The change of anode current
is, of course, brought about by a
change of grid potential, and this
necessitates a change of current
through N and Rr. To increase the
anode current, the voltage drop in Rr
must increase, and, if the voltage
across N were to remain constant or
were to· rise, then the total voltage
across N and Rr in series would have
to increase. From this reasoning it
would appear that if Er were increased
a small increase in Ez would be inevitable, as E2 is equal to the algebraic sum of the voltages across N,
R

E1

E2

-::"8

Fig. 2. Obtaining a greater stabilised
output by using a neon tube to control
a valve.

Rr' and B.
But -this canclusion
assumes that the voltage across N remains constant, or rises. If, however,

FEBRUARY, 194%

neon current assumes a value which .. be termed the "surplus" cu.rrent at
any time-the total~ DC current for
produces a statle condition in the cir~
any particular AC input voltage being
cuit, and this stable condition can be
constant, irrespective of external load
+
-it is .clear that if the control is to·
be effective from no load to full load,
the valve must be capable of carrying
at least the full output current. It is
also clear that if, when the input voltage is Iow and there is no external
load, the valve carries a current equal
to normal full load, then when the input voltage is high the valve must
NEON CURRENT
take a -current, under no-load condiFig. 3· Illustrating the operation of
tions, which is higher than normal full
the stabilising circuit of Fig. 2.
load. Another point with regard to
suitable valves is the effect of the negamade to correspond to either a level
tive bias voltage on the operation of
output characteristic or to one which
the neon tube. The negative bias volt·slightly rises or falls. The resistance
age is included in the voltage applied
RG is required for stability and to preto the neon lamp circuit, but not in
ve{lt a comparatively large current
the output voltage, so that a~ high
passing through N via the grid in the
negative bias voltage will limit the
event of the grid becoming positive.
effective range of the stabiliser circuit.
The voltage output from the circui_t
of Fig. 2 would be approximately r4o
volts-allowing IO volts for grid bias
Choice of Valve
-but this may be increased to any
desired value (limited, of course, by
Heavy-current, ~;>teep-slope valves
the available voltage at Er). All-that
are, therefore, indicated, and the
is needed is a potentiometer connected
" Harries " tetrode type has been
across Ez with N connected to a tapfound to be the most satisfactory. For
ping. This is shown at RP in Fig. 4, the present purpose these tetrodes may
which is a diagram of the complete·· be connected as triodes or in the
circuit, including the usual rectifier
manner shown in the diagram (Fig. 4),
and smoothing circuit. The partial
which is rather better.
AC stabilisation has also been added.
Two such valves (Hivac AC f Z) are
The grid battery of Fig. 2 has been
shown in parallel in Fig. 4, and, with
replaced by automatic bias obtained
the component values shown, this cirby means of a small half-wave metal
cuit gives a sensibly constant output
rectifier M connected as shown. The
voltage of 200 from no load to 6o mA
smoothing of this grid-bias circuit
when the AC input is varied from rgo
must be effective, as any ripple
to 270 volts. This- easily covers the

the voltage across N can be arranged
to fall when the current through N
increases, then the total voltage across
N and Rr can remain constant. That
is what happens with suitable circuit
conditions, and it is, in fact, possible
to .obtain a decrease of Ez when Er is

increased.
The diagram of Fig. 3 will serve to ·
illustrate the action. In this diagram,
which is self-explanatory, ER, ERL
EN and EB are the voltages across R,
Rr, N and B of Fig. z. The slope
of the curves and general proportions
are exaggerated for the sake of clarity.
ll) an actual test, the neon volts were
found to fall from 149 to 148.5 for
an increase of current from 5·4 to
8.5f.<A.
The series resistance was
o.25!\H1.
If the grid battery be replaced by
automatic bias (see Fig. 4), the volt:
Fig. 4· Complete power supply unit,
age EB (Fig. 3) will not longer be constant, but will follow the variations
would be superimposed on the output
of AC input. This does not detract
voltage.
in any way f~om the correct working
As the valve V carries what might
of tt.e apparatus. In practice, the
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with both AC and DC stabilisation.

range of 200 b z6o volts originally
aimed at. Alternative valves of the
tetrode type are the Osram KT 41 or
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Constant Voltage Supplythe Cossor 42 OT. These valves have
not been tried in this circuit, but should
be quite satisfactory without alteration of component values. Another
valve that should give .good results,
but would require some alterations in
resistance values, is the Brimar PAr,
a high-slope output triode. It is suggested that if this latter valve be tried,
the potentiometer tap T on the neon
potentiometer RP should be variable.
INPUT

I

200

%OFF

means is ± 2t per cent.
If a large
voltage adjustment is required, the
tapping T on the potentiometer should
be variable.
Turning now to the partial stabilisa- •
tion of the AC input, the reducedvoltage-change is effected by connecting a condenser Xc (Fig. 4) in series
with a choke XL and connecting the
transformer primary across the choke.
As XL has an iron core that is operated ·
near saturation poin,.t, its reactance

220

230

240

>

0
/
0/

250

..•

220

230

240

-

----

f-

260

270

INPUT VOlTS

(b)

Curves showing performance for DC and AC stabilisation.

Also, the tap TG on the AC potentiameter for grid-bias rectifier supply
should be variable. These two taps
could then be adjusted on test to give
best results. Rr might also need some
adjustment.
The neon tube is of the .1-watt in-·
dicator type, and the resistance has
been removed from the cap. It will
be noticed that there is no special
series resistance in this circuit to take
the place of R in Fig. 2, as the resistance of the smoothing choke is sufficient for the purpose. With a mains
input variation of 200 to 260 volts, the
transformer input only varies from 205
to 225 volts owing to the partial AC
stabilisation. It will thus be seen that
the valve filaments are never overrun.
Para~itic

----1
V
......-:
A C

(a)
Fig. S·

I __

0

AC INPUT VOLTS

Avoiding

In Fig. 6 vector triangles have been
drawn for three different input
voltages in order to indicate more
clearly what happens h a circuit vi
this kind. It would be of little use
to give details of the choke as this
must be made to suit the particular
transformer ~mployed.
Incidentally,
it should be possible to design the
transformer itself to have the necessary
variable impedance characteristic and
so dispense ·with the choke. The

~ 230
NORMAL

-:·ll::. [ I' ,. .
210

15

Oscillations

The choke L prevents oscillations in
the neon circuit which are otherwise
liable to occur and would appear as a
ripple on the output voltage.
The curves in Fig. 5 (a) show the performance with 4 mA and 6o mA loads.
It will be noticed that a slight fall of
output' occurs with rise of input volts
on light load. Both curves were taken
with the voltage adjustment set for
200 volts on full load. Fig. 5 (b)
shows the control exercised by the
partial AC stabilisation.
The tests
were made after the apparatus had
been l~t in circuit for half an hour,.
although a few minutes warming-up
suffices for ordinary use.
The 2,oooQ yariable resistance Rv
allows an exact setting of the output
voltage under any conditions.
The
~otal adjustment provided by this

varies con:sidembly with variation of
current. As the choke is in parallel
wit4 the transformer primary, the two
can be considered as a single inductive
impedance varying with current value
and in series with the condenser Xc.
The whole forms a series resonant circuit which; if the sHpply frequency be
fixed, will resonate at a particular
current value.
The actual resonance condition is
not required for the present purpose,
but with a resonant circuit of this kind
it is possible to obtain across either the
choke or condenser separately a
voltage that is higher than the applied
voltage across the two in series. Thus,
with 200 volts input, the voltage
applied to the transformer primary is
205 in the present case. If the input
voltage be increased, thereby increasing the current through the choke and
reducing its impedance, the output
voltage across the choke will obviously
not increase at the same rate as the
input voltage, a point being reached
·where the output .voltage becomes less
than the input-see Fig. 5 (b).

: I~PU'Y' VOLT8

Fig. 6. Vector triangles to illustrate
operation of the AC stabiliser.
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addition of the choke, however, allows
the main equipment to be of standard
form.

Choice of Components
Most"· of the components in the
apparatus described may vary in
value within fairly wide limits witl.Jout much affecting the satisfactory
performance, and the changing ut
valves and neon tubes for new ones
of the same type will not usually
necessitate adjustments in other parts
of the circuit. There is one resistance
assembly, however, that must not be
subject to appreciable resistance variations due to changes of temperature,
etc., and that is the potentiometer
assembly which provides a voltage tap
for the neon tube. This must be wirewound and of good quality.
A precaution should be noted with
regard to valve connections: a short
bridge-wire. should join the two screen
grids, from which a single wire should
be taken to the positive supply. The
reason for this may seem rather obscure, but it entirely prevents selfoscillation at _ultra-high frequency
which can occur with certain other
arrangements of connections. If such
oscillation is permitted it will interfere
with the stability of the output
voltage.
It is an advantage, although .HJt
essential, to screen the neon tube.
This has been done in the present
apparatus by means of a coating
of "Aquadag" (colloidal graphite)
applied to the glass bulb and connected to the negative output terminal,
which is earthed.
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1066 and All That
H~D

rather a shock a few days ago
when I was invited "by a member
of The Wireless World editorial staff
to accompany him to a meeting of the
I.E.E. Wireless Section. I was very
greatly irritated by the behaviour of
my companion, who, during the discussion period, was fidgetting uncomfortably in his seat and betraying
every symptom of uneasiness, so much
so that I began to wonder whether I
had not, at last, hit on the real reason
why it is that editors and their puppets invariably use the archaic "we "
when referring to themselves in their
respective journals.
It was not until we got outside after
the show was over that I learned the
cause of my companion's . extraordinary behaviour. It appeared that
he had been irritated- because he had
wanted to take down, there and then,
certain observations made during the
discussion period without waiting for
t}le official report. Thinking that he
must have inadvertently left his portable steel-wire recorder in the taxi in
which we had arrived, I expressed my
sympathy, only to be told that he
·possessed no such article, and. that
what was annoying him was that he
had no knowledge of shorthand.
For a moment I could only stare
stupidly at him, as I could scarcely
credit that any member of the staff
of a wireless journal w11ich; apart from
" covering every wireless interest,"
counts electrical recording as being
also among its lawful prey, should rely
on so archaic a .method of recording
the human voice. as shorthand.

Bedtime story.

In fact, the whole affait ~ade such
a very deep impression on my mind
that I began to wonder dimly whether
the Editor of the Wireless World him-·
self still arrived at the office each
morning in his own horseless carriage

By FREE GRID_
and was gently wafted upstairs in an
old hand-cranked lift to a quiet and
peaceful office which knew not women
with their ceaseless chatter and their
noisy typewriters, but was served by
staid middle-a~ clerks who plied
their quill pens gently under the
flickering light of the gas jets, breaking off from time to time as they were
summoned to the Editor's presence by
a restful tinkling from the row of old
Victorian pull-bells over their heads.
Prob<j.bly, I mused, in this haven oi
old-world peace, the raucous voice of
the loud-speaker was never heard,
but the news bulletins (bringing tardy
tidings of the relief of Mafeking) came
in on the morse inker to the gentle
accompaniment of the de-coherer tap
ping softly on the coherer while the
imperious and shrill-voiced summons
of the telephone never disturbed the
peac~ul drowsiness of a summer afternoon, its place being taken by the
gentle warbling of the speaking-tube.
I was so lost in my musings that I
nearly got run over by a very horseless carriage in the Strand, whi.ch had·
the effect of bringing me back to harsh
reality, and I jumped hastily into a
taxi with the determination that, late
as the hour was, I was ·going to see
the Editor in person about the matter,
even if it meant rousing him from his
old four-poster and interviewing him
in nightcap and nightshirt by the light
of a guttering candle.

Morse Mucked-up

JT beris astonishing
what a large numof morse-learning books there
are. now upon the market, under
various fancy titles such as "Teleg:r;aphy without Tears." Although I
have carefully studied all of them I
must confess that, much as it goes
against the grain to admit it after
my recent difference of opinion with
the Editor, in which I found it necessary to return my Wireless World tie
to him, none of them makes me regret
the sixpence I spent on the original
edition of the Wireless World morse
booklet.
Yet when all is said and done, even
the Wireless World book is far from
perfect, as in spite of the fact that
at the outset it warns me to memorise
rhythmic sounds rather than graphical
symbols, it tells me later on that the
letter A is represented by • -, i.he
letter B by - • • •, and so on. Now
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this just isn't true in any system
of telegraphy, nowadays.
It disappeared, in the case 6f wireless communication, about the year 1902,
when we threw our coherers and morse
inkers overboard and started to use
headphones and a magnetic detector.
There seems to be as much muddy
thinking about this matter as there
is about economics, judging from the
recent unseemly wrangle in the
columns of l-Vireless World between
tke Editor and one of his_ correspondents about " immutable economic
laws." A man who ought to know
better has tried to tell me that the
writing down of the morse code as a
series of dots and dashes on paper is
analagous to a musical score, which
a_ skilled musician can "read" ·as
easily and quickly as we more earthly
folk can read the betting news. It is
nothing of the kind, of course, as you

Try this on your piano.

can 'easily prove by asking a skilled
wireless operator to read a message
written down in dots and dashes and
watching the hopelessly halting hash
he makes of it.
To my mind the only way of teaching
morse to the budding wireless operator
is to eschew all mention of dots and
dashes and let him learn the rhythmic
sounds straight away. In the-case of
the lone learner with nobody to help
him, this obviously means gramophone
records, but unfortunately gramo:
phone records are clumsy things and
cannot be included in a sixpenny
booklet.
. Therefore, we must find ~ome
system of representing rhythmic
sounds by means of printers' ink, and
we do not need to look very far, for
what else is a musical score than a
method of representing rhythmic
sounds by means of printers' ink. It
may be argued that only a very small
percentage of people understand even
the simplest musical score.. This is
so, of course, but still fewer people
know anything about dots and dashes.
Therefore, as they have got to learn
one or the other, they might as well
learn the simple musical score method
which, once they have learned it, will
always conjure up rhythmic sounds
in their minds, which is more than
can be said for dots and da~es. To
my mind, the dot-and-dash system is
just morse mucked-up. No doubt,
however, the Wireless World booklet
will serve as an efficient stopgap until
I can find time to produce something better myself.
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STANDARDISING AMATEUR
GEAR
U.S. National Defence Plan
S)TANDARDISATION of ultra-highfrequency radio equipment for
amateur civil defence radio networks,
is proposed by the American Radio
Relay League.
It is planned to make the separate
units of IIz-Mc f s emergency stations,
as constructed by individual amateurs,
universally interchangeable through
use of a standard system of plug and
socket cable connection and the adoption of standard voltages and currents.
.Because of the probable .failure of
power supplies, it is essential that the
apparatus should be self-contained.
Since, however, there is a shortage of
dry batteries because of military requirements, a widely available vibrator-type of power supply equipment,
delivering approximately 30 watts
from a 6-volt accumulator, has been
selected as the source of power.

PRICE REGULATIONS

THE

continued shortage of new
receivers has encouraged a certain·
class of undesirable retailer to increase
the price of sets. Whilst The Wireless
World is frequently receiving complaints from indignant purchasers, few
of them seem to realise that machinery
has been· set up by the Government to
deal with such cases, but that only
when the cases are notified can they
be investigated.
The Price Regulation Committee in
each area, the address of which should
be available at Town Halls and
Borough Offices, are very anxious to
be informed of such irregularities, and
readers will be doing the industry and
the general public a service by doing
so. The address of the Price Regulation Committee for the London area
is Belgravia Chambers, 72, Victoria
Street, S.W.r.

OF WIRELESS

FUEL ECONOMY

NEW YEAR HONOURS

Broadcasting Stations and Receivers
SIR ALLAN POWELL, chairman of
the Board of Governors o~ the
B.B.C., when asked recently if the
Corporation intended acting upon the
recommendation of the Government
Select Committee lhat the B.B.C. ·
should close down at 10 p.m., thereby
saving the. fuel required for the
transmitters and for the millions of
receivers, pointed out that if that were
done the enemy would very soon take
the opportunity to use the unoccupied
wavelengths for propaganda purposes.
The question of the fuel consumed
by receivers, has been the subject of
correspondence in The Times, where
one writer stated that they used
I,ooo,ooo,ooo units a year, equivalent
to a million tons of coal, which,
according to the 1938 figures, represents a fourteenth of the coal used by
the generating stations. This figure,
however, appears to be very wide of
the mark.
On the assumption that
7,ooo,ooo of the g,ooo,ooo-odd receivers are mains-operated, that each
one consumes 50 watts and that it is
used for four hours a day, the total
current consumption is su,ooo,ooo
units a year. Even this figure is considerable, for it is probably 3 per cent.
of t.he electricity generated.

Services of the Wireless Fraternity
Hewarded
AMONG the many members of the
wireless fraternity who received
honours in the New Year list was Sir
Frank E. Smith, Controller of Telecommunications Equipment, who was
awarded the Grand Cross of the Order
of the Bath for services to the Ministry
of Aircraft Production and Ministry of
Supply. Mr. A. P. Rowe, Superintendent, Telecommunication Experimental Establishment of the Ministry
of Aircraft Production was created a
Commander of the Order of the British
Empire. Air Commodore H. Leedham, who is Director of Radio Production in the Ministry of Aircraft
Production and chairman of the InterService (Communications) Components Committee, was made a Companion of the Order of the Bath.
Among the many appointments and
awards for "outstanding zeal, patience
and cheerfulness, and for setting an
example of wholehearted devotion to
duty, without which the high tradition of the Royal Navy could not
have been upheld," was the Distinguished Service Medal to P.O. Telegraphist L. H. Flanagan and A.P.O.
Telegraphist R. E. R. Richards.
Telegraphist Lt. S. H. Hewison, R.N.,

AERIAL DESIGN
a paper on '' Aerial Characteristics," read before the Institution of Electrical Engineers on
January 7th, Mr: N. Wells made a
valuable contribution to the study of
aerial design for broadcasting on
medium and long waves.
Starting
from basic physical formul;e for radia,
tion from vertical anterm:e, the author
considered the modifications introduced by current retardation and
showed the basic principles in the de-·
sign of anti-fading aerials of the
straight vertical and folded-top types.

I

N

WOMAN'S INVASION of the hitherto predominantly masculine field of wireless
continues, and an A.T.S. Wireless Training Battalion has been formed in the Southern
c~mmahd. Here the girls are seen at morse practice with the help of a Creed Teacher,
while our cover illustration shows them doing practical work with a field set.
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The World of Wirelesswas made a Member of the Order of
the British Empire.
Two First Radio Officers in the
Merchant Navy, W. S. Cardwell and
J. Clarkson, were made l\I.B.E.s. A
civilian wireless operator in the
R.A.F. Coastal Command, C. F.
Wheeler, was awarded the British
Empire Medal.
Five Chief P.O. Telegraphists were
aw9-rded the British Empire l\Iedal.
Two B.B.C. officials were honoured.
Val Gielgud, Director of Features and
Drama, and Miss M. H. \Yace (Mrs.
0. Wilson), Empire Talks Director,
·were created Officers of the Order of
the British Empire.

VACATION APPRENTICESHIP
SCHEME
Practical Experience for Students
OR some years a scheme has been
working whereby students at the
Imperial College of Science and Technology have been enabled during the
long summer vacation to obtain practical experience with manufacturers.
There is a large number of students
studying. electrical communication at
the College, many enjoying State Bursaries, and some will be desirous of
obtaining the practical experience that
this scheme aiiords.
During this
year's summer vacation more than 300
students will be available for varying
periods of from 6 to 8 weeks. This
number constitutes a record. Although
there are more than a dozen firms in
the wireless industry co-operating in
the scheme, the organiser, Mr. J.
Newby, wants to extend this list, and
asks us to draw manufacturers' attention to the scheme. He will gladly
give information to interested manufacturers if they will communicate
with him at the Imperial College,
Prince Consort Road, London, S.\V.7.
Last year's r8r students worked
foi: a total of g81 weeks with 124 firms
and received a total payment of
£q66.

F

WCRC ON THE AIR
THE new so-kW short-wave station
of the Columbia Broadcasting
System, WCRC, which has been
erected at Brentwood, Long Island,
New York, is scheduled to begin a
regular service on January 25th. The
station has been granted permission to
operate on the following frequencies:
· 6.o6, 6.r2 6.17, 9.65, 11.83, 15.27,
17 .83, 21.52 and 2L57 Me /s. It will
operate in conjunction with WCBX,
which was recently moved from
Wayne to Brentwood. Eight of the
thirteen aerial arra ys will be directed
towards Latin America.

"AUTOMATIC" AIRCRAFT
NAVIGATION
Dual Direction Finders.
ACCORDING to a report in Flyi1lg
(U.S.A.) it would appear that the
Civil Aeronautics Administration of
America is using a dual automatic
direction finder, of which the possibilities were foreshadowed by J. A.
McGillivray in Wireless World for
January 26th,• 1938. The apparatus is installed on board a twinengined "laboratory plane" which
has just been put into commission by
the C.A.A. with the object of keeping
its inspectors abreast of technical
developments.
The automatic navigator comprises
two interconnected direction finders,
with their pointers operating on the
same azimuth scale. Different stations
are tuned in on the two sets ; if, to take
a very simple example, the stations
chosen are at the aerodromes of departure and destination, all the pilot has
to do is to manceuvre his aircraft so
as to keep the pointers in a straight
line.

BRITISH SPONSORED PROGRAMMES?

MR.MURRA
w. E. GLADSTONE
Y, general manager of

the Canadian Broadcasting Corpora~
tion, is reported as having told the
Washington, D.C., journal, Broadcasting; pn his return from England,
that the British Government has under
consideration the erection after the
war of a number of commercial broadcasting stations in the Crown Colonies.
The proposed stations, which would
operate on the medium and short
wavebands, would not be connected.
with the B.B;C., but would be under
official Government control.
Mr.
l\Iurray stated that the stations would
operate individually, and in networks
between various colonies.

U.S. RADIOLOCATION
N'EW radio device to locate ships
A
and aircraft hidden from the
human eye has been announced by the
U.S. Navy Department. According to
Broadcasting it is thought to be similar to our radiolocators. Skilled personnel to maintain the " Radars," as
the apparatus is called, must have had
experience in the design, construction
and operation of UHF transmitting
and receiving equipment, or experience with television and cathode-ray
equipment. Accepted applicants wiil
be enlisted in the Naval Reserve.
Mr. R. A. Watson Watt, whose
name is so closely linked with radiolocation, has, incidentally, been on a
visit to the U.S.A. during the past
month.
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VALVE PRODUCTION
Statement by Board of Trade
"THE President of the Board of
Trade appreciates the importance of keeping the maximum
number of wireless sets in commission,
subject to the overriding claims of the
Services, and hopes to ensure that a
sufficient supply of suitable valves will
be available. The present production
of most types of British valves should
shortly be sufficient to meet the home
maintenance demand, and the possibility of importing any necessary
balance of valves of American types
is under consideration."
This statement was made in reply
to a question recently raised in the
House of Commons asking whether the
President of the Board of Trade was
aware that a number of radio sets in
the country were unusable owing to
the shortage of valves.

RADIO OFFICERS REWARDED
IRST RADIO OFFICER F. W. T.
McGO\VAN, of a merchant vessel
which was set on fire and later sunk as
a result of enemy action, has been
awarded the George Medal. After
transmitting the distress call he was
trapped in his cabin with three others,
but forced his way out and returned
three times to release the others, two
of whom were seriously injured.
Another first radio officer to be
honoured is B. H. Smith, who is
created an M.B.E.
His ship was
torpedoed and so badly damaged that
she had to be abandoned, but before
doing so he sent out signals on the
emergency transmitter.
In the latest list of awards of
Lloyd"s \Var Medal for Bravery at
Sea is the name of Chief Radio Officer
N. W. Campbell.

F

TELEVISION lN FRANCE
ACCORDING to French newspapers
which have recently reached London, television in France is by no
means dead.
A demonstration recently given at
Lyons to the press, by M. Henri de
France, President of Radio-Industrie,
showed a new system of large-screen
television followed by reproduction on
a convex home screen about I4 by 12
inches. Definition was 567 lines.
It is proposed to recondition the
Eiffel Tower television station and to
build two other stations, one at Lyons
and the other at Marseilles. Two to
three years are indicated· as the time
which will elapse before television will
become general in France. Individual
receiving sets will, the writer says, cost
rz,ooo francs each, which at pre-war
exchange would represent a little over
£68.
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World

B.B.C. News

J.E.E.

FREQUENCY modulatio~ will be the
subject discussed at the informal meeting
of the I.E.E. \Vireless Section on Tuesday, January 27th, at 5.0, when Mr.
49,10, 31.32, 30.53, 25.53.
D. A. Bell will open the discussion. For
49.10, 31.32, 00.53, 25.53.
the second half of the 1941-42 session,
49.10, 31.32, 25.53.
which begins in February, the Council
49.10, 42.46, 31.55, 31.25, 25.53, 19.60.
has decided to alter the time of meetings
~9.59*, 41.49*' 42.46, 40.98*, 31.55, 30.96*'
25.53, 25.29*, 19.82, 19.66, 19.60, 16.86, . to 6 o'clock,
The first meeting of the
16.84.
Wireless Section in February will be held
81.86, 25.53, 19.82, 16.84, 16.77; 16.64, 13.97.
25.53, 19.82, 16.84, 16.77, 16.64, 13.97.
on \Vednesday, 4th, when Mr. 0. S.
19.82, 19.66, 16.84, 16. 77.
•
Puckle will giye his paper on time bases.

THE transmission of news in English
in the B.B.C. 's European and World Services are tabulated below. Times are
given in BST.

FM Link
A FUNDAMENT.\L application of frequency modulation has been introduced
by the National Broadcasting Company.
As an additional safety factor against
interruption in the transmission due to
line failures, the key stations of the two
N.B.C. networks \VEAF and WJZ, have
been equipped with FM receivers. These
will be kept tuned to the N.B.C.'s experimental FM station W2XWG, in the
Empire State Building, which would be
employed to transmit the programme if
the lines broke down.

0200:
0300:
0530:
0715:
0900:
1200:
1400:
1700:
1900:
2145:
2215:
2300:
2345:

49.10,
49.10,
49.10,
49.59*,
49.10,

48.54, 31.86, 1j.82, 19.66, 16.84.
31.25, 25.68, 25.53, 19.82.
31.32, 30.53, 25.53.
41.96*, 41.49*.
31.32, 30.53, 25.53.

Brit. LR.E.
DESCRIBING the radio profession as the
practice of the youngest branch of
engineering, Mr. Leslie McMichael, recently elected vice-president of the
British Institution of Radio Engineers,
stated that "the necessity for the existence of a professional body devoted
solely to radio and allied engineering ·
cannot be disputed in this age of
specialisation.''
Transmitting valves is the subject of
the paper to be given by Mr. L.
Grinstead at the meeting of the Brit.
I.R.E. at 21, Tothill Street, Westminster, S.\V.1, on Saturday, February
7th, at .) p.m. The next Midlands Section meeting will be held on February
27th at the James Watt Memorial
Institute, Birmingham, when Mr. G.
Bernard Baker will read a paper on
thermionic frequency control.

Wavelengths marked with an asterisk
are used in the European Service only.

R.M.A. Council

New Stokowski Recordings

THE number of members on the
Council of · the Radio Manufacturers'
Association has this year been increased
from 12 to 18. This number includes 12
set andjor valve manufacturers and six
component and for accessory makers.
After its election at the annual general
meeting on December IZth, the Council
elected Mr. M. M. Macqueen (G.E.C.) as
chairman and Mr. E. J. Power (Murphy)
as vice-chairman. The Rt. Hon. Lord
Hirst of \Vitton was unanimously reelected president of the Association.

IT is reported from America that for
Leopold Stokowski's latest gramophone
recording session, when one hundred
recordings were made in ten days, a new
technique was employed. All the music
was first recorded on film sound--tra~rks
and then "dubbed " on to discs. This
method enabled Stokowski, in the rerec?rding proc;ess, to manipulate the
dynamic range to suit his wishes.

FM Receivers
A TOTAL of more than 120,000 frequency-modulation receivers are now in
use in American homes, according to a
report recently issued by FM Broadcasters Inc. At the beginning of 1941
there was approximately only 15 ,ooo
FM sets in use. It is estimated that
manufacturers were turning out I,joo
receivers a day at the outbreak of the
war it} the Pacific.
-

Marconi-Ekco
AT the annual general meeting of
E. K. Cole, Mr. W. S. Verrells, the chair-.
man, announced that the company had
sold the whole of its share interest inMarconi-Ekco Instruments. The accounts
for E. K. Cole for the eighteen months
to September 3oth shows a net profit of
£70,076.

Obituary
WE regret to record the death at the
age of 63 of the Right Hon. H. B. LeesSmith, who was Postmaster-General from
1929-1931 in the second Labcur Government.

------------------------~----------------------------------------------------------------------

NEWS IN ENGLISH FROM ABROAD
REGULAR SHORT-WAVE TRANSMISSIONS
I

Country : Station

Mc/s

Metres

Daily Bulletins (BST)

WNBI (Bound Brook)
WRCA (Bound Brook)
WGEO (Schenectarly)
WGEA (Schenectady)
WGEA ••
WBOS (Hull) ..
..
WCAB (Philadelphia)
WOBX (Wayne)
WCBX
WRUL (Boston)
..
WRUL
..
WRUL
..
WRUL
WRUL
..
WLWO (Cincinnati)

..
..
......
..

15.130
17.780
9.530
15.330
9 55
11.870
6.060
11.830
15.270
9.70
11.730
11.790
15.350
17.750
15.250

19.83
16.87
31.48
19.57
31.41
25.27
49.50
25.36
19.65
30.93
25.58
25.45
19.54
16.90
19.67

2.15, 3.0t, 4.0t, 6.0t.
2.15, 3.0t, 4.0t, 6.0t.
9.45 a.m., 9.0t, 10.55§t.
7.45§!, 9.55§t.
9.45 a.m.
2.0, 3.0, 5.0, 9.0, 12.0 midt.
2.55 a.m., 6.0 a.m.
7.30t, 8.15t, 8.45§t. 11.30.
2.0, 5.0§!.
12.15 a.m.t.
12.15 a.m.t,
9.30!, ll.l5§!.
5.0*, 9.30t, IU5~t.
5.0*.
5.0t, 8.0t.

Australia
VLR7 (Lyndhurst)

..

ll.840

25.34

5.20.

Egypt
SUX(Calro)

..

7.865

38.14

6.50, 10.10.

11.970

25.06

8.45•

-·
America

..

..
..

..

..

Country : Station

.

India
VUD4 (Delhi) .•
VUD3
..
VUD3 ••

French Equatorial Africa
FZI (Brazza ville)

..

Metres

Daily Bulletins (BST)

31.28
25.36
19<62

9.0 a.m., 1.30, 4.50, 6.15.
1.30.
9.0 a.m.

..

9.590
11.830
15.290

·Sweden
SBO (Motala) .• '

..

6.065

49.46

10.20.

Turkey
TAP (Ankara) ..
TAQ
..

..
..

9.465
15.195

31.70
19.74

8.15.
1.15.

U.8.S.R. (Moscow)
31-metre band

..

-

Vatican City
HVJ ..

..

6.190

..

..

..

..

-

7.0, 8.0, 9.0, 10.15.

48.47

8.15.

MEDIUM-WAVE TRANSMISSIONS

/

..

....

Mc/s

.•

Ireland
Ra.dio Eireann .•

..

,

kc/s
565

I I
Metres
531

l.40t, 6.45t, 6.50t. 10.0.

It should be noted that the times are BS'l'-one hour ahead ot UM'l'-and ar-e p.m. unless otherwise stated. The times ol the transmiSSIOn of
news in Enl(lish in the B. B. C. Short-wave Service are given at the top of the page.
The American stations are now transmitting bulletins in addition to those tabulated as and when the necessity arises.
* Saturdays only. § Saturdays excepted.
t Sundays only.
t Sundays excepted.
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In-phase Amplifier ----- - By R. C. WHITEHEAD

T

HE ordinary resistance-capacity. reduced. If R3 is made low, tlwp Cr;
amplifying stage has an output· must have a low reactance at the
voltage which is r8o degrees out· lowest working frequency, and if this
of phase with respect to the input
frequency is in the neighbourho~d of
voltage. In the design of vision-fre- · so ·cycles, then, as both sides of Cr
quency amplifiers, pulse-generators,
are at high signal potential, the stray
multi-valve oscillators, etc., it is 'opacity between it and earth will insometimes found that, while sufficient
fluence the design and performance at
gain can be obtained with a given
very high frequencies (e.g., 3 megacycles).

1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

I
I
I

I

'I

Designing a
Non-phase-reversing
Stage

I

L --------------- ---;--------:..- ------------

However, in the circuit of Fig. 2 this
is not so. If the reactance of C3 at
the hum frequency is small compared
with Rr plus Rs, then the hum volts
present in the HT system arc only re+
duced in the proportion Rr I (Rr + Hs)
Design Considerations
R2
and these hnm volts are applied to the
Since the cathode has been taken ' cathode or input of the stage and are
up above earth potential (as regards' thereby subject to its full amplification. The remedy is to ensure that
DC), so also must the grid be taken
the hum voltage is small at the top
up above earth potential by the same
end of Rs. This is done by adding
a!!IJ.ount, less the amount of grid bias
Cs and R6.
required for normal operation. This
Variations in HT voltage occurring
is most conveniently done by connectRI
at very low frequencies (a few cycles
ing the lower end of the grid leak to a
per second) may also find their way to
tapping on R3. The grid condenser
the cathode and these are not entirely
'\..1 INPUT
C2 and the grid leak R4 can have
removed by Cs and R6. If these are
normal values.
troublesome they may be reduced by
In this circuit the anode decoupling
reducing C3 or C2. Reduction of the
condenser C3 is shown connected to
Fig. r. BasiC circuit arrangement : normal
former will increase the bass response,
the cathode. The alternating comconnections to grid and cathode are
ponent of anode current does nof · reduction of the latter will decrease
reversed.
the bass response.
therefore pass through the source renumber of valves, this combination
sistance Rr, and negative feed-back
The grid leak of the succeeding stage
produces the wrong number of phase
and consequent reduction of gain are
(R7) should have a value which is high
reversals. To avoid adding a valve,
avoided.
the gain of which is not required, one
....
When selecting a condenser for the ,------------~--'.'v'
R6
of the stages can be made into a nonC3 position an electrolytic type should
RS
phase-reversing stage.
only be chosen if the normal leakage
Fig. r shows the fundamental circurrent will not upset
cuit of a non-phase-reversing stage.
the performance of the
Instead of the cathode being connected
R2
circuit.
1o earth and the input being applied
Examination of Fig.
between grid and earth, the grid is
2 reveals that both R3
C3
earthed and the input is applied beand R5 are effectively
. tween cathode and earth.
in parallel with Rr.
In Fig. 2 is shown the circuit of a
Normally Rs
practical non-phase-reversing stage.
should be equal
Because the input and output voltages .
R7
to R3.
·
are in phase, and because the grid acts
RI
as an earthed screen between input
Fig. 2. Circuit diaR3s---~~v-----1
and output, 1 a triode valve can generR4
gram of a practical
'\,
INPUT
C2
ally be used in cases where otherwise
non- phase - reversit would be necessary to use a pentode.
ing amplifier.
The condenser Cr and the resistance
R3 have been introduced in order to
The load resistance R2 and the decompared with Rr multiplied by the
avoid passing the DC component of
coupling resistance R5 should be made
stage gain·.
anode current through the source reas high as is consistent with other - If the cathode-earth volts exceed
sistance Rr. If Rr is high in value
requirements in order that the capaabout 30, the valve should normally ,
and a wide frequency band is to be -city of C3 may be kept to a minimum,
have its own heater winding. A camcovered, then Cr and R3 cause design
because the stray capacity of c3· to
promise may, however, be effected by
difficulties, and they' shoul.d not be
earth is effectively across Rr.
connecting a common heater winding
included unless absolutely necessary.
Supposing that the HT supply voltto a potentiometer across the HT supIf R3 is made high then the voltage
age contains some residual hum, and
ply, and arranging for the potential of
available for operation of the valve is . for the moment ignore the eomponthe heaters to be midway between the
ents shown dotted in Fig. 2. In an
extreme values of cathode-earth paten" Journal of the Institution of Electrical En·
ordinary amplifier the decoupling cirtials of the various valves.
gincers," September 1939.
Description o! Series
Amplifier in the Standard Telephones transmitter.
cuit acts also as a smoothing circtlit.
Tile input capacity of the stage cOin-
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prises the following : - (a) Ca thodi\heater capacity.
(b) Cathode-grid
ca.pacity. (c) C1 and C3 stray capacities to earth.
(d) Stray wiring
capacities. 2
It will be seen that the input capacity of this stage is. higher than that
of a normal stage.
Finally a successful design can be
best achieved by arranging the circuit
as follows. These notes apply particularfy when covering a very wide
frequency band. (a) Insert the nonphase-reversing stage at a point where'
the output impedance RI and the output voltage of the previous stage are
both low. (b) Avoid the use of CI
if possible. This can be done if the
previous stage is a cathode-follower.
(c) Make Rz as high as possible without encountering loss at the highest
operating frequency.
(d) Make R3
and R5 as high as possible without
allowing the valve to be overloaded.
(e) Make C1 and C3 as low as possible
without encountering loss at the lowest
operating frequency.
• Examples of "strays" are as follows : (a) For
ACz/HL class of valve, about 18 l'f.LF.
(b) For same
valve, 8.5 J.LILF. (c) A I J.LF metal-cased upright con·
_ denser having a base area of 2 square inches bad stray
capacity to earth of 22 p,pF when stood directly on a
metal panel and 4 I'I'F wlren stood up on !-inch insulators. (d) Allow about '" p.p.F.

"Foundations of Wireless"
·

T

Third Revised Edition

who desires to get a sound grasp
of. fundamental wireless principles.
Simple algebraic formula; are freely
used, but these need frighten nobody,
the book being definitely in the nonmathematical ·class.
As its name
suggests, it commences from the
beginning and assumes no previous
knowledge of wireless, nor indeed of
electricity and magnetism.
This book, which is issued from the
offices of Wireless World, can be
obtained through any bopkseller at a
cost of 6s., or 6s. 6d. by post direct
from our publishers, Iliffe & Sons Ltd.,
Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.I.

Sentiment and the War
spite of the strenuous efforts which
I Nhave
undoubtedly been made, there

is plenty of evidence available to show
th;:lt many people have not yet done as
much about waste-paper salvaging as
they could do. Even we, in this office,
in spite of the large contribution already
made, feel somewhat guilty when we
survey the well-stocked shelves of the .
Wireless World Library, and we are now
setting about the by-no-means enviable
task of thinning it out in the best Mr.
Middleton style. There are, we fear,
many old books, periodicals, and newspapers dealing with wireles,s matters,
some dating back to the last century,
which we have hitherto kept solely for
sentimental reasons, and these will undoubtedly have to go. \Ve are probably
not the only ones who have been hoarding a lot of old literature, wireless and
otherwise, for purely sentimental reasons,
and we hope that these few words will
catch the eye of our fellow-sinners in this
respect. So, to work.

HIS well-known vade me cum of the
wirelesi student has just made its
appearance in completely revised
form ; the revision has been carried
out by M. G. Scroggie. Certain portions of it, more especially ·the part
dealing with the all-important subject
of detection, have been largely reRendering a Service
written, and two entirely new chapters
ERE it not for such a service as that
have been added. The first of these
rendered by the Radio Research
deals with the question of wave propaBoard in compiling the Abstracts and
gation and of aerial design, including
References section of The Wireless
specialised types such as dipoles, DF
Engineer month by month, the wireless
and anti-interference aerials, to menengineer might well feel cut off so far as
the advances in wireless are concerned,
tion three among many.
for the majority of journals from overThe second ne~· chapter forms a
sea are now going to the Government
very necessary corollary of the first,
libraries. In the January issue of our
and treats of transmission lines of
sister journal, which is published on the
various types.
In revising the book
first of the month, some 350 articles reopportunity has been taken to substicently appearing in the world's technical
tute completely modern terminology
Press are abstracted or referred to.
where necessary.
Articles on transit time phenomena
in electronic tubes and recent developOne of the goals which the reviser
ments in air-cored inductances, together
aimed at when setting about his task
was to make the book appeal to the . with a three-page summary of recently
accepted wireless patent specifications,
very large number of men who are now
are also included in this issue. The
entering, or waiting to enter, the wireWireless Engineer is obtainable to order
less branches of the three Services,
through newsagents, or djrect from our
although the book has not thereby lost
publishers at Dorset House, Stamford
tine iota of its usefulness to the
Street, London, s.~.I, at 2S, 8d., including postage.
ordinary stay-at-horn~. wireless man)

W
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GALPINS
ELECTRICAL STORES21, WILLIAM ST., SLOU.GH, BUCKS.
'Phone: SLOUGH 20855

TERMS: Cach with Order

MOTOR-DRIVEN ALTERNATOR, direct coupled, motor,
110 or 220 v. D.C. ipput, complete with starter; alternator
output 220 volts, 60 cycle, single phase, 176 watts, fitted
governor; mounted on teak beams and fitted handles for
carrymg, condition as new, wear nil, size overall 40in. by
Oin. by llin. Price £16, carriage forward.
DYNAMO, 110 volts, 60 amps., shunt wound, interpole,
ball bearing, speed 1, 750 r.p.m. continuous rating. Price
£15, carriage forward.
EX G.P.O. MORSE INKER AND TAPE RECORDER,
complete with actuating relay and tape reel, mounted ou
mahogany base, clockwork model. in good clean condition
. and perfect working order. Price £15, carriage paid.
CAR DYNAMOS, small round type,· output 6 volts at
10 amps., in perfect working order. Price 17/6, carr. paid.
SHEET EBONITE, size 12in. by 11in. by 1/32in., best
quality. Price 4/- per doz., post free.
•
ELECTRIC LIGtiT CHECK METERS, well-known maket"',
first-class condition, electrically guaranteed, for A.C.
Mains 200/250 volts 50 cy. 1 phase 5 amp. load, 18/· each :
10 amp. load, 12/6 ; carriage 1/-.
ELECTRIC LIGHT CHECK METERS, 200(,250 volts,
Q and 10 amps., in new condition and electrical y perfect ;
7/8, post 1/··

p.c.

AUTO. CHARGING CUT-OUT AND VOLTAGE REGULATOR, ex·R.A.F., suit any dynamo up to 20v. at 15 amps.,
fully adjustable, with wiring instructions, complete in

metal case, 3/8, post 9d.

X-RAV TRANSFORMER. 110/220 v. A.C. input; output
45,000 volts at 7 milliamps, as new, small portable type.
£12/10/•, carriage forward.
'
X-RAY TRANSFORMER, 110/220 v. A.C. input; output
00,000 volts at 60 milliamps, latest type safety model,
complete with high tension leads. Price 1125, carriage
forward.
ROTARY CONVERTOR, vertical type, 220 v. D.C. input;
output 150 volts at 150 watts, Complete with transformer
for 110 to 240 volts, complete with starter, stand good
overload. Price £6/10/-, carriage forward.
REPULSION INDUCTION MOTOR, maker "Century,"
1 b.h.p., speed 940 r.p.m., complete with starter, CQndition
as new. Price 118, carriage forward.
ELECTROSTATIC VOLTMETER, Bin. dia. reading 0-6,000
volts, in new condition. £7/10/-.
AUTO TRANSFORMER, 1,500 watts, tappings 0-110-200220 and 240 volts for step-up or step-down. Price £5,
carriage paid.
CRYPTO A.C. MOTOR, ! h.p., SPeed 3,000 r.p.m., note
short shaft, in perfect working order. Price 45/-, carriage
paid.
110 V. BULBS 150 C.P., Ediswan screw fitting, half watt
gas-filled, 2/6 each, post free, or 22/6 per doz., post free.
FRACTIONAL H.P. D. C. MOTORS, for 110 volt and 220 volt
D.C. mains, only from 1/20th to l h.p., state size and
voltage required. Price 10/- each, carnage 1/-.
LARGE TRANSFORMERS for rewinding, rating unknown,
size 1 kW. auto. Price 17/6, carriage paid.
LARGE TRANSFORMERS for rewinding, size 2 kW. auto.,
rating unknown. Price 30/-, carriage forward.
WOUND RESISTANCE&, mounted on enamelled iron,
overall size 12in. by l!in., resistance 6 ohms, wound with
18 gauge chrome nickel wire, new and unused. Price
2/8 each, post free, or 25/- per doz.
HIGH-VOLTAGE CONDENSERS, size 4in. by 4in. by lOin.
1 mf. 4,000 v. working. Price 15/-, carriage paid.
LARGE A.C. MOTOR for rewinding, size 2 to 3 h.p., induction type, in good mechanical condition, ring oiler
bearings. Price 50/-, C!lrriage forward.
LAt~GE HOT-AIR ENGINE, 5iin. dia. piston, in good
mechanical condition, no heating. Price · 13, carriage
forward.
HIGH FREQUENCY TRANSFORMERS, 75 v. A.C. input
at 300 cycles ; output 5,000-{)-5,000 v. at 500 watts.
Price 45/·1 carriage forward.
10 K.W. AUTO TRANSFORMER in case, 110 v. to 220 v-or vice-versa, in new condition. Price £15, carriage
forward.
MOVING COIL MOV£MENTS, 2tin. dia., complete with
pointer, full scale deflection· approx. 5 milliamps, for
recalibratini into multi-range meters. Price 15/- eacll,
post free.
MOVING COIL MOVEMENTS as above but slight repail:s
needed. Price 7/6 each, post free.
AIR PRESSURE GAUGE, 9 in. dia., scale 0-4,000 lbs. per
square inch, in gunmetal. Price 14 each.

\
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The
Compact· Magnetic Recorder and
Play-back Unit

s

most readers will know' there
are three main methods of recording sound : mechanically on
wax, photographically on film, and
magnetically on steel wire or tape.
':(he last, though widely- used by the
B.B.C. and other organisations, has
not achieved the wide popularity of
the other methods, in spite of the
advantage that it offers, as compared
with most other systems, of immediate
play-back. Unlike the film or the
commercial wax recording, :the steel
tape requires no processing and retains
its impressions almost indefinitely.
Thanks mainly to this feature of immediate play-back, a suitably designed
magnetic recorder would appear to
have especial advantages for certain
specialised uses, and it is not surprising to learn that a compact unit, combining provision for recording and
immediate play-back has recently been
produced in the United States by
\Vestern Electric. The Mirrophone, as
it is called, employs the normal principles of magnetic recording, and uses.
a steel tape, which, as compared with
a wire, can easily be prevented from
twisting, and permits of transverse
recording.
Housed in a small cabinet is the
recording-reproducing unit, an amplifier and a loud speaker. Associated
with this unit there is a high-fidelity
crystal microphone. The thin narrow
tape on which the recordings are made
is mounted on drums which rotate•to
draw the tape between the poles of
the recording magnet. To allow the
tape to repeat without rewinding, its
ends are welded together to form an
endless belt. The material cif the tape
is a special magnetic alloy recently
developed by the Bell Telephone
Laboratories.
In reproduction · the recording
magnet serves as the pick-up device.

A

An accompanying
illustration shows
the recording and
polarising magnets;
ashort loop of tape
illustrates the
method of threadc
ing. These magnets are a removable unit with plug
connections. T h e
dynamic loud
speaker is supplied by a two-stage
amplifier, . which develops exceptionally high gain. An acoustic chamber
encloses the back of the
speaker. Its field coil
also serves as a smooth-·
ing choke fo'r the amplifier
anode
current .
supply.
Alternating current
from any IIo- to I20volt lighting circuit
operates
the
Mirrophone. A volume con-

trol regulates the intensity of the recording or the reproducing cunents ;
ai1d an electronic volume indicator
shows when the level is correct for recording. To indicate the length of the
recording there is a moving pointer
which makes one complete revolution
per minute and can be reset at any
time.·
A 1ecord once made can be reproduced as often as desired and kept indefinitely or until the switch is again.
thrown to the recording position.
Doing so automatically clears the tape
as it passes. the polarising magnet and

Below is shown the magnet
assembly of the Mirrophone. The upper magnet
is used for polarising the
tape and the lower one for
recording and reproducJhe right - hand
tion.
picture shows the position
of the magnets in the
chassis ; also the drums by
means of which the tape is
passed between the polepieces ofthe magnets. The
tape is endless, so rewinding is not required.

prepares it for a new record. The
switch also has a stand-by posifioa
which leaves the tape running but disconnects the erasing, recording and
reproducing units. An output jack
permits connection to an external loud
speaker or another recording machine
when permanent records are wanted.
Best quality recordings are obtained
when the speaker is close to the microphone, but the results are entirely
satisfactory from greater distances.
Group conversation can be picked up
when the speakers are several feet
away.
Intelligible recordings have
been made in large auditoriums with
the sound source many feet from the
microphone.
On the other hand,
whispered words can be reproduced
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loud enough to be heard by all present
in a large auditorium with the sound
source many feet from t~e microphone.
In the Mirrophone, instructors in
voice training have· an effective. new
tool.
Public-speaking classes and
music schools should find it helpful
in developing good diction and correcting faulty technique in the rendition of vocal ·and instrumental music,
for it has the great advantage of permitting a student to hear his own
efforts as others hear them and to
listen critically to the faults which his
teacher wishes to correct. An experimental model· in use at the Juilliard
School of Music in New York City is
shown in an accompanying photograph.
.
As a lecture demonstration for talks
and at expositions and conferences it
has the advantage of being able to reproduce recorded speech immediately
and of preparing itself automatically
for a new record. The Mirrophone is
_also an effective aid in teaching the
. correct pronunciation of foreign languages. Large commercial organisa~
tions and retail establishments can
use it to train their personnel in correct diction for contacts both face to
·face and over the telephone. For the
first time those interested in cultivating the voice and studying instrumental music have in the Mirrophone the
opportunity of critically reviewing and
surveying · their own performances
without any appreciable time-lag; at
last they can share in a privilege long
enjoyed by those who follow the
literary and graphic arts.

The. Wireless Industry
HE introduction of a rectifier (type
rD6) on AmericanUXbaseasadirect
replacement for types 25Z5, 25Y5, etc.,
is announced by Standard Telephones
and Cables, Ltd. Allocations are shortly
being made to BVA wholesalers.

T

<i>

<i>

<i>

\Ve have received from British "Insulated Cables, Ltd., Prescot, Lanes, a
leaflet on B.I. Flux Solder, which is in
the form of wire with a core of activated
resin.
Stocks are available in 13 or
r6 S\VG with 50 I 50 or 6o /40 tin-lead
alloy.
~

<i>.<i>

The emergency catalogue j;ust issued
by Gardners Radio, Ltd., Somerford,
Christchurch, Hants, indicates that in
spite of rationalisation. in some directions, the firm is still able to supply most
of the transformers and other replacement components required for receiver
servicing and to unal.ertake rewinding
and repairs to standard types of mains
transformers and loudspeakers.
<i>

<i>

<i>

Hammans Industries, Ltd., have sent
us copies of their engineering bulletin
(Hror) in which the physical and electrical properties of aluminium and other
non-ferrous metals are compared with
those of laminated synthetic materials.
Also a leaflet dealing with the nameplates and dials made by their associated
firm the Universal Engraving Co., Ltd.
<i>

<i>

<l:·

Rimington, Van Wyck, Ltd., suppliers
of high-quality gramophone recordings,
of 42/3, Cranbourn Street, London,
\V.C.z, issue each month "Rimington's
Review," in which the latest records are
described. The price of the publication
is 4d.; the December number deals with
the- firm's own issue of recordings of
French pianoforte music played by
Phyllis Sellick.
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issued in conjunction with "'I'he Wireless World,'

I

"FOUNDATIONS OF WIRELESS," by A. L. M. Sowerby,
M.Sc. Third Edition revised by M. G. Scroggie, B.Sc.,
A.M.I.E.E.
...
...
'"
"'
...
"RADIO LABORATORY HANDBOOK," by M. G. Scroggie,
B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E. Second Edition·Revised and Enlarged ...
"WIRELESS SERVICING MANUAL," by W. T. Cocking,

"~~~~~OK SixJ~ E'¥~~~~;~~td ai~S~~~ei~oN"
WIRELESS

TELEGRAPHISTS,"

by

H.

M.

FOR
Dowsett,

~~--~·t• ~~.?..~t~.E~i~':,stj:·:;'IP",.':-~th~',i E.' .. Q. ~alker,
WIRELESS DIRECTION FINDING," )>y R. Keen, B.Eng.
Hons. Sheffield, A.M.I.E.E. Third Edition ...
"RADIO DATA CHARTS," by R. T. Beatty, M.A., B.E., D.Sc..

"

"~'i'~:~I~t8~':tECEJ"ViNG EQUIP.MENT," by\V.T.(:'.;cking,

By
Post

_
61

616

10/6

ll/1
616

6
/-

~

A.M.I.E.E.
...
...
..,
...
...
"RADIO INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSION," by Gordon
W. In~ram, B.Sc.
...
...
...
...
"LEARNING MORSE." Ninth Edition ...
...
...
"RADIO DESIGNER'S HANDBOOK," Edited by F. Langford
Smith, B.Sc., B.E. ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
"THE WIRELESS WORLD" GREAT CIRCLE PROJECTION MAP
B.V.A. LIST OF EQUIVALENT AND 'i>REF.ERRED
ALTERNATIVE VALVES ...
Obtainable from Leading Booksellers and Railway
Bookstalls or by post (remittance with order) from

25/-

25/9

25/-

25/9

llf-

515

l
i

:
I

9/-

5/6d.

5/4
7!d.
/l
9

816

!
l
!
l
l
I

l
l

1

~

,
l

2/-

2/3

1/·

1/1

l
:
l

l
:
l

lLlFFE &

SONS LTD.,

Dorset House,

Stamford Street, London, S.E.l

--

P·A
When

P.A.

~quipment

and amplifiers
are the object of
. consideration
the name R.S.
automatically
'comes to mind,
for R.S. not
only equals
P.A. but it
stands for
.Reliability,
Quality and
Appeararice as
well.

i
1
l

'1

8/6

I

!

:

*S.

J

1--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------J

*

m~~~~
ltmpt¥iJiJ .6mited
3-4, Highfield Rd., Shepperton, Middlesex
Telephone: Walton-on- Thames 10/9
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RANDOM RADIATIONS
By "DIALLIST"

on the RF side of the set, and it was
positive,' its job being to hold down
unruly, unstabilised stages that were
prone to burst into oscillation at the
slightest provocation .

.. .
....

Unintentional Broadcasting
Television " In the Round "
you'VE probably been thinking
about the possibilities of the new
development in television, of which
something has appeared in the papers.
I mean, of course, Mr. Baird's demonstrations of three-dimensional images
on the viewing screen. So far, I've
not seen any technical account of the
method used, but from what I can
gather it consists at the transmitter
end in scanning the image by split
beams subtending angles about the
same as those at the human right and
left -eyes respectively. Then at the
receiyer the images are projected alternately. It's not quite so simple
as that, for red, blue and green filters
are used, and the picture appears in
colour. It is still in the experimental
stages, of course, and so far the picture can be seen as a stereoscopic
picture by one viewer only at a time,
and he must be seated bang. opposite
the receiver. Still, it is a good step
forward, and I don't doubt that developments will follow. I'm not saying that we'll have full colour tele. vision perfected by the end of the
' war; but I wouldn't be a bit surprised
if it came along pretty soon after the
service gets going again.

Sound, Too
A recent article in The Wireless
World showed what has been done in
the matter of reproducing sound bv
loudspeakers in such a way that it
gives a: true "two-eared" impression.
J list as we see things in the round
because we use two eyes some inches
apart in the process, so speech, music
and other sound don't seem quite
natural unless the "two-eared" effect
can be reprodu-ced to some extent.
Our ears are, I suppose, direction
finders of a kind ! There must be a
slight phase difference in the sound
waves that strike their drums unless
we are directly facing the source of the
· sound, so that the two paths from it
to the brain, via air, ears and nerves
are exactly equal. Anyhow, very definite progress has been made in the
matter of stereophonic reproduction,
and I'm sure that there will be ·much
bigger developments in the future ..
The movie people have taken it up,
as you know ; they have plenty of*
money to spend on research and

they're egged on by that spirit of
comp"etition which is so excellent a
spur.

In Continuation
Think what. it will mean when we
are able to receive television with the
images appearing solid instead of fiat
and the accompanying sounds coming
through as if the microphone· were
binaural like our noble selves. When
that has happened we shall look with
astonishment a.t the fiat images that
we are used to now, and listen to
the one-eared sounds with which we
are satisfied at present with astonishment that anyone could ever have
found them sufficiently real to be
worth bothering about. Such is our
make-up that we accept new developments in reproduction, no matter how
far from the real thing they may be,
and enjoy their results thoroughly
until a further step is made. Then
we wonder that we could ever have'·
been entertained by the old methods.
When I was very young, people use:!
to revel in the music of the phonograph, with its cylindrical records and
its little tin horn.
Much was lacking in its performance; but we hadn't missed it because
we didn't realise that it ought to have
been there.

REFERRING to my recent note on
the music that could be heardcoming apparently from its aerial
masts-when passing near one of our
high-powered B.B.C. stations, a reader
sends me some interesting 'particulars.
He's soldiering now; like me, but at
one time he was on the staff at Droitwich. There they didn't get music
from the masts, but they got it ''very
loud and clear " in both the feeder
huts. The explanation accepted was
that it was due to movements of the
air heated up in the immediate neighbourhood of the feeder lines. He asks
how the necessary rectification could
take place if the masts were responsible. I think it could at any electrically bad joints-under bolt-heads and
so on-as the masts swaye:l slightly
in the wind. Do you remember an
article in Wireless World sCJme years
ago on Parasitic Rectification? It gave
instances of trouble caused in houses
near high-powered stations by rectification between the joints in gutter
spouting, lead roofs and other metal
bits and pieces. Re-radiation gave
rise to some mysterious cases of local
interference, which were subsequently
cured by bonding together the offending joints, thus short-circuiting the
rectifying contacts.

Saying It with Sparks

This kind reader sends me also an
account of a very funny incident that
' occurred at the station. During a
Then came electrical recordingthunderstorm a local lightning flash
1925, wasn't it?-and the radiogram.
caused the horn gaps on the masts to
Heavens!
Could we ever have lisflash over. The transmitter went on
tened with any pleasure to the mechworking, but, once struck, the arcs
anically made record mechanically· repersisted for some time. While they
produced? Try the combination now,
lasted a terrific burst of music was
rf you can rake up an old record and
broadcast from them to an asto:oished
an old gramophone and you'll be surcountryside. One labourer rushed in,
prised. And whilst you are about it,
all of a dither, crying that the middle
turn up any old wireless book that is
of the field was full of flames and
on your shelves and look at the cirmusic ! A singing arc with a ~en
cuits and the valves of the four- and·
geance.
five-valve receivers in whose performances people once took such delight.
---------- ... ----------------------- .. -- ---- ...I
High-impedance triodes throughout,
'·•
GOODS FOR EXPORT ~
all (even the output) of the generalpurpose type. Yet enthusiasts used to
The fact that goods made of· •
raw· materials in short supply
write to the papers boasting that their
owing to war conditions are :
sets gave such volume that "every
advertised in this
journal :
word and every note of music could be
should not be taken as an :
heard to perfection ( ! ) at wo yards
indication that they are neces- :
or more.'' And grid bias! No negasarily available for export. :
tive bias on the AF grids in the early
L .................................. ~ ........................ _ .................. ~'
days; what bias there was you'll find

Stepping Stones

!
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LETTERS to the EDITOR

The

11

Fluxite Quins " at work

The Editor Does Not Necessarily Endorse the
Opinions of His Correspondents
Scale Distortion
BEING, I believe, the originator of
the term '' scale distortion,'' I
feel I must be involved in A. S. Evans'
criticism of it in the January issue.
I am not prepared to answer for all
the " many articles " to which he
refers, but if mv own are included
among them they- must have been misinterpreted.
Mr. Evans' argument is that, as the
effect described as scale distortion
occurs when listening to the original
performance at varying distances, {I)
it is not peculiar to loudspeaker reproduction, and (z) is not distortion,
and (3) that the real distortion is due
to the falling bass of the loudspeaker,
knowledge of which has hitherto been
confined to himself a:1d P. G. A. H.
Voigt.
(I) I am sorry if I have made the impression' of holding that scale distortion is something to do only with repwduced sound. Actually I agree entirely with Mr. Evans that it exists
equally in direct listening to a performance or speech ; but I was writing
in a journal devoted more to loudspeaker reproduction than to concertgoing. Moreover, listening at really
abnormal levels is in practice confined
·almost entirely to loudspeaker reproduction.
(z) "The farther from the orchestra,
generally speaking, the worse the distortion, but does one worry about it,
or complain . . . ? No! " This I disagree with, and so would Mr. Evans if
he paid for, a seat in the dress circle
and was given an equally well-upholstered one in the foyer. If he were so
unfortunate he might be quite glad of
some sort of tone correction for making
the best of a bad situation. The variations in loudness in different positions
within a normal concert halLare found
by actual measurement (see The Wireless ·world, March wth, 1938; p. 210)
to be far less than those due to typical
volume control settings. For various
reasons (such as a desire not to disturb
other people) an orchestral programme
is often turned down to much less than ·
the m;iginal loudness in any part of the
hall, and sometimes studio speech is
magnified. The fact I have tried to
bring out is that in such cases one does
not get a perfectly proportioned reduction or enlargement; the actual

balance of tone is affected, chiefly in
the bass, which is deficient in the
former but excessive in the latter (so
a "compensated" volume control
does not help, for the same setting
may give an enlargement of one programme and a reduction of another,
depending on adjustments at the
broadcasting end). If the unpleasant
effect of reproduction at a different
level is due purely to insufficient loudspeaker bass, how does Mr. Evans
account for the growing boominess of
quiet speech when it is magnified?
If one is obliged by circumstances
to listen to an orchestra at much less
loudness than one would hear it in
the most expensive seats, is it better
to hear it, as it were, at a great distance. in the open air, with a false
balance of tone, or is it better to
attempt to create an illusion of the
real thing by restoring at least the
balance of tone heard at the best distance?
(3) I feel sure that P. G. A. H.
Voigt would disclaim any monopoly
in realising the general badness . of
loudspeakers in the bass or of striving hard to improve them. Loudspeaker characteristic curves have
been published in The Wireless World
and elsewhere for many years, and
far more has been written about their
faulty bass response and methods of
counteracting it than on scale distortion. If I have not emphasised that
unbalanced reproduction is obtained
if the loudspeaker is deficient in bass,
it is because it is surely self-evident.
And. now a counter-attack. When
he says, "To give full orchestral
volume a baffle-mounted loudspeaker
must be fed with something like 6oo
watts," Mr. Evans may be quite correct, but he is running a great risk
of being misunderstood to mean loudness where he says volume. Actual
measurement showed (see again the
article referred to above) that a i:!watt output was enough to reproduce
the same loudness in a living room as
was being heard in the stalls of the
now lamented Queen's Hall during the
playing of very loud music indeed.
At the same time, I called attention
to the imperfection which would remain evert if all recognised reproducer
distorticon could be eliminated. The
listener is very sensitive to the subtle
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"Of's soldering our aerial? Oh crumbs!"
He'// be through, sure as fate, my old chums.
With a tin of FLUXITE
There's no holding that spriteLook out! Duck your heads! Here he comes!

See th~t FLUXITE is always by youin the house-garage-workshopwherever speedy soldering is needed. Used for 30 years in Government
works and by leading engineers and
manufacturers. Of Ironmongers-in
tins, 4d., Sd., 1/4 and 2/8.
Ask to see the FLUXITE SMALLSPACE. SOLDERING SET-compact
but substantial-complete with full
instructions, 7/6.
Write for Free Book on the art of
" soft " soldering and ask for Leaflet
on CASE-HARDENING STEEL and
TEMPERING TOOLS with FLUXITE.
TO CYCLISTS! Your' wheels will
NOT keep round and true unless the
spokes are tied with fine wire at the cross~
ings AND SOLDERED. This makes
a much stronger wheel. It's simple--with
FLUXITE-but IMPORT ANT.
'!"'• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

THE FLUXITE GUN

is always ready to pu,t Fluxite on the
soldering job instantly. A little
pressure places the right quantity on
the right spot and oqe charging lasts
for ages. Price
1/6, or filled 2/6.
,
•
...
FLCXITE LTD.
(Dept. W.W.),

BER\IOXDSEY
STREET, S.E.r.

ALL MECHANICS WILL

I

..
, 'Cl.

~~

\~ .J

HAVES .--

FLUXITE
IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING
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Letters to the Editoralso being subjected to frequency dis~
·effects of sound distribution (e.g.,
tortion, then it will sound even
"Acoustics of · Cinema Auditoria,"
worse than it would if scale distortion
Mason and Moir, Proc. I.E.E. (Pt.
alone were occurring. This, though
Ill),· Sept., 1941). If Mr .. Evans in- true, is irrelevant.
·
sists on renting a full-size concert hall · It may be conceded that scale disand a 6oo-watt amplifier and loudtortion occurs as one moves from one
speakers to match, he must be warned
part of a con~ert hall to another, but
that the orchestra must play in an ento.say, as Mr. Evans says, that "the
tirely "dead" studio, .for it wouldn't
balance is automatically corrected by
do to have the reverberation of two
th<rt very peculiarity of the ear over
concert halls superimposed. And then
which we have worried unduly'.' is
there would still be the need for mulcompletely incorrect.
tiple-channel technique a la Disney to
The balance is not corrected ; it is
give a semblance of source diatribu- overlooked, by the uncritical, in just
tion.
"CATHODE RAY."
the same manner as the inaccurate reproduction of the vast majority of
radio equipments is overlooked by
JN the days immediately preceding
their owners. If Mr. Evans' statethe war you were good enough,
ment is true, why do many of us
on occasions, to give me space to
prefer
a particular distance from the
join, with "Cathode Ray," and
orchestra in a given concert hall?
many others, in the perennial controThe reason is that in that position
versy on scale distortion. Now, in
we get what we consider (and all this
your January issue, this controversy
is essentially a subjective decision) to
has been revived in the article, "Scale
be the best "balance."
Distortion," by A. S. Evans.
I
An ideal reproducing system will
should like, if I may, to return to this
reproduce the sound of the orchestra
subject.
(free from frequency distortion, of
The article in question was really
course) at that level at which it would
divided into two parts. In the first
be heard if the particular listener were
Mr. Evans showed to his own satisin his favourite seat in the concert
faction that scale distortiol,l is, in
hall. It follows that there is no one •.
effect, a fallacy, whilst in the second
correct reproducing level-it is always·
he discussed frequency distortion in
that
level at which the individual
loud speakers. and its correction. In
would most like to hear the original.
my view the first part of the article
This suggests a very large range of
was unsound ; it was based on wrong
variation, but, in practice, this is not
premises and reached completely
so since a good concert hall is inwrong conclusions. With the second
herently one in which the sound inpart I was in full agreement-but the
tensity does not vary very greatly
question ·of frequency distortion in
from one position to another.
loud speakers has but little bearing
It is, in general, a risky thing to
on the subject of the article. There
endeavour to analyse matters of art
is not any disagreement, so far as I
in terms of scientific precision. So it
am aware, with the view that loud
is in this case. It is not true that
speakers in general (and, maybe,
the only factor in scale distortion is
baffle-mounted speakers in particular)
the variation of the ear's frequency
do introduce frequency distortion to
characteristic with intensity. There
an extent which is detectable if real
is, in addition, the question of the
high-quality reproduction is required.
formation of subjective harmonics
Nor, again, so far as I am aware, is
(i.e., harmonics formed in the ear
there disagreement with the view that
itself as a result of its non-linear
frequency distortion in one link of a
mechanism) which depend upon intenreproducing system may (and, indeed,
sity. Most important of all, there are
should) be corrected by an inverse
the subjective or artistic factors.
distortion
deliberately
introduced
The charm of a sunset, the majesty
elsewhere in the system. But what
of the snow-clad Alps, the perfection
has this got to do with scale distorof a Beethoven symphony ; these
tion?
things are not definable in terms of
Scale distortion, so called, is the recolours, of shapes, or of frequency
sult of the ear's frequency characterischaracteristics. Scale, size or loudtic being dependent upon sound inness-these are inherent factors. A
tensity. Thus, if a programme which
miserable, puny, undersized reproducone would hear in the original at one
tion of a great symphony. is no more
level is reproduced at another, then
capable of exciting the deepest emoits " balance " will be changed, and
tions than is a vest-pocket photograph
scale "distortion will be occurring. It
of the Matterhorn.
is true that if, in addition to being
reproduced at the wrong level, .it is
Finally, may I say that Mr. Evans'
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figure of the 6oo wat.ts.required to
produce " full orchestral volume " ma)l":
very easily mislead. It may be true ,
that the acoustic output of an orchestra is 6oo watts, but it is of more
general interest that an amplifier ·
rated at some .IO to 20 watts is fully
capable,
with
a
baffle-mounted
spea,ker in an ~rdinary room, of producing at the listener's ear ari intensity equal to that which would exist
at his ear in the concert hall.
Batley: Yorks. J. R. HUGHES.

Wire versus Wireless
AS one who has devoted consider-·
able thought and time to con-.
vincing people of the advantages of
wired broadcasting, I was very
pleased to see that in your Editorial
last month no attempt was made to·
confound Mr. Eckersley on technical
grounds.
Instead, the argument
offered was merely a clever exposition
of the elementary objection always.
raised against wired wireless before the·
matter has been the subject of serious
thought or experience. It so happens
that the idea, at first 'sight, appears
to be in opposition to '~he independence of thought and action upon
which we, as a nation, pride ourselves.
The objection 'is usually stated as.
"having to have what they give you
instead of what you want."
The significance of this cliche lies·
surely in the personality behind the
word " they." If by " they " we
mean a democratic authority working
for the best possible use of such entertainment and enlightenment as can be
conveyed to man through the ear
alone, "what they give" immediately
becomes synonymous with "what you
want," and the objection breaks
down.
The use of the expression, "Properly applied international broadcasting " in your Editorial suggests that
you are prepared to believe that some
such authority as I have assumed may
come into being in the post-war world.
For those, however, who are not prepared to accept this assumption, and
consider free listening as a necessary
brake on dictatorial tendencies of the
governments of the future, I would
point out that the taxing of all receivers out of existence, except a standard low-range, pre-tuned model,
would give all the advantages of the
wired system to any government so
inclined.
.
It might be argued that the war has
brought in foreign listening to stay.
There are no grounds for this belief;
world news, will once again resume its
third place to local gossip and sports

'
Wirele~s,.-·
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results. :News bulletins in foreign languages will disappear because, while it
is of interest to-day to June in Lisbon
and check up statemen'rs made by our
own news service, no one will wish to
tune in, say, Breslau, to hear the
result of the Wigan by-election or the
latest purchaser of some eminent footballer.
The part which international broadcasting has to play in the post-war
world is, therefore, based on this
reasoning, rather limited. It is obvious
.that this small part will be played
more efficiently if one central
authority is responsible, which automatically presupposes· the use of the
very best receiving equipment, to say
pothing of recording the material for
dissemination at a suitable time.
F. ALWYN.
Rotherham, Yorks.

Technical Training
your January issue W. M. Dalton
I N makes
a number of curious and
almost incredible assertions on the
subject of training of radio engineers.
I do not Jrnow exactly what he means
by " three years' simple electrical
engineering," but obviously his students do not spend much time in the
classroom ; all the electricity, needed
by a radio engineer can be taught in
·forty hours, at the outside, to people
with matriculation physics and mathematics. No one with qualifications
less than this will ever learn much
about radio.
"Three years' thermionics
is equally - absurd.
My
students acquire all that is necessary
in six hours, or less.
Your correspondent goes on to suggest that the nine-year course he outlines should be supplemented by
acoustics, astronomy, chemistry, heat,
mathematics, and optics, to a standard higher than that of the
B.Sc. (London). Mathematics is useful to the really expert student,
and acoustics to the loud-speaker
specialist, but advanced astronomy,
chemistry, heat, and optics have no
connection whatever with radio.
· These and other points, as, for
· ex;;tmple, his statement tha:t "the
radio man could eat the electrical engineer's subject and then carry on
with his own," lead one to suppose
that Mr. D<tlton's letter is to be taken
as a jeJt. If it is seriously intended,
then he presents a misleading and
wholly ridiculous picture of the know·
ledge needed Ly a ~actio engineer.
SUBALTERN.

J THINK Mr.

W. M. Dalton (in his
letter in your January issue) has
omitted a vital step in the training of

radio engineers : between the three
ye<1rs' _simple electrical engineering
and "at least three years on thermionics" there should be at least ten
years on atomic physics, to include
quantum theory, relativity, wavemechanics and whatever new developments in fundamental physics there
may be in the next ten to fifteen
years, without which the student cannot possibly understand the emission
of an electron from a complex
surface.
Seriously, though, a trained engineer is not an encyclop<Bdia, but a
man who has some knowledge and
knows how to use it, and knows where
and how to look for further information. With all due respect to the
regular contributors to The Wireless
World (whom your correspondent suggests as suitable teachers for his extensive syllabus), I should hesitate to ask
any one of them to hold forth on all
of the following subjects: theory of
electrical machines (e.g., the use of
inter-poles), atomic' physics of the
type outlined above, optics of the
standard required for the design of
wide-aperture lenses, astro-physics
and JJ\eteorology as required for investigation of propagation conditions,
filter theory, mathematical treatment
of radiation from aerials, high-efficiency modulation systems for broadcasting stations, and the design of
oscillators of extremely high frequency
stability. If there is no teacher who
can cover the whole field envisaged by
Mr. Dalton, is it reasonable to-expect
the student to learn it all during his
" training " period?
A training course should be devoted
to the study of fundamental principles, not specific pieces of apparatus ; · but departure fron this ideal is
forced in practice by the need for the
student to acquire the practical technique of some particular sub-section
of radio by the age at which he requires to earn a living. I suggest that
the only hope for a practicable scheme
of part-time training is a three-year
course in mathematics and the relevant sections of physics, followed by
a two-year course of radio in which the
time is divided equally between
general radio theory and a specialised
course in one section of radio
technique.
(Possible subjects for
specialisation might be: acoustics and
AF amplifiers, aerials and propagation, high-power RF amplifiers and
modulators, etc.) Having got a footing in the industry on the strength of
his one specialisation, the engineer
may then (if he has the time and inclination) study other branches of the
art.
D. A. BELL.
London, N.2I. . 1
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VORTEXION
SOw. -AMPLIFIER CHASSIS

A

p<tll'

ot matched tiLti ·

Wltil

lu ,~e • ..:em. uegat1ve leed-oack

l::l

<Jtted

in the output stage, and the separate HT supplies to the anode and
screen have better than 4 per cent. regulation, while a separate
rectitler provides bias.
The 6L6's are driven by a 6F6 triode connected through a triver
trn.n.sformer incorporating feed-back. This is preceded by a 6N7,
electronic mixing for pick-up and microphone. The additional
6F5 operating as first stage on microphone only is suitable for any
microphone. A tone control i~ fitted and the large eight--section
output transformer is available tn three typee :-2-8-15-30 oluns;
4~16-30-60 ohms or 15·60-125--250 ohms. These output lines can be
matched using all sections of wtndings and will deliver the full response
(40-18,000 c/s) to the loud <~peakers with extremely 1ow ovqraJl
harmonic distortion.

CHASSIS with valves ani piQP • • • • .. • .. .. ..
1lloviDg Coil

£17 1 0 0

Microphones .. .. .. • .. .. • • .. ..

Chromium Microphone Stands from . . • • . . . . . .

£5

5 0

£1

5 0

j Many hundreds already in use ]
15w. AC & 12-VOLT DC AMPLIFIER

Thil small Portable Amplifier operating either rrom AC
mains or 12-volt battery, was tested by "THE WIRELESS
WORLD," October 1st, 1937, and has proved so popular
that at Customers' demand it remains unaltered except
that the output has been increased to 17.2 watts and the
battery consumption lowered to 6 amperes. Read what
"The Wireless Worli " said :'Durillg test<> an output of 14.7 \l-atts was obtamed without any
trace qj distortion so that the rating of 15 watts is quite justified.
The_ measured reo:pon'le shows all upper limit of 18,000 c/s and a
lower of 30 c/s. Its performance is exceptionally good. Another
outstanding feature is its exceptionally low "hum level when A.O -operated even '\\ithout an earth connection. In order to obtain
the maximum undi'!torted output, ar. ·nput to tho microphone Jack
of 0.037 volt was required. Tbe two independent volume controla
enable one to adjust the gain of the amplifier for tha same power
output from both sd'urces, as well as superimpose one on the other
or fade out one and hrlng the other up to tu 1 volume. The secondary
of the output transformer is tapped f~r loud speaker.:; or line impedances
of~· 7.5 and 15 oluns.'' ·Prices

AC and 12-volt CHASSIS with valveo, e1o. .....
AC 0D11 CHASSIS with valves, eto. •.• • • • • • • ••

£12 12 0
£8 18 6

Ga:lZe Case for e!tbet cbauis. 12/8 extra.
Plus 20% War lncrea.se.
Orders can only be accepte I o.gainf!t Government

Cohtraet~;

Vortex/on Ltd., 257, The Broadway,
Wimbledon, S.W.t9.

'Phone: LIBerty 2814
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(:uring In s t ab i! 1it y------·-------------------··
.
·t
By JAMES GIBBONS
1\ MONG the many faults which a

l.

A systematic check of all the pos£"\. wireless receiver can develop, sible causes, starting with the simplest,
and one of the hardest to locate,
is the best procedure. First of all it
should be noted what type of inis that of instability. Like many other
stability has developed. Is it present
defects, it may be just perceptible, or
immediately obvious, and ranges from
all the time, or only on the weaker
hardly audible "motor-boating" at
stations? Does it occur only at certain
full volume to a violent succession of
positions of the wave scale? Does the
set seem lively, etc.? A careful test
whistles as the tuning condenser is
rotated. Again, the cause of such inwill often give a clue to the wherestability may be a change of circuit
abouts of the trouble ; for instance,
conditions in either the AF, RF, or
unstable conditions which show tip
IF circuits. It is widely known that
only at certain positions on the tuning
this effect is always caused by unscale are quite often caused by poor
wanted reaction, and is the result of
contact to the different rotor sections
spurious coupling between two or
of the gang tuning condenser. If this
more circuits in cascade, or to selfis suspected, and, for that matter, at
any time a set is being given a "suroscillation of any particular stage.
W.l}istles in superhets need not be
face " overhaul, these contacts should
regarded with grave concern in every
be removed, and their surfaces cleaned
case. All receivers of the low-IF type
with petrol and fine glass paper. On
(IOO-I30 kcls) and particularly those , replacing, the contact tension should
without any signal-frequency amplifibe increased, and a smear of vaseline
cation have self-generated whistles on
applied to the bearing surfaces. It is
the LW band at least, usually on that
also advisable to examine carefully the
part of the band which coincides with
continuity of the earth wire, and·
a wavelength equal to the 2nd
earthing device. There are many
. harmonic of the intermediate fre- , commercial. superhets that are not at
quency.
(Assuming an IF of II7
all happy when worked without an
kt Is, the second harmonic would be
earth, while nearly all high-gain TRF
234 kc Is, equivalent to a wavelength
sets develop self-oscillation at the highof about 1,277 metres.) This is, of
freque~cy end of the MW .band without its stabilising influence.
course, due to a beat effect between
the output of the second detector and
a received signal. It is one of those·
Visual Indications
self-generated whistles which have to
Keeri visual observation has always
be considered when the receiver is designed, because very little can be done
been a necessary asset to rapid faultabout it afterwards.
tracing in radio receivers. Quick perception will often reveal in a fraction
of the time faults which could only be
Typical Causes
found in a general way by much tireThe cause of instability in a wireless
some routine testing. It is therefore
receiver may be fairly simple, such as
good practice to make a careful
wrong operating voltages on IF or FC
examination for obvious defects. Be
valves, or more elusive, perhaps being
always on the look-out for traces of
due to SG by-pass condensers having
electrolyte round the bases of tubular
become open-circuited, or to ethe
electrolytic condensers.
This somescreening of coi~s. or leads, become
times dries and makes detection diffidisconnected from, or .developed high
cult, but it always impairs good
resistance contact to, ·earth. Metallised
contact, and increases the apparent
valves, too, develop queer tricks. The
power factor of the condenser, causing
- connection between the metal coating
reduced general performance, aband tha cathode sOJpetimes works ?normal hum level and reduced HT
little loose, and often provokes
voltage in the case of reservoir conacute instability. Anything 1 therefore,
densers, and low volume, thin reprowhich tends to reduce the efficiency of
duction, and instability in the case of
inter-circuit screening, and decoupling,
smoothing condensers. Press all coil
or introduces unwanted coupling by
cans, valve screens, etc.,· firmly down
high-resistance contacts, must be suson their bases, giving them at the same
pected when normal stability is
time a screwing motion to make sure
affected.
of a good biting contact.
Be sus-
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picious of all earthing tags, making
sure of their electrical connection to
the chassis ; remember that highresistance contact to earth of screening
and decoupling components has been
productive of more cases of instability
than any other single cause. Check
carefully all soldered connections to
valve-holders and decoupling components. It takes very little time to
re-solder many joints, while a poor one
which goes undetected is probably the
most difficult of all faults.
Many rough, but informative, tests
can be made before the chassis .is
removed from the cabinet. If the
main smoothing condenser is suspected
of being open-circuited, a substitute ·
can be tried between the HT side of
the output transformer and chassis, or·
between the SG of an output peniode
and chassis. Sometimes, too, stability
can be restored by touching the metal
coating of one of the valves.
The
implication here is obvious, and that
particular 'alve and stage should be
checked without delay.
SG decoupling condensers can likewise be
temporarily connected between the
appropriate contact on the valveholder and chassis, if the mechanical
design and layout will allow. If not,
remove the chassis right at the start
and work in comfort. Always rearrange as before any inter-circuit
wiring disturbed during tests. This is
important, as neglect to do it may
provoke further instability, and eVen
AF circuits are sometimes quite
critical.

Stray Couplings
Volume control wiring should always
be treated with respect. The controlling potentiometer in many sets is
used as, or part of, the signal diode
load resistance; it is therefore in circuit with the high-gain end of the IF
amplifier and ·second detector. Any
careless derangement of its attendant
wiring may cause unwanted self-
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generated whistles by reaction be. tween nearby leads carrying RF
currents. The writer knows of at
least one commercial superhet which
was cured of a nasty whistle on
Luxembourg by altering the run of
wiring to the volume control, thereby
eliminating acute 2nd-IF harmonic
. feedback. It is so often the small
things which make the big differences.
Open - circuited secondaries are
another certain cause of greatly reduced performance, together with
.lively "chirps" all over the scale. A
voltage and current test will, however,
always give a clue to this defect, as
it removes the bias from the succeeding valve, which then shows reduced
anode volts and high anode current.
A fiat, unchanging howl and I or
"motor-boating" are manifestations
of instability which are peculiar to AF
circuits. Again the most likely causes
are 0-C anode de-coupling components, or cathode resistor by-pass
condensers, and I or a partially 0-C
smoothing condenser.
This latter
component, if its capacity has become
low, can cause most puzzling faults,
:ranging from an So per cent. reduction
in general performance, or perhaps
whistles on all but the strongest
signals, to barely perceptible " motorboating." Further, there is never any
rise in hum level, as might be expected. As a potential destroyer of
performance this component is nothing
if not versatile, as many service-men
will ruefully testify. Accordingly, it
sho1,lld be checked at an early stage.
Finallv, the writer would like to
repeat in axiom that is well known
wherever successful radio servicing i~
performed. It is this: "Never take
anything- for granted, test it and be
sure, or surprised."

" Wireless World " Index
HE index to Volume 47, January to
December, 1941, of Wireless World
is in course of preparation and will be
published shortly at ?id., post free, or,
with cloth binding case, 4s. 5d., post
free. Arrangements can be made for
readers' copies to be bound with an index
in the publishers' case at a cost of ros.,
plus gd. for the return postage.

T

Aircraft Identification
WENTY -SIX leading types of airT
craft 'are included in the revised
edition of the identification chart of
British aircraft issued by our associated
journal Flight. Grouped according to
type, the perspective illustrations present
a general air aspect of each aircr!lft.
Copies of the chart may be obtained from
Dorset House, Stamford Street, London,
S.E.r, price rs. 3d. e11ch, plus 6d. postage on single copies, or 7d. up to three
copies.

Wireless
World
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COMMUNICATIONS

ON SMALL
PARTS. •••
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countless instances quite in-

tricate pieces of apparatus are
wholly dependent on
reputatio_n and

the

proved

reliability of their

component parts.
All products from the House of Bulgin
are pre-eminent for superior design

BULGIN
FOR
RESISTORS
The largest and most comprehensive
range of Resistors. Values from
0.10 to 150,000Q in wire-wound
types, ratings from 2 to IOOW.
Solenoidal-wound and double-spiral
models available. Special accuracies of < ± I o/0 to order, at

special prices.

Only the finest

and workmanship, and every article
bearing our Trade Mark has to pass
exacting and exhaustive tests during
the course of its production.
We ask the kind indulgence of the
Trade

materials are used through,ut.
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RECENT INVENTIONS
•
A Selection of the More Interesting Radio Developments
A nADIO INCLINOMETEn
HORIZONTAL 3;erial,_ subjec~ed to a
·
· vertically polansed field, 1s connected to a counterpoise so that there is
no signal pick-up.
The counterpoise
may be an aeroplane in flight, and the
point of zero pick-up is determined
empirically. Under these circumstances,
any change in the fore-and-aft trim of
the aeroplane will be indicated on a zerocentre indicator.
·In order to remove any doubt as to
whether the variation in level is in the
-upward or downward direction, the horizontal aerial is coupled through a reversing switch to the output from a second
aerial wh'ich is arranged vertically. The
combined signals are then fed to a
receiver, and a reversing switch, synchronised with. the first switch, is connected between the receiver and a pair
of rectifiers feeding the. indicator. The
initial setting of the aerial to give zero
pick-up is approximately horizontal
when the aerial is connected to the electrical centre of the counterpoise. If it is
not practicable to connect it to the
electric centre, then it may be connected
at any other convenient point, provided
it is given a corresponding slight " tilt"
upw~rds or downwards.
lvl arconi' s Wireless Telegraph Co.,
Ltd .. and J. Stewart. Application date,
November 3rd, 1939. No. 536259.

A

PHOTO~SENSITIVE nELAYS
ELATES to relays of the kind which
give a visual or audible indication
either when light falls on a photo-electric
cell or when the normal illumination increases in intensity. One drawback of
the usual arrangement is tha.t no positive
indication is gi\·en should the supply
current fail, and so render the device
ineffective.
According· to the invention, a photoelectric cell in the grid circuit of a therrnionic amplifier is arranged so that any
increase of the normal incident light
causes an increase in anode clirrent. Two
relays are included in the anode circuit,
one of which responds when the current
rises and the other when the current falls
below a predetermined value. During
normal conditions the second relay is
energised, but the alarm circuit is open
and ready to be operated should the
photo-electric cell be stimulated by extra
light. In the latter event, the first relay
responds and is locked to give a continuous warning, even when the exciting
stimulus has ceased. Should the supply
current to the device fail or be cut off,
the second relay is de-energised, but its
alarm is activated to draw attention to
the failure.
Baird Television and L. C. Bentley.
Application date, January 5th, I940·.
No. 537832.

R

.DinECTION·FINDEnS
RADIO compass indi'cates the bear-·
' ing of a ship or aeroplane with
respect to a radio transmitter, and it is
possible to utilise a self-orientating aerial
system which \Yill show continuously the
radio bearings of the craft as it changes
course. The object of the invention is
to combine a radio-compass reading with
that given by a magnetic compass so
that an indication of the craft's true
bearing (with reference to a meridian)
can be constantly shown at various observation points on the craft in the same
way as an ordinary repeater compass.
This is done by applying voltages
derived from the radio compass to...one
pair of the deflecting plates of a cathoderay tube, and voltages derived from the
earth compass to the other pair of deflecting plates. At the same time a rotary
ann sweeps over a potentiometer, which
takes the form of a double figure-ofeight and applies to both pairs of deflecting plates voltages which are proportional to the instantaneous angular position of both bearing indicators. The
cathode-ray tube will then show two
traces simultaneously, one corresponding.
to the radio bearing and the other to the

A

other and to the receiver, but .possess
different
directional
characteristics.:
When fading sets in on the aerial to
which the set is for the moment coupled,
a switch is automatically brought inro
o1._Jeration and chanl!;,es that aerial for the
alternative one. Fading may be general,
or it mav be selective in the sense that
the carrier is attenuated more than the
sidebands. The latter type pr6duces the
same kind of distortion as over-modulation. In either case a voltage derived
from the AVC circuit is applied to control
the condition of a pair of gas"filled discharge tubes \Yhich are inter-coupled to
form a "flip-flop" relay between the
receiver and one or other of the alternative aerials.
Marconi's. Wireless Telegraph Co.
(assignees of H. 0. Peterson). Convention date (U.S.A .). March rsth, I939·
No. 537937·

LECHEn·WinE CinCUITS
HE usual way of tuning a pair of
Lecher \\·ires is to slide a shortcircuiting bar or condenser along the
length to fix the voltage node.
The
object of the invention is to replace this
method by one in \Yhich tuning control
can be effected by means of a rotating
dial or knob.
The arrangement· is shown as applied
to the tuning of a receiving set for
centimetre \\·aves. The grid and anode
of the valve V are coupled by a quarterwave Lecher circuit consisting of two
strips A, B set parallel to each other
with their wide "
s u rf a c e s in the
same plane.
The
tuning element is a
thin metallic disc
C, of the contour
shown,
and
mounted eccentrically on the spind-le
of a rotary control
knob I<. The disc
moves close to and
parallel with the
plane of the deeper
strips, so that the
Rotary Lecher-wire tuning.
series capacities
between the disc
magnetic compass bearing. By applying
and the strips form a low impedance
a further potentiometer control, the
shunt, the position of which is determined
arrangement can be used to give a point
by the leading edge of the disc. The rotaposition of the craft on a chart.
tion of the disc increases or decreases the
effective electrical length of the Lecher
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co.,
circuit, and therefore its tuning by an
Ltd. (assignees of D. G. C. Luck). Conamount which is linearly related to the
vention date (U.S.A.), January 31St,
angular rotation of the control knob K.
1939· No. 537089.
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd.
(Assignees of J. R. Schick). Convention
PllEVENTING FADING
date (U.S.A.) Jlarch 22nd, 1939. No.
ADING is usually localised, and it is
538921.
known that it can be largely offset
by feeding a single receiver with the comr---------------------------------------- -i
bined effective pick-up from a number of
'' The British abstracts published here '' ·
separate aerials distributed over a fairly
limited area. This method of diversity
: are prepared with the permission
-#
reception is not, however, a practical
of the .ControJler of H.M. Stationery :
proposition to the ordinary broadcast
Office. from specifications ,obtainab1e
listener.
at the Patent Office, 25 Southampton :
As a more convenient alternative it is
Buildings, London, W .C.2, price lf- ~
proposed to make use of, say, two aerials
each.
:
which are in close proximity to each
~ ---------------7-------------------- _____!.
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When the· iron

•

ts

hot.
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• •

We are striking now, to forge the weapons of victory at

for our armies, our ships, our hospitals and our factories,

ever- increasing speed !

it has provided the boon of X- :tays ; the many uses of

Weapons as modern as the

methods now used to make them.

The slow, deliberate

_ art of the armourer and blacksmith has given place to

the sound amplifier; the efficiency of

m~dern

lighting;

the wonders of radio communication ... and much more

the speed of the electric arc welder. In other ways, too,

besides. It is an inspiring story of electrical achievement

electrical development has revolutionised our methods;

in which the name of PHILIPS is outstanding.

PHI LIPS
LAMPS •
RADIO • X-RAY AND ELECTRO-MEDICAL EQUIPMENT • DISCHARGE LIGHTING
SOUND AMPLIFYING INSTALLATIONS •
ARC WELDING EQUIPMENT AND ELECTRODES

P H I L .I P S

LA M PS

L T D•,

C E N TU RY

H 0 U S E,

S H A FTE S BU RY
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A V E N U E,

W• C , 2

ri==ls=A=·l=lv=e=rt=Js=em=e:: n-=t_s:.: ·========.Wireless World===========F=EB=R=u=A=Rv=··=I=9==4=2.=ii
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS. ·.The charge is 6.•for each paragraph of 2 lines or less, and 3/- for every
additional line or part thereof, average 7 w~•ds to a
line. Each paragraph is charged separately.
ADVERTISEMENTS for the March issue are accepted up to First Post on Tuesday. February lOth, at

THE FROPRIETORS retai~ the rights to refuse or
withdraw advertisements at their discretion. They
are not responsible for clerical or printers' er~ors
although every care is taken to avoid mistakes. Cheques
«nd postal orders should be made pa)'able to lliffe &

the H~ad Offices of Dorset House, _Stamford Street, · Sons Ltd. and crossed. Notes are legal tender and
London S.E.C or one day earlier at provincial Offices. cannot be traced if lost in transit.

Ode -··-··-..-··-··-··-··-·1

~~~.1
··~··~··~·~·~··~·· No. 13:

1f;1·......

~

~

TO HITLER

I

When evening's twil'ght gathers round :
You'll find your dupes flat on the ground
All frozen in the Russian snow.
:
: Oh Adolf, what an awful blow!

I
I
:I
;
I

:

J
I:

You boasted that ere Christmas came
You'd be in Moscow. What a shame!
: Joe Stalin really is unkind
To make you change your mystic mind.

I

t
:

t

i

Then there's the Ukraine and Crimea,

of :

10 0 2~gj 2~0~go~~~;s·,

1

~~t~~~rl~~it~w~P;~ree))a~~~i

all ar-.,cessm"ie~. less valves. Containing a quantity of
useful components. A very good im'estment at, 45/each, carriage paid, immediate deliver.v.-H. H. Linton
a.nd Co., Ltd., 2, Highgate High St., N.6. 1\Ionntview
9431-2.
[9867
f' 19/10 Only.-" Wireless World'' 2R.F. receiver,
~ with pu~h.-pull quality amplifier (•hassis, 10
valves, including tone control stage. 8 watts triode
output. ideal for quality reproduction from rallio
and gramophone, limited number; reduced price includes all vah-es.-Bakers Selhurst Radio, 75. Snssex
Hd., South Croydon.
[9809
RECEIVE.RS & AMPLIFIERS, SECOND-HAND, ETC.

If·~·~~ ~~~~~v~:/ 0 P1·~·~~c\i"i~eel~~~ cJr!~rl~~er sPcl[~e~iO
Wanted

high prices paid for rea.lly clean app<,natus.-'Phone:

[9696
I Gcrrard 4447.
: L ~~o~Npr~~N~~~i\~ef;~;~~~au~~~~~~~s~ ~~b\ifi~~;·
Converters, Test Equipment, Electric Gramo:
I Dynamos,'
phone Motors, and all Itadio and Electrical Accessories.
Central Radio Stores. 23, Lisle St., London
: -London
W.C.2. Gerrard 2969.
[983S
0

: But cheerio it'll soon be worse.

I

;: fh,n~1
~~' ,~
i•
tI
B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.
Makers of Transformers and Chokes

:

Receiver, includinu
amplifier, Ga.rrard
gramo. unit, Piezo P.U., Magnavox energised speakel'
complete in cabinet; £25.-Box 2625, c/o The Jrircle.«s
World.
[9884

Sky Champion or Similar ReH ALLICRAFTER
ceiver.-Box 2624, 'c;o The J:Virt'less JVorld. [9879
ATION,\L Standaul HRO or SX28, SX25, "list
: N price paid," required to help war effort.-0\\Tire,
Rd., Evesham.
[9878
I 14, Common
lleceiver, JI.!t.O. ~ationa.l or
;I C OMMUl\lCATlO.N
R.M.B.; H·asonable price.-Grecn Haydo11wav
House, Coughton, nr. Hedciih:h.
'
[984i
or Used Receh·ers, Amplifiers. 1\·lcters, ConN EW
verters, Radio & Electrical Accessories. Very

Its outlook, true, was ·very bad
But once again he's changed your plans
And put 'em in the "also rans."

1 Strange how your schemes slip out
gear,
:
1 From top to low-and now reverse

NEW RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS

\VORl.D 2 R..F.
W TRET.ESS
tone control stage, quali-ty

i

1 You said you'd soon get Leningrad,

1:

•

King's Bldgs., Dean Stanley St.,
~ LONDON, S.W.I. 'phone: VICtoria 5035

1
J
•

ARM STRONG

per prur.

Glass Tuning Scales, 4 wa.ve-ba.nds, ca.Hbrated in station names

For use with the above.

Price 3/6.

A complete chassis, incorporating the above components, will
be gladly demonstrated at our Showrooms and any technical
ad. vice given.
Deli-veries should 1Wt exceed 7 to 10 days. 'I""""

,w cmwvam'nts advertised i1t November Usue,'includiny Aluminium
·

&reen8, are still available.

ARMSTRONG MANUFACTURING CO.
WARLTERS

ROAD,

HOLLOWAY,

'Phone : NORth 3213

LONDON,

N.7

At GARDNERS everything takes second
place to the high manufaeturing standards
that.have been set. In no GARD:s-ER
product, however, is this' subservience
to an ideal more ex('mplified than in
our range of Small Power Transfotmers
and Chhkcs. These high-lights of modern
Transformer engineering are designed
and built especially for those occasions
when the specification says" best "-and·,
means it. If, then, you use or are contemplating using Small Power Transformers
up to 4 kva., you can with confidence ask:
for the best-and get it. Ph•ase remember, however, that delivery ean only be
made on orders quoting priority numbers.

NEW LOUDSPEAKERS

BAKERS Brand New Surplus Speaker Bargains.

P 6/10; usual price £10.-Brand new permanent
~
. magnet iJ~finite baffle speaker, complete with
beautifully finished cabinet in polished walnut.
.£>
usual price £5.-Brand new super quality
~
. triple c0ne speaker, permanent .magnet model·
exceptiOnal bargain; limited number.
·
'
SECURE' One of These Exceptional Bargains Now.

Originally designed for me with our expor~ chassis Model EXP48,
which was so favourably reviewed in the October, 1040, issue
of Wireless World.
The Test Report 8aid:
"no difficulty
was experienced in pick:ng up A...ncrican stations." Thi'! assembly
i'> ideal for constructing a modern receiver using English or Oct.al
valves, for constructing a battery receiver or tuning unit to work
with an amplifleT. The short-wave performance With the EXP48
coils is extremely high.
Specification. EXP.J~ coil and switch assembly covering 13-45,
43-160, 200-550, 1,000-2,000 m.' Mounted on cadmium plated
sub-chac;si<; with 4 position Yaxley type rotary switch. Medium
and long wave adj11stable padders and fixed padders on the
short wave ranges. Ea-ch coil fitted with individual trimmer
and tbe whole assembly wired up. Faetory Blue Print giving
7-va1ve EXP48 circuit and values of components FREF. with
assetnhly. Price 35/-. Heavy Steel Chassis tor use with above,
12in. x 9in. ?< 3~in. deep, drilled and cadmium plated. Price 10/6.
465 ke. H1gh "Q" I.F. Transformers, Leitz wire wound and
fitted with iron cores, in a!um;nium cans, incorporating trimmers
with c~ra.mic insulavion. For use with the above. Price 18/6

to Quality.

ym_t;~:,;~~.,Vri:i. 2~.Jiw~;~e, B{fb'd~~i4.wimbl[~5o;i

VER'Y. l\ifusic J.. over Interested in Realistic ReproE
ductwn should write for free descriptive leaflet
now.

EXCELLENT COIL
PACKS
COVERING
4 WAVE-BANDS-STILL AVAILABLE
We are pleased to say we are now up-to-date with deliveries
and thank you for your patience.

Subservience

NEW MAINS EQUIPMENT
'.
yonTEXION Mains Transformers, chokes, etc., #are
supplied to G.P.O., B.B.C., L.P.T.B.; ¥(hy not
you? Imitated, but unequalled.
_

~·~·-~··~·-~·~·~·· ... ···~··~··~·~

and metres

ADVERTISERS may have letters, other than clrculars,
addressed to numbers at this office. The words Box
000, cjo "WIRELESS WORLD " must be paid for
and a further t/- added for registration and forwarding
replies.
DEPOSIT SYSTEM. Full particulars upon appliCation •
to the Deposit Dept., "Wireless World," Dorset
House, Stamford Street. London, S.E.I.

GARDNERS RADIO, LIMITED
SOMERFORD• CHRISTCHURCH • HANTS

3;

BAKERS Triple Cone Conversions \Vill Immensely
Improve Reproduction of Your Present Speaker.
(" F<;>r a few shillings you have converted a speaker
scheduled for the scrap heap into one worth pounds.W. E. Darby, Grad.l.E.E.") \\'rite for details.
AKERS SELHURST RADIO, 75, Sussex Rd., Sth
Croydon.
[ 98Hi

B

R OL.A
15

Wanted

G12. Magnavox 66, or similar size, 8 or
<>hms speech, Pl\1 or energised.-Blanct. 6
Hart Close, Rugby.
[989l
GRAMOPHONE MOTORS

Wanted
'J'clefnnken pick-up.-Box

Gramomotor or unit,
A .C.2.620,
C/0 '}'he Wireless

JVorld.

r98fi5

GRAMOPHONE EQUIPMENT
Wanted

HIGH Fidelity A.C. Gramophone, two or three units.
-15, Fairfield Park Rd., Cheltenham.
[9885
ARLEY Auto-Arm for Pickup; details, price.Parker, 49, Buckingham Ave., Welling, Kent.
[9877
ARRARD Electric Gramophone :1\-fotor and Turn-

V
G

table, type 201A preferred: must be perfect; de~

posit system.-79, Allesley Old Rd., Coventry.
(9875
ANTED, 'l'elefunken sapphfre needle picke11P, in
perfect condition, purchase guaranteed at reasonable price.-L. Gregory, 51, Higher Rd., Urmston,
Manchester,
[9881
!}AB I NETS
wE.R;egret That, owing to all our employees having
]omed H.M. Forces. we arc nnahle to accept
orders for cabinets exrept to ('allcrs. Limited stock
only. 'Ve have a large stock of radio componentsH. L. Smith and Co., Ltd., 289, Edgware Rd., London
W.2. 1'el.: Pad. 5891.
[6683

W
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Fot• Sale

IN IO·GROSS LOTS
All capacities up to .oo] mfd.
ends and Tag ends.

Wire

Price 32/6 per Gross.
.oo8, .ox, .015 mfd.
Price 96/• per Gross.
These well-known British
Condensers are brand new.
ALL ORDERS & ENQUIRIES
L----------TO----------~

LONDON CENTRAL RADIO STORES
23 Lisle Street, London, W,C.2
T<UPhone: GERrard 2069

WIRELESS WORLD

FEBRt:ARY, 19.)2,
_

MORSE EQUiPMENT

Advertisements
- ~·-(...

,,

FU1q~i:~~~~ 1~rT~~r~~ii;~~~i~~~\v~~~~ic:a~i~. \n:,

Another
65-watt

Soho St., London, W.l. 'Phone: Gerratd '2089.
,

0

[9553

TEST EQUIPMENT

NE 1Iodel 3295 Cossor Oscillograph, unused l'l rul
as newi oilers wanted.-Box 262.2, c/o The
lrirflcss Wodd.
[9871
RIPLE'frr :Model Conden~er Tester, new .condition,
£lfi; Supreme Signal Generator, £10; AVO

SOL()N T

Oscillator Model, £4.-Harris 1tnd Gi!IO\V, 80 Wardour
St., W.l.
[9868
Wantetl
ONDEKSER, analy~cr and tester; state m~lter, con-

This 65-watt industrial 1 C clition, price.-Hall, 4, Cowick Hill, Exeter. [9876
VALVES
type SOLON .is fitted
Wanted
with an oval tapered VA~~~~e!fa~:~~;;;,~, q~~~~}~!Y sf:e0e~s ~~ed ~~':~!~~
Drive, Ruis!ip.
[9732
bit-a popular shape J. Bull, 4, Melthorne
DYNAMOS, MOTORS, ETC.
Types of Hotary Converters, electric motors,
for all general A LLbattery
chargers, ,petrol-electric generator sets,
in stock, new and second·hand.
work. Pencil bit C"tc., ARD,
37, White Post Lane, Hackney Wick, E.9.
[0518
types and heavier W Tel.: Amher>t 1393.
OTARY Converters, 230· D.C. in, 230 A.C. out,
1,000 watts, £25; Crypto ditto, 400 watts, £15;
models are also R
several others from 40 watts up; Dynamos, all sizes
up to 5kw.; Motors up to Sh.p., A.C. and D.C.available.
Harris, Strouds. Bradfi.eld. Berks.
[9869
COMPONENTS-SECONDHAND, SURPLUS,

SOUTHERN RADIO'S Wireless Bargains.

Due to the heavy
demands, it is
necessary to order
well in advance to
avoid disappointment in delivery.

ETC.

7 6

j .-Assorted components contained in attractive
rermanent box.
9 assorted valve·holders, z
\·olume c~ntrols, 12 ~sso~ted condensers, 6 resistances.
choke, wue, plugs, ctrcu1ts, etc.; 7/6, postage 7d. Or~
mond .loud-~peaker units, balanced armature types,
small Bakehte, 3J:6; unshroude'tl, 2/6; largest 4·polP
type, 6/6. Ace 1'.0. microphones, ready for use on
any re~eiver, 6/6. \Vestectors, W.2, 2/6. Telsen zadio
m~gaztnes, complete with 4 circuits, 9d., post free.
\V1reless crystals, 6d. each, 5/ ~ per dozen. Permanent
magnet sr,eakers, Sin., complete with multi-ratio transformer, 20/~. Many other bargains for callers. All
goods guaranteed. Please add extra for postage.
S o{:;;,IJ~;:~v.~~DJ~rasrlJP~~I eo., 46, Lislr ~:

MADE FOR
USUAL
STANDARD
VOLTAGES
W. T. HENLEY'S TELEGRAPH WORKS CO. LTD.,
Engineering Dept., Milton Court,
WESTCOTT. DORKING, SURREY.

9 7

F·
l'tc~I ~~?~~!0:c~:: r:l~e~gro~~o~~~.s:~~r~r~~~~
phone: Holborn 4631.
.I. Tubular Condensers, N.l., 0.0001, 0.0002,
B 0.0003, 0.0005, 0.005, 0.001, 0.05, 5d. each.
1

1

T·Ce~~~~,ubular

t:;ODE t:;OIJHSES

Condensers, 0.01, 5d. each; 0.1, 7d.

T-C~~~h.T~~ul~fd~ 11~~~lyiit"~' e:~h. m~~- ~fJ:• 5M~
1/9 each. 50 m!d, 25v., 1/9 each.
2 mfd. 20Qv.,
1 /6 each. 2 mfd. 300v., 119 each.
MICA Condensers, 0.0005 mld., 6d. each.

For Beginners
and Operators

VA!a1c~~L.F'hr~n&~~:.r•a-:-Jldgg;e 3rtfgea~~oos,
SPEg~~~~~~~~;~oi!ce 1~~~~to~;O~~~ e~~h~able

The Candler System
of Code training is
just what one needs for
entering or advancing
in Army, Navy, Air
Force, Amateur Radio
work, or the Commercial side of telegraphy.

1111
Con-

Pn:;.Tlii~.ir~uit: l~~n~:ch~er~~soc~_i;: T~~n:f:~~~~:
180 K.C., l/6 each.
YA~}~~~ch~ype Switches, 2 Pole 4 Way, 4 Bank,
YAXLEY Type Switch Locator Units, 6d. each.

each.

VA~~rf 7H~~~~r4d.Cl~~~is 6 J.Y~ic~ pin, 3d.
5
PHik~fe~si~MSp!1~~~e~~J-N::~h. Bjn., suitable
pH~~~;~fo~g:;~eYi/t'"!!.~h~pprox.. Gin. Cone, with

for

L ODD-SPEAKER
BA~~~H"

or 'Phone Cords, 4d. each.

Leads, complete with plugs, 5 Way, l/6

J. Clarricoats, Sec., Radio Society of Great
Britain-says: "I regard~the Candler System as being

grxGLE Screened Cable, 9d. yard.

the most important system of its kind and already large
numbers of Members of the Radio Society of Great Britain
have intimated to me that they are studying the course of
instruction with a view to preparing themselves for service
in one branch or another of H.M. Forces."
In the " BOOK OF FACTS," which will be sent FREE on
request, you will see that full information is given
concerning the subjects covered by Courses for beginners

A LLP~t~:~~ ahd Enquiries Must Include Sufficient
F· If.tc~.~rs~~~h(~~~re; ~in~~gLo~Jo~.aCW.B.k~a[~~8~
L ·'l'tr~~f~;m~recf~~~rbo;: ·wt{h ~~r ln~~~Ct~~st, 64?3 ~

and also for operators.

brown crackle finished arm and head, 29/6, post 7d.;

co1'\XECT!XG Wire, lOft. (;oils, 4d. each.

2

in:=!trument type rectifiers for meters, 1 to 10 m.a.,
9/6; High Fidelity Crys.tal pick-ups, famous maker,

C O U P O N - - - - - - - .., f:i.·t~~/n\ke~·mg.~a~~fn:P .;!:";;f· t~;~:~~r::;_a\:u~~i\
I Plea~e send me a Free Copy of Candler ., Book of Facts.'' I ~d~~·kft~s l~~gv?!: r~~a~~~s4 o:~pts~ ~~ly~eJ~si-?~h~·r~~~

'• ~~~£5~·::::::::::::.:::·::··::.:::::::::::·:·:::::·::·::::.::::::: ·: ~~l:~~1P~~'~:~~r,~~~~~P·:I.~~~t;,;J~,~~a~;~~6:1g~:
..

'\.\Y.3.

[9890

I ~~~re"~" ~~su;~·~·dce~~e'~':o:!o":~~~.an~i~~ I couk(.~cP~zw Rg~~~~ !!;; ~?~~t~less~~- !n~,~~ci~
1
Kingsway, London, w.c.2
~~i~~. l~lJ~. sgr~~d~s41 ~i~\Jr~~~-o~i~~·s32~7J. ~l~c;~?t
1 Candler System Co., Denver, Colorado, U.S ..A..
3/3: Erie 1-watt resistors, all values, Bd. each; Tungs-

-------------------"""z'l'4!!'2.

l

ram valves,

st~te requirements; S.A.E. for stoc~ 9 ki;~

www.americanradiohistory.com

PREMIER RADIO
DE LUXE S.W. KITS
Complete Klt:, including all Valves, coils, MriD.g
diagrams and lucid instructions for building and
working.
Each Kit supplied \vith steel Chassis,
Panel and plug-in coils to. tune from 13 to 170
metres.
1-Valve Short-Wave Receiver or Adaptor Kit 24/6
· 2-Valve Short-WaYe Receiver Kit ............ 35/6
1-Valve Short-Wave Superhet Converter Kit 28/Utility Micro Dials, direct and lOQ-1 .. . .. . . .. .. . 6/6'

a

SHORT-WAVE CONDENSERS
Z'rolitul insulation. Certified superior to ceramic.
All-brass construction.
15 m.infd.
2/4
25 m.mfcl. .. "" 2!6
40 m.mfd. ...... 2/6

Easily ganged.
100 m.mfd.
160 m.mfd.
250 m.mfd.

· 3/3/7
4/-

ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS
16+24 525 v. Can. Keg., small type, l/6; ditto,
32+32 mid. 350 volt peak, l/6; 25 mfd. 25 volt, 50
mfd. 12 volt, 1/6 ; 50 mfd. 50 volt, 2/6 ; 15 mfd.
lOO volt, 1/3 ; 8 mfd. 125 volt tubular, 1/6.
Rothermel dunior Model Crystal Pick-u,, 31/10.
Rothermel Crystal Pick-up head, will fit any. tone
ann, 34/9.
Potentiometers, all res., 3/6 ; ditto, with Switch, 4/6.
Premier Replacement Valve, 4 volt A.C. Type, 5 pin,
ACHL, ACL, ACP, ACSG, all 5/6 each.

PREMIER MICROPHONES
Transverse-Current Mike. Hi~h grade large output
unit. l<esponse 45·i,500 cycles. Low hiss level, 23/-.
Moving Coil Mike.
Permanent maguet• model
requiring no energising. Response 90-5,200 cycles.
Output .25 volt average. Excellent reproduction
of speech and music, 49/-.
Crystal Mike, Rothermel D. I 05, 63/-.

Please

Note~-Al1 Short-wave Kits
include Purchase Tax.

NEW PREMIER S.W. A.C. RECEIVER
In .response to many requests we have now
produced an A.C. version of the popular Premier
Short Wave SG3 Kit. Circuit : Pentode H.F.
Stage, Pentode Detector. Pentode Out,ut. and
F.W. Rectifier. 20D-250 v. A.C. Operation. Builtin Power Pack. Hum-tree operation. For use
with Phones or P. M. Speaker.
Complete Kit of Parts with drilled chassis, all
components, Plug-in Coils covering 13-170 metres,
4 valves and full instructions
and circuits .. . . .. .. .. . .. ..
•
•
Battery Version also available, Kit £4/15/4.
"The Wireless World" .'aid they were
" very much impressed •.• "
Ses ftlll Test Report, pp. 492-3, December 1ssue

£6 14 6

*

*·

Send for de ail.:

LEARNING MORSE

STRAIGHT Line Dials, 3 Waveband, l/6 eaeh.

JUNIOR AND ADVANCED COURSES
on Cash or Monthly Payment terms.
There's no royal road to learning-but there IS a
quick, sure way to genuine CODE skill. Thousands
upon thousands of Candler Trained Operators
have proved the value of this truly remarkable
system of Code instruction.
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Premier l\1orse Practise Key on Bakcli te base ...
and brass movement....... . . . . . . . . . ............... .
3/3
General Purpose Morse Key ....... .
6/10
Bakelite Buzzers ................................... .
2/6
SOmple~ "Valve _Oscillator, as described in
W.W.
Leammg Morse ..................... 21/b
Brown's Heact.,hones........................... pair 17/6

AL.L. ENQUIRIES MUST BE ACCOM·
PANtED BY 2fd. STAMP,
AL.L. ORDERS L.ESS THAN 5!·
6d. POST EXTRA.

MOVING COIL SPEAKERS
P.M. Models. Celestion 8" . 25/-.
Energised Models. Plessey 8", 2,000 ohm field, 1St-·
All speakers re complete with output transformer.

PREMIER RADIO CO.
ALL POST ORDERS to:
JUBILEE WORKS, 167, LOWER CLAPTON
ROAD, LONDON, E,S (Amherst 4723.)
CALLERS to:
Jubilee Works, or
169, Fleet St., E.C.4 (Central 2833), or
sa, High St., Clapham, S.W.4. (Macaulay 2381.)

/
20
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AdvertisementS

,E L E c T R A D I X
THE

CAMBRIDGE

TOWNSEliD

BUZZER is the highest note and
smallest Buzzer made, used by
Government on wavemeter~. and
has ample platinum
contact".
Ideal for key work, 10/-. Other
Buzurs : Pr~tice, bakelite-cased.

~~::

Few D1ll Buuers, multi winding.<;, no cor.tact:-;, 5/6.
MORSE RECORDBBB for home training. on Service Model gramo-

dri\'e recording, di:-ect dot..-da<..h on paper, with dead key fitted,
£3/101-. Standard G.P.O. Transmitting Morae lnkers. £10. A. few

Whf'atstones acd incomplete Teleprinter.
MICRO-MOTORS, A.C. Synchronous squirn=d rotor. Sell-starter
with spur reduction ~Par from 2,000 to 58 revs., double shaft, ~ volts
60 cycle ..., y.ew. F·or tuning dri.re, remote control, model work, 81·.
Rew ! ·b.p. A.C. Motors: Steel, 6216. Higg~. 82/6.
DYBAIIIOS BARGAINS. Luou-Rotax, 6/12 volt., 8! amps. D.C.,
8rd btush size tiin. x 4!in., lllb., cost £10, unused, 101-. G.E.C.
Double-curre11t DynamO£!, 6 volts and 600 volts, ball-bearings, 17lb.,
a.s new, 251-. Charging Dynamos, 16 volts 15 amps., Leitner, 1,600
revs., 75/-.
PUMP3. We can RUpply from stock, with or without A.C. or D.C.
lrlotors.
A.C./D.C. MAINS MAGNErs. 2 wound poles, 110 or 220 volts, 7lb.
lift, 6/6. Small 12-volt t>olenoids, 2in. x iin. plunger, 6[6. Rela:fS
all types.

12 voila enclosed 1/40 h.p.,

9,500 revs., 15/-. 50 volts shunt, 1/20 h.p•• K.B., 2,000 revs., 24/-.
60/70 volts shuut, 116 b.p.• GT;Ypto, 1,1500 revs., 27/6. 110 volts
llhunt, 1/12 h.p., Croydou, "2.500 revs., 26/-. 110 volts shunt, 1/2 h.p.,
lla.udslay special, 4,000 renl., 45/•. 220 volts shunt, 1!12 h.p.,
Croydon·Wilson, 2,400 re\·s., 30/-. 220 volts shunt, 1/3 h.p., Delco,
1,760 revs., 50h 240 volts shuut,1/3 h.p., Century, 1,440 revs., 55/-.
220 volts shuut, 1/6 h.p., Keith B., 1,250 revs., geared to 80, 45/-.
TUNllfG COILS. Radiophone tuners, medium and long wave, wi~
reaction 4 coil:o< on one base, 3iin. x Hin. dia., Plessy make, 1/3 each.
Twin Trimmer Condenser3 oti ceramic, .00012 to .00015 mf., 6d1
C.,.lal S•ts, ll.B.C., 16;-.
• Kindly state wants ; no lists available.
AtLl postage !or all mail Of'ders. and setul stamped en'Pfllope
for all replies.

.

1\'fOj~~~~ i~'~Y~ su~~~·1ob~nJ~6e e!~h~e

with

inferior

~;: a;:'d ~~V,k, 8 ~P.P 1£o: b~tog~;;:d ~t01i~~

each; first come, first served.
O:-iDE:'ISERS.-Sp'ecfal offer of ,metal-cased paper
condensers, 300v. working, ·an brand new and
unused, 2 mid. 2/-, 1 mld,x1 mld. 1/9, 1 mid. 1/9.
IXGLE R.A.F. Earphones, resistance 750 ohms
D.C. app":'oX., 4/~ each; ex-Govt. low-resistance
single earphones, 2/6 each; microphone buttons, well-

Thi3 unique HanU!Jook
shows the ~y way to

secure A. M. t. C. E.,

A. liL l Mech. E.,

C

6/6.

;ONLY ADDRESS

pniLIPS Speech Transformers for Pentode Output:
3/6 each.

VA (i,VsE~,

~~~;e t;;:~·j~";fite B~~:=~:

FRACTIONAL H.P. MOTOR3, O.C.

' L O~~~~i~~~~Tfa1~ ~:.fk~ee~~i~~EJea~~e~,Finest

,,

:

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
19, Broughton Street, Queenstown Road,
Battersea, London, S.w.8.
- Teleplwne: M ACaulay 2159.

A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.A.E.,
A.l!I.I.Brit.B.E.. and
A!mila.r qualiflcations. WE
GUARANTEE-" NO PASSNO FEE." Details are given of

S

known make. 2/- eacl1; heavy duty double button carbon microphones, chromium-plated case, gold-plated
clcctrodPs, high output, good quality, with mounting
dips and ~prings, complete with transformer, 23/6.
5

S HI~a~~~~be':'l~esui;\~d~~~bne:d Cc~~e;!~gbr~YJ.iDg ;in1g/~
T
W

per yard.
·
ELEVISION Diode Valves,"unus'l,d lllul!ard EA50,
69 mm. x 12 mm. overall, 6.3v. heater at 15 amp.;
10/6 each,
ES'l'I:'IGHOUSE Heavy Duty Rectifier Unit, 6-Sv,
D,C. cutput at 32 amps., input 200-250 A.C.,
50 Cjo"'Cle, size 22in.x 15in.x 17in. approx.; price £.30
each; three· only.

pL~~~ct~~g~a~~i)., ~j_gle~ch:rcuit, new, ·3/6. corn10 watt: lOO ohm
R ESISTORS,
mains resistors, 1/3 each
E X-BAIRD, wax 3 impregnated

over 150 Diploma Courses in all

Radio and Produ!)~:~~:::. ~~ulh=~:r~ir=;
Inspection, Government Employment, BUILDING
(great

scope)~ JIATR.IC., B.A.F. MATHS •• etc. Write for this enlightening Handbook to-day, FREE and post free. Men with
Radio· knowledge ean obtain attractive posts in the Sert-ice.~.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY, 387 Shakespeare House,
17, 18, 19 Stratford
W.1

l!•l~l•l(llj:J3'!U1
For A.C. or D.C., silent and reliable

vitreous enam<llcd
cardboard
1 7

2VAcoil consumption,from
2-600 volts, tested to 2,000
volts, Unmounted and in
cast iron casing. Also Time
Lag Relays, High Sensitive
Relays, Synchronous Process Timers, and Complete
Control Plants.
-

panels,

~oun\~~i~~x ~~~~~i~ t~i~ht~~~rt~a ~~cb~ ' a ·g[g ~~~:~

of 'volume control•, 1 ohm, 200 ohm, 600 ohm, 1,000
ohm, all values 216 ,each.
_ ,

FL~~IS,!'!ot~ri;,~'tr~I~JJ iJ'.::feio~hi~~~~~g;:~I;Pg~~~~~
approx. 2ft. long; to clear, 4/- each.
MIDGET ~olume Controls, 5,000 ohms, 3/6 each,
ONVER~'ERS,

C_ 220v. A.C output, lOO watts: £10/10.
E~~~~~o~~! 01~~~i~.· !r~:n4t~i~~.x~i~~s;~~fn., ~~~
D.C.

Apply for ·reajlet SP.~.'\'{ER.

LONDEX

to A.C., 220v, D,C. input,

G.P.O., invaJuable for countless purposes. 9/6 each;
a smaller type, 11,999, size 4l,!,in.x1'hm.x1'kin., 5/6.
ALVE !Iolders.-'-Belling,Lee special H.F. 5-pin,
chassis mounting in bla.ck bakelite; 1/- each,
10/6 doz.
LESSEY Small Block Type Condensers, two tappings, 0,0005 and 0.1 mfd., 350v. test; 1/- each,
10/6 doz,
·
,

LTD.

Manufacture~• of Relays
Anerley Works. 207 Aner1ey Rold

Synchronous Time Delay

Relay PRL

LONOOII, S.E.20

Phone.· SYDENAHM 6268 & C2li9,

V
P

t---OR THE.

VA~~~~~f c~~d:~~~:8dieW~~~t n;:a~eshf:vlirs:·~ja~~

co~dition;

5/6 each.

.

S M1~n~v~S~~~e v!t~- A~~~b~n~fn u:;gu~t~nm~!~~
spindle, speed about 60 r.p.m.; 12/6.
A u~t~ a c,~~\\~ghr!h"it~sshT~:lru~;~t~Yf7'ie - ohm
Type Switches, 2-way, 1/-; 2 bank 3-way,
Y AXLEY
2/-; 4,way, 4/-.

3 5

RADIO SERVICE MAN,
S
DEALER AND OWNER O UTPUT
secovdary

CREENING Shields in Aluminium, 6'hfn.x5in.x
5l,!,in., brand new and unused;, 2/6 pair.

The man who enrolls for an I. C. S. Radio
Course learns radio thoroughly, com•
pletely, practically. When he earns his
diploma, he will KNOW radio. We are
not content merely to teach the prin·
ciples of radio, we want to show our
students how to apply that training in
practical, every-day, radio service work.
We train them to be successful!

Transformers, primary 300 ohms D.C.,
0.5 0hm D.C., brand new. manufacturer's type, 5/6; also new chokes, 30 henrY, 150 ohms,
5/- each.

pu~;~-feY,~Jlck~l~~~n ~~~:sf~r~~~~~ c~e, ~~!~kru~~~
1%in. x 1ljzin. high, ratio 6 : 1; 6/6,
.I., Condensers, block type oil filled in metal cases
with terminals. high quality components, 0.1 mfd.,
l;OOOv, D,C. test, 216 each; and 0.25 •mld l,060v,
DC. test, 2 I 6 each; also 0.0003 mid, 400 volt working
D,C., 6/- per doz.
ELA YS.-Srna.IJ relays for operation on 2v. D.C.
with 6 way make and break switches, brand new;
51· each.

B

R

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

TR~~~;~E~S~le~i,ineJ~ir:ar::~~s ;~ de~:.~i~~~~siia~~Ti~~

Depc. 38, International Buildings,
Kingsway, London, W.C,2,
Please explain fully about your Instruction In
the subject marked X.

Strip containing 5 Postage Stamp 1'rimmers, 2/6.
OIL Formers, <'ard~oard and paxolin, assorted sizes,
useful for experamenters: 1/6 doz_
HASSI~.-Beauti!ully fi':'ished, highly polished, new
C 1 cadmmm-plated Chassts. Superbly made, 16.,!4in
x 13 hin.x4in. Drilled for 6 valves, transformer, etc.;
41- each. Also heavy gauge metal Chassis, finished
battleship grey. 12in.x5%in.x2IA,in., 1/3 each. All
drilled for valves, etc.
~

Complete Radio Engineering
Radio service Engineers
Elementary Radio
Television

f!w~~tc lt~~~~-pass a Radio examination,
Inst. of Wireless Technology .
P.M.G. Certificate for Wireless Operators
Provisional Certificate in Radio Telephony and
Telegraphy for Aircraft
Ci!y and Guilds Telecommunications
Namr>,.,
Addrc..,,

.. ., . .,,. Ago ......

.......... <uoo·~y·a~~p·~~-~~-eci·~;~~~;··· ... ·····

C

A CCUMULATORS.-Ediswan

2v.

60 amp.,

brand

caller~e:~ly l:n 1 ~~~n~;ech~ases, size Bin. x 4';4in. x 2%in. ;

WARD ROTARY
CONVERTERS
Petrol Electric Generating Plants, H.T.
Generators, D.C. Motors, Frequency
Changers, etc., up to 25 K.V.A.

CHAS. F. WARD 37 WHITE POST LANE,
'Phone: Amherst 1393.

HACKNEY WICK

E.9.

ARDUX

Wire-end Condensers, hrand new, first
quallty components, 0.0005 m!d,, -ad.; 0.005 mld.,
9d.; 0.01 m! d., 1 Od.; 0.1 mid., 1/· each.

WELDS PLASTICS

SElfn~~~epispk'~i C':~vh. P0~~~r~o.

PIONEERS

'fUBUL~R

L

Postage must be

ONDON CEN~'RAL RADIO STORES. 25. Lisle St
London, W.C.2. 'Phone: Gerrard 2969.
[988'9

www.americanradiohistory.com

AERO

RESEAR.CH
QF

DUXFORO

SYNTHETIC

LIMITED
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A. RYALL, "Arnehurst," Marsh Lane, Taplow,
Bucks l}ate Ryall's Radio, London), offers radio
components; po~t free..,
.C.C. 0.1 Tubular ~on-induc-tive Condensers, 350v.
wkg., rollerl and \\axed; 5/6 dozen; T.C.C. ditto,
in Paxolin tubes and waxed, 6/6 dozen; T.Q.C. MiJget
rardboards, 25 mfd., at 25v., plus 10 mfd. 150v., 1/3
each.
LESSEY Tuning Coils, in oval cans, oddments only,
aerial, B.P:. etc., no sets, 3 for 1 I 3; Ferranti
screened coils, pairs, aerial and H.F. transformers
with reaction, 2/6 pair, with coil connections,
ELESTIOX Loud-speakers, energised type, with and
C
without transformer:;;, m.c., mo~tly Sin. (a few
6in.) fields, 600, 920, 1,200, 2,000, 6,500, 7,000,
mostly been damp, out centre, at 12/6 per box five,
17/6 per five, and 22/6 per five, according to condition; please give alternative if best not available;
assorted boxes if required; carriage paid.

2I

Used~.B.V.A.

Valves, all types, !or sale
'
as bases for remakmg, 10/~ per hundred.-Darley, 130, Park Rd, Crouch End, N.8. [S887
Want ea
E Buy New or Used Hadios, ampli:fiers1 nieters,
converters, radio and electrical accessones, etc.'Phone: Ger. 4447.
[9603

C 0 ~cioE~~,~~~~i~b~· r.d0 r;gi~ 1 ~;0 n\F.:-_s;~a~;;::~

P

Northwuoll, BroaU::,lairs.
[9872
-r ANTED.-48 gauge enamelled copper wire, any
quantity.-Radio Transmission EG}uipment, Ltd.,
Nightingale Works, Nightingale Lane, London, S.W.l2.
Telephone: Battersea 8521, Extension 14 (Buyer).
ANTED, Westinghouse metal rectifier, style ILT.1, giving 200v. D.C. lOO m.-amps.; also step down
trans., 240v. to llOv. 60w.-Jackson, Elphick and Co .•
Ltd., Birko!nshaw, Larhhall, Lanarkshire.
[9874
REPAIRS AND SERVICE
Cro:~pa~~li~~;Y~fains Transforlllers and Chokes.

W

to keep your
Shelter or Cellar
dry. Ideal for
many A.R.P. and
general purpo:ies
A sound job bui it
{or continuous
running.
Fan- cooled ball -bearing LO~,!;~e~. '~,f~~~~O~lj!E:4:SR8DrVn~~~· Ltd.,[~~~
motor, A.C. or D.C., any
AINS. output transformers, chokes, etc., rewound.
voltage. Low current consumption.
Davics, 30, Morley c\\'., Manc-hester, 14. f9700
Connections for rubber hose. All parts non-rusting.
IDWEST, etc.-\\·e are the American experts.Please state exact maim voltage required.
Bennett's, 4, Humberstone Drive, Leicester. {9883
These pumps(as supplied to Government Departments
1
County Councils_ etc.) may also be used for garde; rfH~r~~~o~:;c~~~~io~~c\~P:iLem~\~~~~:;v ~r~de.~~1:~~~
[9842
fountains,
FOUNTAIN JETS for above, 4/· :Jnt'a. shall, 137, Windmill Lane, !'iottingham.
No. 10. 100 gals. per hour Carr. 2/- extra ... £5 2 6
No, I L 280 gals. per hour ,, 2. ..
-~· £6 6 0 "S~rn~;R~h w~~~ ~!;n:·~~~c~Y~~~~~s c~!1 a;!wi~~~
No. 12. 560 gols.~per hour , 3/- .. ... £7 12 0 American valves, spares, line cords.-F.R.I., Ltd., 22,
[8934
Prices include foot valve and strainer, and hose union. Howland St., W.L Museum 5675.
E'l'R.OPOLITAN RADIO SERVICE Co. Guarantee
Pump is ready for immediate use.
Repairs to American and British Receivers.
Linecord resistances, condensers, and vol. controls. 'l'rade
A Useful Accessory
The STUART AUTOMATIC FLOAT SWITCH, supplied.-1,021, Finchley Rd., N.W.11. Spe. 30~g 641
dependable and easy to install, Is the best method of
AINS Transformers- Service, repairs, rewinds, or
controlling water-level. Immediately water rises in
construction to specification of any type, co~
the sump the Float Switch starts the motor pump. petitivc prices and prompt service.-Sturdy Electnc
This guarantees no flooding. Price, complete with Co., Ltd., Dipton, Newcastle-upon-'l'yne.
[9651
all fittings, £2.5. 0.
SITUATIONS WANTED
•
.----Only a limited number in stock---ANADA, U.S.A., Eng., 7y. l<'cty. Resch. TX & RX,
Telev. U.H.F. Microwa.ve. Polytech., pract. an~
PHILIPS CYCLE DYNAMO LIGHTING SETS
theoret. qualif. G. & G. Exams, seeks managerial pos1~
36/-or with larger lamp 42/-. Postage 7d.
tion.-Box 2626, c/o The Wireless World.
[9886
BELLING BOILING RINGS 33/-. Postage 1/·

W

L·T

CEL~~~!?s~ sp~~~h r~iis~ 3~0 ~t~is~a~~r~~n!es~ ~raat~~~
fields 750 ohms. 70-100m.a., been damp, out centre,
cones intact, pole pieces rusty; 22/6 per box ten,
carriage paid.
ESIS'l'ANCES, well known make, %-watt, 1 meg.,
l/3 dozen, 91_ gross; ditto, %~-watt, 800 ohms,
1/3 dozen, 10/- gross; 400 ohms, '12-watt, 1/3 dozen,
10/- gross; 30,000 '1,-watt, 1/3 dozen, 10/- gross;
300,000 ~o<-watt, 1 1 3 dozen.
LIX Chassis Valve Holders, 5-pin oblong, 7-pin
C
lemon and round, 4-pin round, all 2/3 dozen;
American, 7-pin, chassis, British make, 4/ .. dozen;
insuiating tape, 2oz. reels, 1 j 3 lb.

M
M

R

voL~~!~ ~e&i:~1 \;,;;~··Z"io~:Jesp~~d~~? ~~~s"\,!\rt~h~

M

1/6 each; Sator midget 1 meg. and 400,000 .ohm,
l/3 each; British make broad base. 1 meg. and 0.4,
at 1/6 each; slightly soiled; Sa tor broad ba!5e, 10,000
ohm, 1/6 each; few only,
.E.C. " Tuneon " Tuning Indicators, as used in
the " A VC Five " neon type, 1/3 each; slow
motion (epicyclic) drives, fit l4in. shafts, long l4in.
spindles, well made in brass, with ball bearings, ratio
8-1, 1/3 each.
PAto?~d1s~ e~:.:i~,hr~l2ir2in~·i~~~gf~s ~~~d 1 ~~r; :~~~~
boards, with tags, 12-way, two for 1/3; or drilled,
less tag<s, four for 1/3.

M

G

C

TECHNICAL TRAINING
AM~ICf,!~sSA~vllirfl:F'{.~~~~~~~i~.P. t~~~ei $:!":tit
Send
stamp for illustrated price lists.
REAT Possib11ities Exist for 'J'echnically .Qualified
Engineers, key men in wartime and afterwards.
G
the home-study courses of 'rhe T.I.G.B. take
recognised engineering qualification such as
LONDON RADIO SUPPLY CO. aThrough
E
A.:M 1.1\!cch.E.,
A. 1\L I. E. E.,
A. F. R. Ae. S.,
2~d.

output pentode; 6/6 set three; suit Philco sets.
RIE Resistors, %-watt type, actual va.lues, as used
in many well known sets, 150, 200, 220, 270, 680,
3,300, 6,000, 7,500, 18,000, 25,000, 27,000, 33,000,
150,000, 330,000, 390,000, 1\2 rneg,, 3/- dozen; new
goods; Erie resistors, 2 watt type, 800, 1,000, 1,500,
3,900, 7,500, 8,000, 8.200, 12,000, 30,000, 47.000,
56,000, 68,000, 120,000, three for 1/6, new goods;
Erie resistors, 3-watt (note, many sizes in 2w. and
3w. are offered with a view to being used in parallel),
150, 300, 330, 390, 400, 680, 700, 1,500, 2,200, 3,300,
4, 700, 6,800, 7,000, 12,000, two for 1/6, new goods.
NOBS.-Large black mottled, 2in., three 1/3.

•WINDEN," ARDINGLY ROAD, BALCOMBE, SU;)SEX.

RAF

m

wants

res~ators,

8,000, 4 for I /3. ·
·
LYDON Type Trimmers on Ceramic Bases, 70 mm.
2/6 dozen; double trimmers on Paxolin, ex
G.E.C., not joined, 2/6 dozen; single ditto, 1/6 dozen;
ditto, not mounted, 1/2 dozen.
E~X Type Switches, 4-bank, 2-po!e, 4·way, 5 witb
shorting plates, 2/6 each: Rex type sw1tch wafers,
3-way, 2-, 3-, 4-po!e, 4 for 1/3.
ALVES.-Europa AC/L 4v. 1 amp., makes good
detector or L.F. amplifier, 3/3 e~~h; Europa
ACJHP 5-pin base, 3/3 each (metalhsmg of the
AC/II'P may be rather soiled, but all O.K.); 6GS
Magic Eyes, 4! 6 each i two only each customer_
ELL KNOWN Make Mica Condensers, 0.0028 and
0 003 1/3 dozen; silver mica, 0.00045, 2/3
dozen; Wave' traps, ex K.B., iron core, 1/3; switches
for band pass H.F. and dial lights, Wearite type, 1/3.
A'l'TERY Leads, 4-way, with plugs, two for 1/6;
cable, 4-way single strand in one cover, 4 yards,
1/3; single connecting wire, white, 18 yards, l/3.
LESSEY 2-gang Screened Variable Condensers, with
trimmers, straight type, 3/-; 2-gang unscreened,
with ceramic insulation, 3/~, less trimmers; 3-gang,
screened with one trimmer only, 3/-; all straight, no
super bet' types; condenser drives, with 2-band scale,
less escutcheon, similar Polar VP, 1/9.
NVER'rED Type large capacity Mansbridge lowvoltage for cathode by-pass, pair in one block. 1/6;
•mall blocks, 0.5X0.5x0.25x0.25, 250v. wkg., 2 for
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S~ECIAL

Note.-We now !'onfine our business to
l\Iail Order; prompt attention, in rotation. Our
customers should. note that when the present stocks are
disposed of there is no likelihood of our being able to
offer further surplus goods.-G. A. Ryal1, "Arnehurst," Marsh Lane, Tap!ow, Bucks.
[9880

CR;'Jis~ 1W~ryBa~~~·~er;:~di~~;fu'! i~u~~~~k;;,
tr!~~r3a~ /-

Tarporley, Cheshire.

*
T. &

excellent opportunities for you to earn good

m:)ney in your spare time as a Service Engine r.

[9866
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~{~,;'~~~';, !\d;,.ii;;~11~nwi~.;i!';~ f~~·~\~M:~ ~~lcha~is~ ;~;
~

and R.A.F.

[9249

FOR SALE OR WANTED
" THEBUSINESSES
Wireless and Electrical Trader" is an essential part of the. equipment of every Wireless

Trader, its pages reflect the very late~t turn of trade
eYents, and it is read by all the lea~hng dealers and
manufacturers for particulars of busmesses offered or
wanted. By st;bscription~ to the trade only, 17/~ per
annum, post free.-Send your trade card for specimen
copy to Dorset House, Stamford St., London, ~o~l<i
BOOKS, INSTRUCTIONS, ETC.
EBB'S Radio Map ol the World Locates Any Sta-

W tion Heard. Size 40x30m. 4/6, post. 6d. On
linen, 10/6, post 6d. Webb's Hadlo Globe: !2In~ .model,

Rarlio prefixes zones, etc., 27/6.-Webb s R.adJO, 14,
Soho St~, Lond~n. W.1. 'Phone: Gerrard 2089. [9554
VERY Radio Dealer Who is Not a Regular Reader
.-:.. ~f "The \Vireless and Electrical Trader '• should
send his trade card at on~.e for a specimPn copy and
full details of the " Trader Services. oo '!'he Wireless
and Electrical Trarler" has the widest influence, and
is read by all the leading manufacturers and traders.
Trade only, 17/6 per annum, post free. Published at
Dorset House, Stamford Bt., London, tl.E.l
[0615

C. RADIO COLLEGE E

19, Market Place, READING

,.....................................................
:
(Post in unsealed envelope, Id. stamp)
: Pleue send me free details of your Home-Study
: Radio Courses.
: NAME...................................... , .•••••••••••••••• ~ ......

.:
:
•
:

00

..A"iiv£iiris.EMENrs····~
:. :r-·ci:!ssijji£ii
intended tor the MARCH ISSUE can he l
accepted up to Tuesday, Febrnarv lOth.
..............................................l
.......................................................... l........

.
• ADDRESS .........................................................
,

:

-

YOU RM

Even if you know nothing about radio, ·you can study at
home in your spare time and qualify as a Radio Engineer.
We have successfully trained hundreds of men for the
R.A.F. and other vital war-time services. We can train
you
Do not miss thi~ wonderful opportunity of qualifying for
highly specialised and well-paid service. The work Is
1ntensely Interesting and you gain experience which can
be of tremendous value to you after the war.
Now, more than ever before, the outstanding merits of
our tuition are being proved again and again. Students
who previous!y knew nothing about radio have passed
the R.A.F. Trade Test with "flying colours."
Waste no time, but post coupon now for free d~tails of
our Home-Study Courses for Radio Mechanics. Radiolocation. Mathematics, Servicing, Television and Transmission.
If you are not liable (or service, there are

.:
h!';~~~~~~ ;•rr=~~~i~~:rsl:;l~d.~~e,V~r~~~. .

£10; Ferranti Test Set, £8; Brown's Hand Microphone with Transformer, £8; l\Iarconi Pick-up, old

T

Are you keen on radio l The R.A.F. urgently
needs you for work of vital importance.

C

R

Success

The

K
CLiftc ..I~~u~-.sz:P~:w~:. fo~e~_.u. loudspeaker,
ARGE Goldtone H.F. Mains Chokes, hea.vy duty,
L
two for 1/6,. may be slightly soued; Ferranti
wire wound
-nickel end caps, 4.000, 6,000,

A.M:I.Chem.E., C. and G., etc., in which examina-tions tlle T.I.G.B. students have gained 25 FIRST
PLACES an:i Hundreds of Passes. Write to-day for
"The Engineer's Guide to
''~Free-c()nta.ining
the world's widest choice of engineering courses covering all branches, includin~ Aeronautical, Mechanical,Electrical, \Vireless, Chemtcal, etc.
HE TECHNOLOGICAL mSTITU'l'E OF GREAT
BRITAIN. 82, Temple Bar House, London,
E.0.4.
[9335
TUITION
ADIO Training.-P.:M.G. exams, .11nd
I.E.E.
Diploma
prospectus free.-Tcchnwal College,
Hull.
'
[0611
ORSE Code 'l'raining in Your Own Home; "Book
of Facts" iree.-Cand!er System Co. (W.O.),
[9744
121, Kingsway, London. W.C.2.
RAC'I'JCAL Radio Postal Courses, coaching for
I.P.R.E., IL\.F., A.I.D. exams.; booklet free.Hecretary. I.P.H.E., Bush House, Walton Avenue,
Hen!ey-on-Thames
[9547
ADIO Enrrineertng.-Television and· Wireless Telegraphy. ~omprehensive postal courseS of instruc~
tion.-ArJply British Sf·hool of Telegraphy, Ltd., 1 ~9,

'1/ilW

.......... ...........................................

:

-
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Advertisements

FEBRUARY,

!942

FOR THAT INDOOR P.A. JOB--...

ON

Use your VOIGT
LOUDSPEAKER UNIT
with one of our 2ft. mouth
horns. lt dismantles easily
for transport and storage.
(Stock very limited)

Price

£4 - 16 - 3

(ex works)
UNIT WITH TWIN DIAPHRAGM

£15- 15 - 0

valveholders are preferred by
radio engineers because of
th€ir Strength, Efficiency,
Uniform Contact anrl exceptional Insulation.

<about 4C watt.~ reguired/or full excitation)

(Deiivery delay about 3 months)

THE

COURTS,

SILVERDALE,

SYDENHAM,

S.E.26

: S Y Den ham 6666.

All standard British aiM American type<~
are aeailable.

FOUNDATIONS
of WIRELESS
By A. L. Sowerby, M.Sc. Third Edition, reyised by
M. G. Scroggie, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.

Price

6/- net

By post 6/6

The aim of this b.ook is to teach the wireless
student the principles on which the design and
operation of modern receivers are based. It
cJvers the whole field from the simplest electrical phenomena to the construction of a modern
set, All the vital points in receiver design are
treated in full detail.

IB8Ueilln conjunction with'' 'l'HE WIRELESS WORLD''
and published f,g the Pr.JprietoriJ

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.
DORSET HOUSE, STAMFORD STREET, LONDON, S.E.l

ERMINE STREET

HUNTINGDON.

Telephone: HUNTINGOON 361

INVENTORS
We continually seek new inventions and products
in all branches of industry for development and
production by the manufacturing Companies of
the Simmonds Group throughout the world.
SIMMONDS DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION LTD.
BUSH HOUSE, W.C.2.
Printed in England for the PnbliAher~, ILIFFE A:-:o So:ss LTo., Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l, by THE CORNWALL PREss LTo., Paris Garden Stamford Street, London S.E.l.
''The Wirel~BS
World "can be obtained abroad from the following: At'STRAUA and NF..w ZEALAND: Gordon & Gotch, Ltd. lNou: A. H. Wheeler & Co. CANAD.\: Im'perial News Co.; OordoJl &r; Gotch, L(.d.
80V'1'B.
AFRIC,.: Central News Agency, Ltd.: Wm. Dawson & Sons (S.A.), Ltd. UNITED S:rATES: The Internat:onal News Co.
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RADIO MATERIALS
We have had a long experience in the
manufacture of all kinds of Cables and
Wires, Static Condensers, Insulators
and Iron Work, Telephone Cords and
Copper Earthing Rods. for Radio use.

BRITISH INSULATED CABLES LTD.
CABLE MAKERS AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
Head Office :

PRESCOT, LANCS. Tel. No. PRESCOT6571

Special

WAR-TIME EDITION

•

Our descriptive pamphlet No. 11 B has been
abridged.
We have retained all the information necessary to the experimenter
and the new edition is known as descriptive.
pamphlet No. 11 b/ I. Whether you ask for
D.P.IIB, D.P.IIbjl, or D.P.IIB/1 (the book
was referred to as this by error in a recent
z.dvertisement) we can only send you
D.P.IIb/1.
lt contains a good deal of
technical information about meter rectifiers
and test sets, and is sti 11 worth 3d.
c--------COUPON-------.
WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SIGNAL CO. LTD.,
Pew Hill House, Chippenham, Wilts.
- enclose 3d. in stamps.

Please send me D.P. 11 bj I.

Name.:·······································································.,··················
Address ...................................................................................... .

w:w.se
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F1BRUARY, ICJ.4:a.

'Still keep .going when the rest have
stopped ':1
.
·I
.

THE cm.oRIDE ELECTRICAL STORA.GE coMPANY.

Grosvenor
._. .

Gardens

House,

Telephoru: VICtoria 2299.

Grosvenor

. ";

LTD.

Gardens, LOndon,

S. W.1 .

Ttleerams : Chloridic, Sowest, London

fS l6 1 ~
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